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Abstract
The characterisation of unrest signals and eruption precursors is one of the main challenges
in volcano research because of the complexity of volcanic systems (e.g., the interplay between
magmatic and hydrothermal fluids). This thesis addresses the issue for White Island volcano
(New Zealand), and presents a comprehensive analysis of geophysical changes associated with
the recent unrest/eruptive episode (2011-2013). A modelling strategy was used to 1. charac-
terise the source of the magnetic and gravity changes during this unrest/eruptive episode, 2.
describe the effect of an inclined fumarole on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes, 3.
assess whether volcanic tremor can be used for eruption forecasting at White Island.
The observed magnetic changes were inverted for a dipole, and can be explained by temperature
changes at shallow depth below the active crater. The lack of significant gravity changes was
then used to constrain the heat source responsible for the magnetic changes. The geophysical
changes are consistent with a model involving an episode of increased degassing from a possible
shallow magmatic intrusion.
The effect of a period of increased degassing on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes in
the fumarole area was then investigated. Previous studies inferred an inclined conduit for the
main fumarole at White Island (fumarole zero). I therefore investigated the effect of such an
inclined conduit on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes at steady state and associated
with an unrest episode, using a numerical modelling approach (TOUGH2). The model was con-
strained using parameters consistent for fumarole zero (small conduit one order of magnitude
more permeable than the surrounding medium). The effect of the fumarole inclination is to
shift the hydrothermal plume and the gravity anomaly towards the injection area instead of the
fumarole outlet. Such a model implies that regular microgravity measurements can inform on
the location of the feeding source of the fumarole.
Finally, I calibrated an algorithm implementing the material Failure Forecast Method to issue
eruption forecasts from volcanic tremor at White Island. Volcanic tremor increases preced-
ing four out of the five eruptions of August 2011–January 2014 period are well explained by
a model where an eruption is a case of material failure due to magma pressurisation. These
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tremor increases were therefore likely precursory to the eruptions. The good fit between the
model and data allowed the issue of reliable eruption forecasts so that four eruptions (out of
the five eruptions of the episode) occurred during forecast eruption windows. The probability
of having an eruption during a forecast eruption window is 0.21 for the whole period, 37 times
higher than the probability of having an eruption on any day, demonstrating that eruption
forecasting capabilities can be enhanced using our procedure.
We conclude that, at White Island, magnetic and gravity measurements are valuable to char-
acterise the unrest source, and that the evolution of volcanic tremor can be used for eruption
forecasting. Magnetic measurements can help characterise unrest because of their sensitivity
to temperature changes. Additional gravity measurements allow constraining the source of the
magnetic changes, and they could also inform on location of the source of the fluid injection in
the fumarole area. The evolution of volcanic tremor can be precursory to eruptions and allow
an estimate of the timing of the eruptions onset. This study therefore brings insights into unrest
sources and eruption precursors at White Island, while providing methods that could be applied
at other volcanoes. It also highlights the importance of continuous measurements to constrain
volcanic processes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Abstract
Interpreting signs of volcanic unrest and characterising eruption precursors are challenging
tasks because of the complexity of volcanic systems. At White Island volcano (New Zealand),
interactions between magma and the volcano hydrothermal system lead to a variety of
signals. It is only by understanding the nature of the source of these signals and their
evolution with time that an accurate assessment of the state of the volcano can be made
and eruption forecasts can be produced.
In this chapter, I will first introduce the aim and objectives of this thesis, then present the
context for this research. Finally, I will highlight the research questions addressed in this
study and provide an outline of the thesis.
1.1 Thesis aim and objectives
This thesis aims at characterising the source of some geophysical changes associated with the
2011–2013 unrest/eruptive period at White Island volcano, to determine whether they can help
interpret volcanic unrest and/or were precursory to the eruptions.
This aim will be reached by achieving the following objectives:
• To characterise the source of the gravity and magnetic changes which accompanied the
2011-2013 unrest/eruptive episode at White Island to assess the usefulness of these mag-
netics and gravity measurements for unrest characterisation at the volcano.
• To describe the effect of an inclined fumarole conduit on hydrothermal circulation and
gravity to highlight the contribution of structural effects to the geophysical observables
and help constrain the source of the observables.
1
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• To assess the potential of using increasing levels of volcanic tremor to forecast eruptions
at White Island, to determine the tremor characteristics that are precursory for eruptions
at the volcano.
This thesis provides a summary of the recent unrest/eruptive episode and associated geophysical
observables at White Island. It also assesses the use of magnetic, gravity and seismic data for
unrest characterisation and eruption forecasting, using a comprehensive modelling approach.
Despite being a hindsight analysis only based on one unrest/eruptive episode, these results give
insights into the changes to look for during the next volcanic crisis at this particular volcano.
Moreover, the same methodology could be applied to other volcanic systems where similar
geophysical changes are observed.
1.2 Geophysical changes during unrest and prior to eruptions
Volcano monitoring involves measuring geophysical and geochemical parameters that are ex-
pected to change according to the volcano activity. An appropriate interpretation of these
changes can bring some valuable insights into the state of the volcano, and inform on the like-
lihood of an eruption. Unrest is considered when changes from the normal state of the volcano
are depicted (Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988). Each volcano has a different normal state, or back-
ground activity, which needs to be well understood to assess when there is departure from that
state. An unrest phase can, but not always, lead to an (or several) eruption. Here, I define an
eruption as the explosive ejection of fragmented new magma or older solidified material and/or
the effusion of liquid lava (Siebert et al., 2015). It is only by recognising precursory phenom-
ena to eruptions that reliable forecasts can be made. Unfortunately, this is a challenging task
because of the complexity of volcanic systems (Cashman and Sparks, 2013). Each volcano has
its own characteristics implying that, even if the physical processes may be similar, they will
produce different observables (Cashman and Biggs, 2014). I focus this study on White Island
volcano in New Zealand, where unrest observables and eruption precursors are currently poorly
understood. As this volcano is one of the major attractions in the country and a potential threat
to aviation, enhancing unrest characterisation and eruption forecasting capabilities would help
mitigate human and economic impacts during increased volcanic activity.
Complex processes occur during unrest (Figure 1.1) and preceding eruptions (Acocella, 2014;
Rouwet et al., 2014). These lead to a variety of signals to interpret. For example, rock failure
and fluid movements (magma and hydrothermal) lead to seismicity (Chouet, 1996; Neuberg
et al., 2000; Bean et al., 2014), and can also lead to deformation (e.g., Todesco et al., 2004).
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Changes in mass and/or density lead to gravity changes (Rymer, 1994; Todesco and Berrino,
2005). Changes in temperature, stress, flow direction lead to magnetic changes (Rikitake and
Yokoyama, 1955; Stacey et al., 1965; Zlotnicki and Le Mouel, 1988). Changes in temperature
and gas saturation (hence conductivity) lead to resistivity changes (Rinaldi et al., 2011 and
references therein). Geophysical changes can also occur without being associated with unrest
(e.g., Legaz et al., 2009; Vandemeulebrouck et al., 2005). Each geophysical technique can bring
valuable information into the nature of the changes, but it is only by interpreting the changes
together that a full assessment of the state of the volcano can be made. The integration of
multiple parameters is exemplified in several well-documented unrest periods (Bardarbunga
volcano (Gudmundsson et al., 2014; Sigmundsson et al., 2014), Santorini caldera (Aspinall and
Woo, 2014 and references therein), El Hierro volcano (Lo´pez et al., 2012)). This highlights the
need for comprehensive studies when attempting to characterise unrest and eruption precursors.
Acocella Understanding the volcano factory
FIGURE 5 | A general process likely responsible for volcano unrest: the emplacement of magma
(sill) may induce fracturing and thus variations in the permeability of the host rock, also result-
ing in fluid migration and, in turn, pressure variation within a hydrothermal system. At the sur-
face, these processes manifest themselves through seismic, deformative, and degassing deviations
from the baseline.
principles of a volcano, but also to fore-
cast impending eruptions. Many unrest
episodes have been inferred to result, in
addition to magma rise and emplacement,
from pressurized hydrothermal systems
or regional earthquakes (e.g., Newhall
and Dzurisin, 1988; Walter et al., 2009;
Fournier and Chardot, 2012). As for
hydrothermal systems, it is often difficult
to distinguish and discriminate their role
on an unrest episode, also because of the
limited knowledge on their extent, phys-
ical and chemical features. However, the
possibility that any unrest ultimately has
a magmatic origin, where the magma is
the essential ingredient, deserves to be
further investigated and probably better
acknowledged.
Pre-eruptive unrest episodes often
show linear behaviors, characterized by
the progressive increase in the intensity
of one or more unrest indicators detected
through the monitoring system, as for
example observed at Mount Pinatubo in
1991 (Newhall and Punongbayan, 1996).
However, many unrest episodes may be
characterized by a non-linear behavior,
with important time variations in the
intensity of the detected indicators, mak-
ing any real-time interpretation extremely
difficult, as for example recently observed
at Rabaul or Okmok calderas (e.g., Biggs
et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2010). Even less
is known on the unrest episodes preceding
large eruptions and super-eruptions, due
to their lower frequency of occurrence
and the lack of instrumental detection: in
these cases, do we may expect pre-eruptive
behaviors similar to those of average-sized
eruptions? More in general, to understand
active volcanoes and their erupting poten-
tial, we should focus our attention on
the following questions. Why is a volcano
experiencing unrest? What happens dur-
ing and after unrest, and why? Which is
the probability that the unrest anticipates
an eruption of certain explosivity, and
why?
Despite these uncertainties, a signif-
icant though dispersed and fragmented
wealth of monitoring data is now available
through publications, reports and web-
sites. The collection and systematic and
critical review and analysis of such infor-
mation may provide important insights
for identifying general behaviors, estab-
lishing patterns, thresholds and rela-
tionships and, ultimately understanding
unrest processes. Important international
initiatives, as WOVODAT (http://www.
wovodat.org/), in collecting raw data from
unresting volcanoes are trying to respond
to this need and should definitely be
encouraged.
CHALLENGE 5: ERUPTION
FORECASTING
Forecasting is the crucial challenge of vol-
canology, as volcanoes are potentially
affecting nearly 1/10 of the Earth pop-
ulation. After previous deterministic
attempts, forecasting is now being made
mainly using a probabilistic approach,
also including Bayesian event tree mod-
els, which recognize natural variability
and stochastic elements, include the full
range of possible events and show most
likely scenarios (Sparks, 2003; Aspinall
et al., 2006; Marzocchi et al., 2008).
Forecasting should not be restricted at
evaluating only the probability of occur-
rence of an impeding eruption, but also its
expected location, size and style, including
the occurrence of ash plumes, which may
affect areas very distant from the volcano.
In general, eruption forecast appears
less challenging than, say, earthquake fore-
cast, as the approximate location and time
of the event may be perceived. Indeed,
in several tens of cases, impending erup-
tions have been successfully forecast, even
at poorly monitored volcanoes, saving
lives, properties and other values (e.g.,
McNutt, 2000; Sparks, 2003). However,
despite promising efforts (e.g., Wylie et al.,
1999; Roman et al., 2006; Aiuppa et al.,
2007; Brenguier et al., 2008), there is still
a substantial lack of reliable and diagnos-
tic eruptive precursors. This leads to the
significant uncertainty of short-term erup-
tion forecasting, especially for the non-
negligible percentage of eruptions with
non-linear pre-eruptive behavior. More in
general, volcanoes are complex systems
controlled by many unknown parameters
and prone to sudden failure, so that even
minor differences may determine the out-
come and some systems may seem or even
be inherently unpredictable (e.g., Sparks
et al., 2012).
While many unknowns will continue to
accompany the unpredictability of unrest
episodes, an important effort in forecast-
ing is to identify and focus on at least
the more “predictable” part. This may
not be immediately recognizable, but it
may become so once databases are cre-
ated, merged and statistically analyzed.
Available statistical tools then need to be
improved and based on the understand-
ing of how volcanoes work, rather than at
simply recognizing longer-term patterns.
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Figure 1.1: Volcanic processes during unrest (from Acocella, 2014).
The interpretation of the source of these geophysical changes often involves modelling tech-
niques. The similarities of volcanic processes, regardless of the volcanoes, allowed the devel-
opment of models based on physical laws. For example, the study of hydrothermal circulation
relies on Darcy’s law. However, these models need tuning to each volcano, because each volcano
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has its own settings and characteristics (Cashman and Biggs, 2014). In the case of hydrother-
mal circulation, the outcomes of the model will, for example, depend on the location of the
permeable pathways, which depends on the volcano studied. Studying common processes while
accounting for the unique behaviour of individual systems has been recently highlighted as one
of the main challenges in volcano research (Cashman and Biggs, 2014).
If precursors are characterised in a timely way, they can be used for eruption forecasting. Suc-
cessful eruption forecasts using seismicity were made for example at Villarica (Ortiz et al., 2003)
and Colima (Reyes-Davila and De la Cruz-Reyna, 2002); and proved to be useful for hazard
management in the latter case. In contrast, other eruptions occur with limited warning (if any)
either because they are preceded by a very short period of precursory activity (e.g., the 2nd May
2008 eruption at Chaiten was preceded by two days of seismicity, Carn et al., 2009) or because
the precursory activity is only recognised after the eruption (e.g., the 27th September 2014 at
Ontake was preceded by seismicity only interpreted as precursory for the eruption after it oc-
curred, Kato et al., 2015). A careful and timely analysis of the signals with the implementation
of automated and tested algorithms are therefore essential for reliable eruption forecasts.
1.3 White Island volcano
1.3.1 Geological setting
White Island volcano is the northernmost active volcano of the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Cole and
Lewis, 1981) located ∼50 km off the Bay of Plenty coast of New Zealand (Figure 1.2). It is
formed of two overlapping cones: an older eroded western cone and a younger cone that forms
most of the island (Black, 1970). Its area of 3.3 km2 only represents the emergent summit of
the much larger White Island Massif (Cole and Nairn, 1975). The volcano is of andesite to
dacite composition, and consists of a succession of lava flows, breccias, agglomerates, and un-
consolidated beds of ash and tuffs containing lava blocks (Figure 1.3) (Black, 1970; Heap et al.,
2015). Main Crater, its main topographical feature, is formed from three subcraters: western,
central and eastern (Houghton and Nairn, 1989a; Houghton and Nairn, 1991). These charac-
teristics demonstrate the complexity of the White Island system, and highlight the presence of
heterogeneities within the edifice.
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Figure 1.2: Map of White Island volcano showing the location of the main volcanic features
during the 2011-2013 unrest: active vents (red stars) and main fumaroles (black dots) and of
the monitoring sites: seismic (blue triangles) and webcams (blue squares). During quiescent
periods, a crater lake drowns the two vents. The insert indicates the location of White Island
(red dot) compared to New Zealand.
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velocity of the most porous ash tuff (47% porosity) can be as low as
1.2 km·s−1. The average velocity of the consolidated rocks comprising
the crater wall is in general agreement with our data (sampled from
the craterwall; Fig. 1c), supporting the notion that the subsurface crater
wall is composed of partially lithified porous ash tuffs and fractured
lavas.
The output of AE energy during our deformation experiments shows
that mechanical failure of volcanic materials may produce seismogenic
signals. The present study allows us to place some constraints on the
possible source regions and deformation mechanisms that might pro-
duce the wide range of seismic signals observed in volcanic environ-
ments. Whakaari commonly produces the full range of seismic signals,
including broad-spectrum volcano-tectonic earthquakes, long-period
earthquakes, and both 1–5 Hz tremor and harmonic tremor (e.g., Nishi
et al., 1996; Sherburn et al., 1998) as well as the lower frequency
very-long-period (VLP) seismicity. The present work allows us to
review these excitations in the context of the AE energy results. Our ex-
periments showed that the high stresses required for dilatant failure in
the lava samples generate high energy events (Fig. 7c), while the defor-
mation of the ash tuff in both the dilatant and compactive regimes was
accompanied by continuous, lower energy events (Fig. 8c). As a result,
we suggest that local volcano-tectonic events are likely to originate
within the lava, rather than the ash tuff deposits (Fig. 12). The large
stresses required for dilatant failure in the lava may suggest that the
earthquakes are the result of an increase in the local pore pressure
(due to magmatic or hydrothermal activity), as suggested by Nishi
et al. (1996). The rise in pore pressure will lower the effective pressure
thus reducing the strength of the lava. Local pore pressure increases
Fig. 12. A schematic cross section (depth 4 km) ofWhakaari, New Zealand. The cross section is composed of interbedded ash tuffs and lava units (see Fig. 1c). We assume that differential
stress is higher close to faults, intrusions, or active vents and that effective pressure increases with depth. We also provide a zone of elevated pore pressure, and therefore low effective
pressure, close to an intrusion.We have highlighted zones, using our SEM photomicrographs (from Figs. 2, 9, and 10), inwhich the rockswill be either intact, have suffered dilatant failure,
or have suffered compactive or hydrostatic failure. Also indicated are the possible source regions for volcano-tectonic and long-period or tremor-like seismicity. See text for details.
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Figure 1.3: Interpretative schematic cross section of White Island volcano (from Heap et al.,
2015).
The volcano has a history of long periods of fumarolic and hydrothermal activity, with the
major magmatic episode occurring between 1976 and 1980. This activity has also been punc-
tuated by phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions (Cole and Nairn, 1975; Nishi et al., 1996)
and by strombolian eruptions as in 1979 and 1980 (Houghton and Nairn, 1989a). Another
eruptive episode h ppen d i 2000 with ash emis ions and seismic tremors and culminated in
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an eruption on 27 July 2000, forming a crater in the 1978-90 Crater Complex. Magmas feeding
these eruptions are thought to originate from different magma chambers located at 500 m, 1-2
km, 2-7 km depth (Cole et al., 2000; Houghton and Nairn, 1989a and references therein). The
last unrest/eruptive episode occurred between 2011 and 2013, was accompanied by geophysical
changes (e.g., Chardot et al., 2015) and is the subject of this study.
White Island hosts an active hydrothermal system within Main Crater which has existed for
at least 10,000 years (Giggenbach and Glasby, 1977). Steaming ground areas, hot springs,
fumaroles and a significant acidic crater lake are the surface expressions of the hydrothermal
system. Infiltration of sea water is shown by analysis of subsurface brines and diffuse degassing
(Bloomberg et al., 2014); but is absent from the fumarolic output (Giggenbach et al., 2003).
Wilson et al. (1995) mentioned that the rocks and sediments at White Island are weathered and
hydrothermally altered and Wood (1994) specified that this intense alteration is only present
on the crater floor (the main interest of this study), leaving the rocks that comprise the rest of
the edifice relatively fresh.
Several attempts have been made to characterise the volcano hydrothermal system. Two Audio-
Magnetotelluric surveys were conducted at White Island in 1990 (Ingham, 1992) and 1996 (Nishi
et al., 1996) in order to determine the resistivity structure of the volcano. Both studies revealed
very low resistivity in the crater floor. Ingham (1992) quantitatively constrained the depth of
the top of the hydrothermal system (between 55 and 200 m depth according to the site) whereas
Nishi et al., 1996 inferred the presence of clay layers at the surface with shallow sea water intru-
sion or very conductive hydrothermal water underneath. To constrain fluid circulation within
the volcano-hydrothermal system, two self-potential studies were carried out at White Island
(Nishi et al., 1996; Hashimoto et al., 2004). Results were consistent with a change in the flow
direction due to the crater lake level variations (Hashimoto et al., 2004); and surface features
(hot ground, fumaroles). However, the very low resistivity of the ground masks and attenuates
most of the signal, limiting the use of self-potential methods at White Island. Thermal infrared
mapping (Mongillo and Wood, 1995) and soil temperature measurements (Bloomberg et al.,
2014) proved to be useful to detect thermal areas within Main Crater. Some hot zones clearly
coincided with thermal features such as fumaroles and springs while others delineated the limit
of the eastern subcrater, a zone of microearthquake activity (Nishi et al., 1996). Hot zones
were attributed to fractured zones where convective heat transfer occurs from the hydrothermal
system while colder more impermeable zones were interpreted as older lake sediments capping
this hydrothermal system.
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1.3.2 Geophysical and geochemical observables
Volcano monitoring at White Island has been regular since 1967, involving visits to the vol-
cano to conduct various campaign measurements (levelling, magnetics, chemistry sampling,
temporary seismic deployment). The first seismic station (WIZ, Figure 1.2) started operating
in 1976. Another site was added to the seismic network in March 2012 (WSRZ). This site
also has a co-located tiltmeter, gravimeter, GPS station and a webcam continuously recording.
Other continuously recording instruments include two MiniDOAS stations for SO2 emissions,
two webcams and a GPS station. This continuous monitoring is complemented by monthly
gas flights to measure gas emissions (CO2, SO2, H2S) and by three-monthly visits to measure
changes within the crater floor (levelling, CO2 soil gas emission, fumarole sampling and crater
lake/springs sampling). The monitoring programme has been funded by the GeoNet project
since 2001. Whenever possible, other measurements complement the monitoring effort. For
example, additional gravity and magnetics campaigns were conducted as part of this study.
Observables include various types of seismicity that may or may not be associated to eruptive
activity (Latter et al., 1989; Sherburn et al., 1998), deformation within Main crater (Clark and
Otway, 1989) and more recently in the fumarole area (Peltier et al., 2009; Fournier and Chardot,
2012), continuous degassing (CO2 emissions between 250 and > 2000 t day−1, SO2 emissions
between 0 and 400 t day−1, Werner et al., 2008), fumarolic activity, hot springs and a crater
lake since 2003.
This integrated monitoring strategy has allowed a better understanding of the White Island
system. Werner et al. (2008) observed an annual cyclicity of CO2 emissions and of the number
of low-frequency earthquakes that they attributed to the strain induced by sea level changes
on the volcano. The same study highlighted that the volume of magma derived from CO2
emissions was validated by Cl− content in the lake so they proposed that gas and magma are
transported from deep to shallow levels as a closed system (magma convection), while an open
system characterises the upper conduit (Figure 1.4).
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[38] If we consider HCl output as proxy for volume of
magma degassing, the calculations are further validated.
Taking the average calculated output rate of 150 t d!1 of
HCl, integrating that over the period of one of the cycles,
and assuming that only half of the HCl exsolves from the
magma as demonstrated by volatile abundances [Wardell et
al., 2001], then the magma volume is "0.018 km3, which is
also consistent with the CO2 calculations. This finding is
particularly interesting because it confirms that 0.6 wt %CO2
is indeed a reasonable estimate for an initial CO2 content.
However, in order to dissolve the estimated 0.6 wt % of CO2,
the magma would have had to originate at "45 km depth
based on solubility arguments [Newman and Lowenstern,
2002]. Above this depth, CO2 would have existed at least
partially as an exsolved volatile. Depending on how
much water exists in the magma, at 7 km depth the
dissolved CO2 content in the magma would have reduced
to"500–600 ppm (based on 1–5wt%water) and <100 ppm
by one km depth. Since HCl exsolves preferentially at
shallow depths, this suggests that the system is indeed
closed, and that the gas phase travels with the magma from
depth through to the shallow conduit system before tran-
sitioning into an open system where gas leaves the magma
and escapes to the surface.
5.6. Implications of Cumulative Emissions and
Crater Deformation
[39] While CO2 emissions varied by over a factor of 5
during the first 2 years, the cumulative emissions rose
steadily at an average rate of "600 t d!1 (Figure 9). At
the beginning of the third cycle there was an increase in
cumulative emissions (to "1800 t d!1 on average) for a
period of several months before the trend leveled off again
at "610 t d!1. The steady increases in cumulative emissions
suggest a constant magma supply feeds the degassing
process. The volume estimates for the amount of magma
degassed suggest that a large magma reservoir must feed
emissions at the surface; however, it is not clear at what
depth this reservoir resides, or how it is connected to the
surface. Petrology of eruptive products suggests crystalliza-
tion occurs, and thus magma resides, in both a deep
chamber (2–7 km) and shallow chamber (1–2 km) [Cole
et al., 2000], and melt inclusions suggest that degassing
of SO2 is complete at depths >300 m [Wardell et al.,
2001], while HCl degassing was not complete at this depth
(Figure 10). Given the similarity in composition between the
magmatic gas emitted at the beginning of lake formation
(Table 2), and gases emitted during past more eruptive
periods [Giggenbach and Sheppard, 1989] when magma
depths were investigated [Wardell et al., 2001], this suggests
that the majority of the magma feeding the current degassing
must reside at depths greater than 300 m (Figure 10).
[40] To determine if the magma was being input or
convected to shallow depths the deformation of the crater
needs to be considered. During the 1976–1982 eruptions,
magma input into the upper edifice caused both widespread
uplift in the crater floor, and localized uplift in one area of
the crater. The widespread uplift affected the crater floor for
a period up to 4 years prior to the eruption starting in 1976
and was thought to be related to newmagma input at"500 m
Figure 9. Cummulative CO2 emissions during the study
period.
Figure 10. Schematic model of White Island crater and conduit system.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic model of White Island crater and conduit system (from Werner et al.,
2008).
Several studies emphasised the role of the hydrothermal system in the monitoring observables
at White Island. Chemical analyses showed that gas discharges comprise both a magmatic and
a hydrothermal component, the latter due to the absorption of magmatic gases in groundwater
as a source for the White Island brines (Giggenbach, 1987; Bloomberg et al., 2014). It is also
thought that the majority of the earthquakes occurring shallower than 1 km depth are due to
variations in pore fluid pressure within the volcano hydrothermal system (Nishi et al., 1996).
Magnetic field changes, which mainly reflect heating/cooling effects according to (Hurst et al.,
2004); involve the hydrothermal system which heats highly magnetised rocks if shallow magma
is present or rapidly cools them via groundwater circulation if the magma retreats. Finally,
hydrothermal processes have been proposed to explain ground deformation patterns such as the
uplift observed between 2002 and 2008 in the central subcrater (Peltier et al., 2009; Fournier
and Chardot, 2012). Recent deformation mainly occurs within the fumarole area, with the max-
imum deformation off-centre from the fumaroles outlet. Fournier and Chardot (2012) suggested
pore pressure changes within the feeding system of the fumaroles as a potential model to explain
the uplift. This model implies a non-vertical fumarole conduit. How such a non-vertical fu-
marole conduit affects hydrothermal circulation and associated geophysical changes is currently
unknown. Understanding this effect will help characterise potential unrest observables, and is
one objective of this study. This thesis presents the first assessment of the effect of an inclined
fumarole on geophysical observables.
Eruptions at White Island have been preceded by increased level of seismicity (Latter et al.,
1989); magnetic changes (Hurst et al., 2004) and deformation within main crater (Clark and
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Otway, 1989). Changes in these parameters were observed months before the start of eruptive
activity. However, magnetic campaigns were interrupted in 2003 because the recorded changes
were no longer correlated with volcanic activity. The recent unrest/eruptive episode at the
volcano (2011-2013) provides a new case study to investigate unrest signals and eruption pre-
cursors. Were the eruptions characterised by signs of elevated unrest? What are the sources of
the gravity and magnetic changes recorded during this period? Can the observed geophysical
changes inform on the state of the volcano? Finally, can the evolution of volcanic tremor be
precursory for eruptions and how can volcanic tremor increases be used for eruption forecasting?
All these research questions (Table 1.1) will be addressed in this thesis.
1.4 Towards a better understanding of unrest sources and
eruption precursors
1.4.1 Interpreting geophysical changes
Volcano monitoring techniques can record changes in degassing, water chemistry, seismicity,
acoustics, deformation, magnetics, gravity and resistivity. In order to characterise the source
of these changes, a modelling approach is often undertaken. It consists of retrieving the pa-
rameters of the source (e.g., location, size) that best explain the observables, when the source
parameters are not immediately self-evident from the observations. For example, surface de-
formation due to overpressure within a spherical body of rock (at a certain location and with
a certain radius) embedded in an elastic media can be calculated from the simple Mogi model
(Mogi, 1958). Two types of modelling approaches allow the characterisation of the source of the
observables. The forward approach models geophysical changes due to many different sources
(each with different parameters) and chooses the source that leads to the geophysical changes
closest to the observables. This approach can be time-consuming because of the number of
models to be run. Inverse methods present an alternative approach to assess the source of the
changes. Usually, a first guess is given for the parameters of the source, and an algorithm will
search for the parameters that improve the fit between the modelled and observed signals. This
limits the number of models computed and is therefore preferred in many situations where the
models are complex. However, despite these efficient techniques, the outcome is rarely a unique
and completely characterised source. For example, there is usually uncertainty regarding the
nature of the fluids involved (magma or hydrothermal). It is therefore only by integrating other
parameters that the nature of the source can be assessed. This can either be done by discussing
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the results in light of other changes at the volcano, or by performing coupled inversions (e.g.,
Anderson and Segall, 2013), which aim at finding the best source of several types of signals at
the same time.
The integration of several datasets can bring some valuable insights into the state of the vol-
cano. Chiodini et al. (2015) recently proposed the presence of two overlapping processes to
explain the evolution of fumarole composition and deformation at Campi Flegrei: a short–term
magmatic fluid injection into the hydrothermal system and a long–term heating of the rock. At
Nisyros, the combination of microgravity, seismic, GPS and electromagnetic data showed that
the observed short–term gravity changes were likely due to degassing instabilities (Gottsmann
et al., 2007). Other case studies of the interpretation of microgravity along with other observ-
ables at several volcanoes (Mount Etna, Masaya volcano, Krafla and Askja volcanoes, Tenerife,
Campi Flegrei) are summarised in Williams-Jones et al. (2008). Some studies even highlighted
some changes precursory to eruptions. For example, the combined analysis of microgravity and
deformation can bring some valuable insights into precursory processes within the magma reser-
voir at large calderas (Williams-Jones and Rymer, 2002). At Kelut volcano, Vandemeulebrouck
et al. (2000) observed variations in hydroacoustic noise, seismicity and crater lake temperature
prior to the 1990 eruption, that were used to describe pre-eruptive activity. At White Island,
magnetic changes and deformation have been explained by thermal changes of a shallow source
within the crater, involving the addition of hot hydrothermal fluids during unrest or the inflow
of cold fluids when unrest ceases (Hurst and Christoffel, 1973; Hurst et al., 2004).
In this study, I focus on interpreting the source of gravity and magnetic changes using a combi-
nation of inverse and forward modelling approaches, and I discuss the results within the wider
monitoring observables (Chapter 2).
1.4.2 Numerical modelling of volcano hydrothermal systems
Complex models are needed to capture the range of processes during unrest (e.g., deformation
(Hickey and Gottsmann, 2014); gravity (Battaglia and Segall, 2004)) and preceding eruptions
(e.g., model comparison in Sahagian (2005)). In a volcanic environment hosting a hydrothermal
system, the response of the hydrothermal system to a magmatic input can lead to geophysical
observables that are similar to a magmatic signature only (e.g., Todesco and Berrino, 2005;
Hurwitz et al., 2007). Better understanding the effect of hydrothermal activity on geophysical
observables is therefore of paramount importance to constrain the unrest source. A volcano
hydrothermal system represents the complex interface between the magma chamber and the
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surface (Norton, 1984). Hydrothermal activity results from several processes whereby hot mag-
matic fluids escape the magma, propagate through fractures and pores and interact with shallow
groundwater (Figure 1.5). Modelling hydrothermal circulation therefore requires the integra-
tion of several physical processes. Multiphase fluids (gas, liquid, supercritical) as a function of
pressure and temperature, and accounting for the effect of one phase on the other (using relative
permeability capillary pressure) need to be considered. Fluids are usually of different nature
(water and other magmatic gases) so the effect of solubility of one component within the other
also need to be addressed. Finally, hydrothermal circulation involves mass and heat flow (ad-
vection, conduction) within a complex domain with varying rock properties. There is therefore
the need for solving highly non-linear and coupled equations (Todesco, 2008; Ingebritsen et al.,
2010).
To tackle this issue, I use TOUGH2, a multi-component and multiphase simulator describing
the coupled flow of heat and mass through a porous medium (Pruess et al., 1999) (Chapter 3).
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the remainder of this paper will focus specifically on
quantitative analysis of magmatic hydrothermal systems and
in particular the role of numerical modeling.
[5] Magmatic hydrothermal systems occur both on the
continents, where they are concentrated near convergent
plate boundaries, and on the ocean floor, where they are
concentrated near the mid‐ocean ridges (MOR) (Figure 1).
Subsea hydrothermal activity near the MOR is critically
important to the Earth’s thermal budget and to global geo-
chemical cycles. Heat flow studies consistently indicate that
hydrothermal circulation near the MOR accounts for 20%–
25% of the Earth’s total heat loss [e.g., Williams and Von
Herzen, 1974; Sclater et al., 1980; Stein and Stein, 1994].
Without MOR hydrothermal sources and sinks of solutes,
the oceans might be dominantly sodium bicarbonate with a
pH near 10, rather than dominantly sodium chloride with a
pH near 8 [MacKenzie and Garrels, 1966]. The discovery of
MOR‐associated ecosystems based on chemosynthetic
bacteria [e.g., Baross and Deming, 1983; Lutz and Kennish,
1993] carries implications for the origins of life on Earth and
other planetary bodies. Chemical energy, rather than solar
(photosynthetic) energy, drives rich hydrothermal ecosys-
tems with faunal biomass estimates that exceed even those
for productive estuarine ecosystems.
Figure 1. Conceptual models of (a) continental and (b) mid‐ocean ridge (MOR) magmatic hydrothermal
systems. Figure 1a after Hedenquist and Lowenstern [1994]. Note that on continents groundwater flow is
mainly from topographic highs toward topographic lows, whereas in subsea environments flow is often
from topographic lows toward topographic highs.
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Figure 1.5: Conceptual models of hydrothermal circulation (from Ingebritsen et al., 2010).
Hydrothermal circul tion can lead to geophysical observables. For example, changes fluid
composition affect degassing (Chiodini et al., 2003), changes in pressure and te perature affect
surface deformation (e.g., Todesco et al., 2004; Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak et al., 2009; Ri-
naldi et al., 2010; Fournier and Chardot, 2012), changes in density affect gravity (Todesco and
Berrino, 2005; Todesco, 2009) and changes in gas saturation and temperature affect electrical
conductivity (Rinaldi et al., 2011). Accounting for the effect of hydrothermal circulation has
proven to be a reli bl model to explain unrest at several volcanoes. F r example, Todesco and
Berrino (2005) explained the observables at Campi Flegrei (evolution of degassing and gravity)
by a varying magmatic input feeding the volcano hydrothermal system (Figure 1.6). Such an
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approach could be applied to other volcanic systems. However, the models will need to be
volcano-specific because for example, the results strongly depend on the permeability distri-
bution within the domain. There is currently no model of hydrothermal circulation for White
Island where geophysical changes occur within the fumarole area.
In this study, I present a TOUGH2 model with parameters consistent for this fumarole area to
assess the effect of a fumarole on the geophysical observables (Chapter 3).
Figure 1.6: Comparison of outputs from TOUGH2 numerical simulations with measured (a)
CO2/H2O ratios and (b) gravity at Campi Flegrei (from Todesco and Berrino, 2005).
1.4.3 Eruption forecasting
Eruption forecasting is one of the main objectives in volcanology (Sparks, 2003). Successful
and reliable forecasts would be a huge step towards improving our ability to mitigate eruption
impacts. This challenging task involves 1. identifying and characterising eruption precursors
(Tarraga et al., 2008; Carniel et al., 2008) and 2. producing reliable eruption forecasts from the
precursory activity. Because of the underlying uncertainties, due for example to the variation
in the dataset, these forecasts need to include probabilities (Sparks, 2003). Also, the need
for consistency and timely forecasts requires the implementation of automated and reliable
algorithms. Several approaches have been developed so far. Bayesian-based approaches (e.g.,
Bayesian Event Tree (BET) (Marzocchi et al., 2008); Bayesian Belief Network (Hincks et al.,
2014; Aspinall and Woo, 2014) integrate a range of observables, models and expert opinions to
produce eruption probabilities within a certain period. Geostatistical approaches allow forecasts
in space and time but can only be used when a time series of geophysical changes keeps memory
of its past so that future activity can be forecast (Carniel et al., 2008). Deterministic methods
such as the material Failure Forecast Method (FFM) (Voight, 1988; Cornelius and Voight,
1994) allows the assessment of the timing of the eruption onset but relies on the hypothesis that
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an eruption is a case of material failure due to pressurisation of a magma reservoir. Because
eruptions at White Island are usually preceded by increased activity, these three approaches
could potentially be developed to produce eruption forecasts for the volcano.
In this thesis, I present an automated process to issue eruption forecasts at White Island using
volcanic tremor and the FFM presented above (Chapter 4).
1.5 Research questions and thesis organisation
Several objectives were highlighted at the beginning of this chapter (Section 1.1). Answering
the research questions presented in Table 1.1 will allow to reach these objectives.
Objective Question How this will be addressed Chapter
Characterise the
sources of the
gravity and
magnetic changes
at White Island
What are the source of the
magnetic changes associ-
ated with the 2011-2013
unrest/eruptive episode?
Acquisition, processing of
magnetic data and modelling
of the potential sources
Chapter 2
What is the evolution of grav-
ity changes observed prior to
the eruptions?
Acquisition, processing of
gravity data and modelling of
the potential sources
Chapter 2
Can the observed geophysical
changes inform on the state of
the volcano?
Interpretation of the source
of the observed changes with
other monitoring observables
Chapter 2
Describe the
effect of an
inclined fumarole
on hydrothermal
circulation and
gravity changes
How does the fumarole in-
clination affect hydrothermal
circulation?
Comparison of results be-
tween numerical simulations
of hydrothermal circulation
with two fumarole inclinations
Chapter 3
What are the effects of an
inclined fumarole on gravity
changes at the surface?
Computation of gravity
changes from the aforemen-
tioned TOUGH2 simulations
and comparison of results
Chapter 3
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Assess the
potential of using
volcanic tremor
for eruption
forecasting at
White Island
Can the evolution of volcanic
tremor be precursory for erup-
tions?
Analysis of the goodness-
of-fit between the Material
Failure Forecast Method and
the tremor evolution during
the 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive
episode
Chapter 4
How can volcanic tremor in-
creases be used for eruption
forecasting?
Implementation of an algo-
rithm to forecast eruptions
Chapter 4
Can the source of volcanic
tremor be reconciled with cur-
rent models?
Discussion of the source of the
volcanic tremor at White Is-
land within the literature con-
text
Chapter 4
Table 1.1: Research questions and how they will be addressed in this study in order to reach
the objectives of this thesis.
This thesis is written in manuscript format, with each of the central chapters (Chapter 2 to 4)
corresponding to a manuscript that has either been published or is to be submitted. However,
care has been taken to ensure this thesis remains a coherent and comprehensive single body of
work.
In Chapter 2, I focus on the analysis and interpretation of the magnetic and gravity data asso-
ciated with the 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive period at White Island. The aim of this chapter is
to assess whether these two geophysical techniques depicted the unrest at the volcano. I there-
fore discuss the potential volcanic source(s) responsible for the evolution of these geophysical
parameters and propose an unrest scenario that can explain the data. This chapter will be
submitted to Bulletin of Volcanology.
Chapter 3 summarises findings from a numerical modelling analysis which aims at characteris-
ing the effect of an inclined fumarole on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes at the
surface. This chapter will contribute to a submission in Geophysics, Geochemistry, Geosystems.
In Chapter 4, I present an eruption forecasting tool which estimates the timing of the eruption
onset from increasing levels of volcanic tremor recorded during the 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive
episode. This chapter is published in a peer reviewed journal as Chardot, L., Jolly, A. D.,
Kennedy B.M., Fournier, N., Sherburn, S. 2015. Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Re-
search, 302(C), 11-23, doi:10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2015.06.001.
Preamble
In the introduction chapter of this thesis, I presented the common geophysical changes recorded
at White Island during both unrest and eruptive activity. I highlighted that interpreting the
source of these changes is challenging because of the potential numerous and complex sources,
partly due to the presence of an active volcano hydrothermal system. The need for compre-
hensive analyses to constrain the source of these geophysical changes was therefore emphasised.
Such analyses ideally comprise a modelling approach (forward and/or inverse) allowing a quan-
tification of some of the source parameters. In this chapter, I present magnetic and gravity
observables associated with the recent 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive episode at White Island, and
analyse the source of the changes using a combination of forward and inverse modelling ap-
proaches. I then discuss the source of these changes in the context of other observables during
the same period in order to assess the usefulness of magnetic and gravity techniques for unrest
characterisation at White Island. This chapter will therefore answer the first three research
questions of this thesis (Table 1.1) in order to reach the first objective of this research set in the
introduction chapter (”To characterise the source of the gravity and magnetic changes which
accompanied the 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive episode at White Island to assess the usefulness of
these geophysical techniques for unrest characterisation at the volcano”).
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Chapter 2
Evolution of magnetic and gravity
observables associated with the
2011–2013 unrest/eruptive period at
White Island volcano (Whakaari),
New Zealand
Abstract
Volcanic unrest typically involves changes in temperature and changes in density/mass at
depth that can be recorded with magnetic and gravity measurements. White Island volcano
(New Zealand) experienced an unrest period between August 2011 and July 2012, followed
by an eruptive period which ended in October 2013. We present magnetic and gravity
changes observed at White Island volcano between May 2011 and February 2015 to determine
whether magnetic and gravity techniques can be used to characterise volcanic unrest. A
decrease in the total magnetic field was observed between May 2011 and March 2012 in a
local area close to the active crater, followed by an increase until June 2012. The magnetic
field then remained almost constant until February 2015, despite several eruptions in August
2012 and August and October 2013. We measured no significant gravity changes (above the
noise level) within the crater floor during the period. We inverted the magnetic anomaly for
a dipole, representing a body of rock whose magnetisation changes due to a thermal effect
(a 50 ◦C change between 300 and 600 ◦C). We found that the best source for the magnetic
changes is located in the upper 500 m below the active crater. Our results are consistent with
a heating episode between May 2011 and March 2012, followed by cooling between March
and June 2012. To constrain the heat source, we then modelled gravity changes due to the
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lake and groundwater level decrease and due to an intrusion. Combining modelling results
of both the magnetic and gravity changes, we propose that the thermal changes (heating
followed by cooling) are due to the rise of hydrothermal fluids from a possible small intrusion.
The hot fluids are the likely source of the observed heating episode. They discharged at the
surface in May 2012 and likely depressurised the system, allowing the inflow of colder fluids.
This model could explain the following inferred cooling episode, even during an unrest phase
with increased degassing. The integration of magnetic and gravity data can therefore be a
powerful tool to depict signs of volcanic unrest at White Island.
2.1 Introduction
Detecting signs of volcanic unrest is challenging because of the complexity of the recorded
signals that stem from different potential sources (e.g. magmatic, hydrothermal, tectonic, an-
thropogenic). Discriminating these different sources is therefore of paramount importance in
order to assess the state of the volcano. We address this issue by focusing on magnetic and
gravity changes at White Island volcano.
In volcano-hydrothermal system environments, magmatic and hydrothermal processes can lead
to similar geophysical observables. For example, an injection of hot fluids within a hydrothermal
system might create the same deformation pattern as a pressure source often associated with a
magmatic intrusion (Todesco et al., 2004; Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak et al., 2009; Fournier and
Chardot, 2012). Todesco and Berrino (2005) showed that the same situation can occur with
changes in gravity and CO2 passive degassing, i.e., that a magmatic intrusion is not always
the only explanation for the observed changes. Hydrothermal activity can lead to geophysical
changes of strong amplitude that do not always reflect the volcano state. For example, the
volcanic tremor level during geysering activity can be similar to that during eruptive activity
(Chardot et al., 2015). The integration of several datasets is therefore recommended to help
understand the source of the signals.
Monitoring changes in the total magnetic field and in the gravity field can bring some valuable
information about the state of the volcano. Changes in temperature, stress, flow direction,
chemistry can lead to magnetic changes (respectively the thermo-magnetic effect (Rikitake and
Yokoyama, 1955); piezomagnetic effect (Stacey et al., 1965), electrokinetic effect (Zlotnicki and
Le Mouel, 1988) and the effect due to alteration for example (Bouligand et al., 2014)). Slow
magnetic changes are usually explained by thermal effect (as the rock magnetisation changes as
a function of temperature until the Curie point is reached), whereas rapid changes are generally
ascribed to the piezomagnetic or electrokinetic effect (Hurst et al., 2004). Changes in mass
and/or density affect gravity. The combined interpretation of microgravity and deformation
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measurements can inform on the potential emplacement of an intrusion and on the effect of
hydrothermal activity (e.g., Rymer, 1996; Gottsmann et al., 2005; Williams-Jones et al., 2008;
Zurek et al., 2012).
White Island volcano (New Zealand, Figure 2.1) is a case in point where interactions between
magma and the volcano–hydrothermal system lead to a variety of geophysical signals. This
hydrothermal system has existed for at least 10,000 years (Giggenbach and Glasby, 1977). Its
effect on deformation has been highlighted by Peltier et al. (2009) and Fournier and Chardot
(2012). Magnetic measurements were performed regularly and showed some correlation with
the volcano activity until 2003 (Christoffel, 1989; Hurst et al., 2004). The source of the ob-
served changes was ascribed to thermal effects whereby hydrothermal fluids heat the medium
during unrest and meteoric water cools it during quiescence. However, whether microgravity
can inform on the volcano state has never been tested extensively at White Island.
In this study, we focus on assessing whether magnetic and gravity campaign measurements can
detect unrest at White Island. We present results from 5 magnetic and 3 gravity campaigns
completed between May 2011 and February 2015 on the White Island crater floor and assess the
potential source(s) for the observed changes. We first give an overview of the volcano activity
during the period of interest. We then present our processing procedure and the observed mag-
netic and gravity changes during this period. Finally, we discuss the source(s) of the changes by
using a holistic modelling approach and propose a scenario for the period preceding the eruptive
phase.
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Figure 2.1: Map of White Island volcano showing the features of interest for this study: active
vents between August 2012 and October 2013 (black stars), most active fumaroles (black circles),
magnetic pegs (blue triangles), gravity tiles (red squares). The box indicates the crater area
that will be plotted in the following figures. The location of the island relative to New Zealand
is shown in the bottom left corner insert. The picture in the top right corner shows the volcano
during quiescence (2010).
2.2 White Island activity: May 2011 - February 2015
After more than 10 years of relatively minor hydrothermal activity, White Island volcano entered
a new phase of unrest in August 2011, which started with a period of elevated tremor. Between
August 2011 and November 2013, the volcano activity oscillated between periods of high energy
release with elevated tremor and low crater lake level, and periods of lower energy release
with lower tremor activity and a higher crater lake level. This period was punctuated by
several eruptions and the different phases are illustrated by Figure 2.2. The crater lake level
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first decreased between August 2011 and July 2012. The tremor level and the SO2 emission
increased from May 2012, while the CO2 emission remained within background during the whole
period (measured in the plume during monthly gas flights and emitted from the soil during
the 3-monthly soil gas surveys). Chemical measurement at the main fumarole of the volcano
indicates a CO2 pulse and a heating period during December 2011–June 2012 and December
2011–December 2012 respectively (increasing CO2/H2O ratio and RCO) (Bruce Christenson,
pers. comm., June 2013). A 5–m lake level increase accompanied a strong tremor episode on
27 July 2012, and marked the start of a more active period. The first eruption of this period
occurred on 4 August 2012 from Vent 1 (Figures 2.1 and 2.2) and contained some juvenile
material (Kilgour G., pers. comm., 2013). The tremor level stayed elevated with varying
amplitudes until April 2013, while the surface changes evolved from mud eruptions in September
2012 and a dome building event in November 2012 from Vent 1, to geysering between January
and March 2013 from Vent 2 (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The lower tremor level between April and
July 2013 accompanied a crater lake level increase. Another more active period started in July
2013 and was characterised by several strong tremor periods and eruptions on 19 August and 4,
8 and 11 October. The ejecta from the October eruptions again suggest that juvenile material
was involved (Kilgour G., pers. comm., 2013). Between November 2013 and February 2015,
the tremor level decreased and the crater lake level slowly increased again, marking the end of
the unrest episode. Volcanic activity and associated geophysical observables during the period
August 2011 - February 2015 are summarised on Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Pictures showing the different phases of the volcano activity between May 2011 and
February 2015. Photos credits: Karen Britten and Brad Scott, GNS Science/EQC.
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Figure 2.3: Volcanic activity and geophysical observables between August 2011 and February
2015. The colours represent: magnetic and gravity changes (light blue), seismic activity (dark
blue), observed hydrothermal changes (brown), eruptive activity (red).)
2.3 Data acquisition and processing
2.3.1 Magnetic surveys
Five magnetic surveys were completed within the White Island volcano crater floor on 24 May
2011, 7 March 2012, 8 June 2012, 11 October 2012 and 25 February 2015. Data were collected at
approximately 70 pegs (more pegs were added through time; Figure 2.1) with a GSM–19 mag-
netometer for the first four surveys, and with a GEM-856 for the last survey. Both instruments
recorded the intensity of the total magnetic field, with the sensor mounted on a 2.4 m staff. At
each site, we measured the magnetic field several times until the value became stable. The last
survey was completed after the eruptive sequence which buried some of the pegs, leading to a
smaller coverage.
To investigate the magnetic changes of volcanic origin, variations of the total magnetic field of
all the other origins needs to be removed. The different processing steps are shown on Figure 2.4.
We first removed the short-term variations (syn–survey) mainly dominated by diurnal variations
(whereby the sun ionises the atmosphere and modifies the currents in the ionosphere) and by
magnetic storms. We corrected each survey data for these diurnal variations using continuous
total magnetic field measurements acquired: at the Eyrewell observatory close to Christchurch
(NZ, ∼ 770 km south-west from White Island) for the first three campaigns and at a local base
station that we installed on the north-eastern part of the crater floor during the last two surveys.
Diurnal variations were usually of ∼ 15 nT at Eyrewell for our survey periods. They are of
higher amplitude when measured locally (∼ 40 nT). The maximum difference between the total
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magnetic field recorded at these two sites was ∼30 nT for the only survey when they were both
operating (second to last survey). The local base station likely records similar diurnal magnetic
field variations as observed at the repeated sites. This implies that an additional error (30 nT to
be conservative) is considered for each measurement of the first three surveys when the Eyrewell
station was used for diurnal corrections. No magnetic storms occurred during our survey. We
then corrected for the longer-term variations of the magnetic field (between surveys), mainly
due to variations in the Earth interior that affect the magnetic field inclination, declination and
intensity (secular changes). We assumed that a reference site located on the eastern part of the
crater is not affected by volcanic processes and only records the Earth’s total magnetic field.
The magnetic change between one survey and the next will therefore only represent the secular
changes. By computing each survey relative to this reference site, we therefore correct for the
secular changes.
Raw magnetic
 data
correct for 
diurnal variations
correct for 
secular changes
Final magnetic
 data
Figure 2.4: Flowchart of the different processing steps performed on the magnetic data.
To analyse the magnetic changes of volcanic origin between two surveys, we finally substracted
the magnetic value of each site of the later survey from the magnetic values of the previous
survey.
2.3.2 Microgravity surveys
Three gravity surveys were completed on 14 June 2011, 21 December 2011 and 8 June 2012
on the White Island crater floor. Data were collected at the centre of 10 fixed concrete tiles
(Figure 2.1) with a Lacoste & Romberg G-meter for the first survey and with a Lacoste &
Romberg D-meter for the last two surveys. Measurements at each site were repeated several
times during each survey to quantify the instrument drift. Data were corrected for Earth tides
and ocean loading (using a continuous gravitymeter located on the island whose characteristics
are summarised in Jolly et al., 2013; Appendix A) and for the instrument drift. Because the
area studied is small, we did not apply a latitude correction. We did not account for the effect
of a varying atmospheric pressure that we consider negligible. The processing steps are shown
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on Figure 2.5. Finally, we computed the gravity of each site relative to a reference site.
The coverage of the December 2011 survey is smaller than the others (7 sites instead of 10) be-
cause an earthquake occurred during the December survey (Mw 5.2 at 10 km depth in Kermadec
Islands (USGS website)). We interrupted the survey until the surface waves no longer affected
the readings and discarded the readings acquired within the loop affected by the earthquake.
Raw gravity
 data
correct for 
tides (Earth, 
ocean)
correct for 
instrument drift
Final gravity
 data
Figure 2.5: Flowchart of the different processing steps performed on the gravity data.
To analyse the gravity changes between two surveys, we removed the gravity value of each site
of the later survey to the gravity values of the previous survey. We finally corrected for the effect
of elevation changes between surveys using levelling data acquired within a few days of each
survey (20 May 2011, 6 December 2011, 11 June 2012), at pegs within 20 metres of each gravity
tile. The June 2012 did not close as indicated by the first measurement point being discrepant
from the final measurement point. Hence, this survey was discarded for this study. Deformation
for June 2012 was obtained by interpolating linearly the deformation observed between March
and August 2012. Caution was therefore used when analysing the gravity changes relative to
June 2012.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Magnetic data
2.4.1.1 Survey data
The corrected magnetic data of each survey are presented on Figure 2.6; relative to a site on the
eastern part of the crater floor (red triangle). Raw and corrected data are given in Appendix
B.1. The error on each survey is estimated to be ∼15 nT so we will not interpret changes below
an amplitude of 30 nT. The magnetic field presents some spatial anomalies close to the active
crater, whereas the variations are small on the rest the of the crater floor. The first survey
indicates the presence of a positive anomaly (A) (maximum amplitude of 1100 nT) of ∼100 m
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diameter on the east edge of the active crater, and of a larger negative anomaly (B) of smaller
amplitude (maximum ∼360 nT) south-east of the first. During the second survey (March 2012),
we repeated measurements at the same pegs and added a few more between these two anomalies
to better constrain their location. The previously observed anomalies are still present and the
additional pegs allow the location of another positive anomaly (C) (of higher amplitude, ∼1300
nT) between these two anomalies. The same anomalies are observed for the subsequent surveys
(June and October 2012 and February 2015), with the first positive anomaly decreasing in am-
plitude with time. For this last survey, the data acquired on the two pegs in the north-eastern
part of the crater floor were discarded for the subsequent analysis because they showed a very
strong and local magnetic decrease that we consider as outliers. The near crater anomaly (C) is
similar to an earlier anomaly identified by Woodward and Mumme (1993) and may be related
to that that earlier feature.
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Figure 2.6: Corrected magnetic data (in nT, colour) for each survey on top of the White Island
topography (in m, contours) (see Figure 2.1 for the coordinates of the area). If the distance
between the sites was less than 5 m, the magnetic value at each was considered to be the average
of the two individual measurements. This procedure yields smooth spatial variations as an aide
to plotting. Magnetic changes computed at each site were then interpolated on a 10–m grid.
The triangles are the location of the measured magnetic sites for each survey, the red triangle
shows the reference site.
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2.4.1.2 Magnetic changes
The magnetic changes observed between the five surveys are presented in Figure 2.7. Changes
on the eastern side of the crater floor are close to 0 nT which confirms that the secular changes
were appropriately removed. We observe no significant (i.e., above noise) magnetic changes on
the whole crater floor, apart from the anomaly located in the central subcrater (north-east of
the active crater) between May 2011 and June 2012. This anomaly is characterised by a mag-
netic decrease (between May 2011 and March 2012) followed by a magnetic increase (between
March and June 2012). The maximum amplitude of the decrease (70 nT) is slightly higher than
that of the increase (50 nT) but this is within our error estimate so the amplitude difference is
considered as insignificant.
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Figure 2.7: Magnetic changes observed between each survey (in nT, colour) on top of the White
Island topography (in m, contours) (see Figure 2.1 for the coordinates of the area). If the
distance between the sites was less than 5 m, the magnetic value at each was considered to be
the average of the two individual measurements. This procedure yields smooth spatial variations
as an aide to plotting. Magnetic changes computed at each site were then interpolated on a
10–m grid. The triangles are the location of the measured magnetic sites for each survey, the
red triangle shows the reference site.
2.4.2 Gravity data
2.4.2.1 Survey data
Gravity data acquired on June and December 2011 and on June 2012 are presented on Figure
2.8; relative to the southeast site of the White Island crater floor (see raw and corrected data
in Appendix B.2). The three surveys present the same pattern: the gravity decreases closer to
the active crater with a minimum of ∼4 mGal at the north-westernmost site, relative to the
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reference site.
The first survey (June 2011) was the most comprehensive and allows the assessment of the
error/uncertainties in the measurements at some sites. The closest site to the north crater
wall presents variations of 25 µGal around the averaged gravity value. The other sites have
variations of 15 µGal around their mean values. The site located between the fumarole and
the crater lake (GR03) also presents some strong short-term variations during the December
2011 survey: a difference of ∼120 µGal is recorded between the morning and the afternoon
measurements. We can not exclude a reading error but this difference could also be due to
short-term volcanic processes (Gottsmann et al., 2005; Gottsmann et al., 2007; Williams-Jones
et al., 2008), possibly related to the earthquake that occurred between the two measurements.
In the subsequent analysis, we therefore used the measurement acquired before the earthquake,
and considered a large error (+/-120 µGal) at this site.
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Figure 2.8: Corrected gravity data (in mGal, color) for each survey (interpolated on a 10–m
grid) on top of the White Island topography (in m, contours) (see Figure 2.1 for the coordinates
of the area). The squares are the locations of the measured gravity sites for each survey, the
red square shows the reference site.
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2.4.2.2 Gravity changes
The gravity changes observed between the three surveys are presented in Figure 2.9. Overall,
we observe gravity changes within 30 µGal at all the sites of the crater floor but three: the
site between the fumarole area and the crater lake (GR03), the westernmost site (GR04) and
the closest tile to the north crater wall (GR07). However, given our error estimate previously
defined (+/-120, 25 and 15 µGal for GR03, GR07 and GR04, respectively), the only noticeable
gravity change is measured at site GR04 and shows a gravity decrease (-47 µGal) between June
2011 and June 2012.
Ground deformation occurred during this period (Figure 2.9), and its contribution to the gravity
changes needs to be removed. A general subsidence centred on the fumarole area occurred be-
tween June 2011 and December 2011, followed by a mixed pattern of uplift/subsidence between
December 2011 and June 2012, with subsidence in the fumarole area and uplift at several sites
including GR04. Although the free-air gradient may vary due to terrain effects and Bouguer
anomalies (Rymer, 1996; Williams-Jones et al., 2003), we consistently used the common value of
0.3086 µGal mm−1 to correct the gravity changes from elevation changes. After this correction,
the gravity changes at most of the sites are within error apart from GR04 which still shows a
gravity decrease of 43 µGal between June 2011 and June 2012. However, due to our estimate
of the levelling data from interpolation between other surveys, we do not consider this gravity
change as significant. Overall, due in part to our large error estimate on the gravity sites, we
measured no significant gravity changes over the White Island crater floor between June 2011
and June 2012. This implies that either no gravity changes occurred, or if they did occur, were
of the same amplitude at all the sites.
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Figure 2.9: Gravity changes observed between each survey (in µGal interpolated on a 10–m
grid, colour) on top of the White Island topography (in m, contours) (see Figure 2.1 for the
coordinates of the area). The left panels show gravity changes (in µGal, colour) and levelling
changes (in mm, purple contours), the right panels show gravity changes corrected for elevation
changes using the levelling data and a free-air gradient coefficient of 0.3086 µGal mm−1. The
forward gravity modelling will be performed on profile C–D.
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2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Inversion of the magnetic anomaly for a dipole source
The observed magnetic anomaly is close to the edge of our network and observed on ∼10 sites.
Previous studies suggested that changes of this order of magnitude are likely to be related to
thermal effects (Hurst and Christoffel, 1973; Christoffel, 1989; Hurst et al., 2004). Heating
would cause a demagnetisation of the rock which loses its magnetic properties until the Curie
point (which depends on the mineral assemblage) is reached. At this temperature, the rock
entirely loses its inherent magnetic properties. This process is reversible, so if cooling occurs,
the rock regains its magnetic properties and becomes remagnetised. If this process occurs in
a spherical body of rock, the magnetic changes due to thermal effects in this sphere can be
approximated by a dipole.
2.5.1.1 Magnetic field due to a dipole
Magnetic field changes (nT) due to a dipole were computed using parameters representative for
White Island volcano (see Appendix C for the formulation). The Earth magnetic field has a
declination of 20.1◦ (to true north) and an inclination of -62.87◦ (to horizontal, the negative sign
indicates that magnetic field points upwards). The magnetisation of the source is 0.7 A m−1
(Hurst and Christoffel, 1973) which corresponds to a temperature change of ∼50 ◦C between
300 and 600 ◦C (Figure 2.10). This source of magnetisation has the same orientation as the
Earth magnetic field but the sign of the inclination is positive if we consider demagnetisation
(i.e. heating). We use a rock susceptibility of 1×10−2 (SI unit), which is the average value used
in Hurst et al. (2004).
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suggesting both magnetite and titano-magnetite com-
ponents were present. For the WI1-3 samples, and the
more strongly magnetised samples (>5 A/m) measured
by Woodward and Mumme (1993), the induced mag-
netism was typically only 5–10% of the total magnet-
isation. Hence, it can be assumed that remanent
magnetisation dominates induced magnetisation at
White Island.
An alternative way of estimating the magnetisa-
tion of White Island rocks is by the interpretation of
aeromagnetic surveys. Woodward (1993) developed
a method of analysing ‘‘draped’’ magnetic surveys
(surveys with approximately constant height above
the topography) which used the high sensitivity of
such surveys to topographic effects to estimate the
magnetisation. Applying this method to an aeromag-
netic survey of White Island, Woodward and
Mumme (1993) found values of magnetisation with-
in the range of values from their rock samples. It
was noteworthy that they found high values of
magnetisation (10 A/m) in some locations within
the crater, and along its north to west wall, indicating
that at least some of the rocks in these areas are
strongly magnetised. Wood (1994) discussed the
high-temperature conditions within the crater of
White Island, and noted that magnetite was one of
the minerals that could be formed there.
4. Observed magnetic changes
Three sub-craters were identified within the White
Island crater by Nairn and Houghton (1989), as shown
in Fig. 2. Most of the large recorded changes in
magnetic field strength have occurred in the central
sub-crater, particularly at sites in the northwest area of
the central sub-crater, and around Donald Mound.
Before 1976, there were also large changes in the west
sub-crater, but it has not been possible to make reliable
repeat measurements there since then. The magnetic
changes in the east sub-crater are much smaller.
As described in the preceding section, the demag-
netisation of a body by heating will produce a
decrease in the magnetic field strength above and to
the north, whereas in a region to the south the
magnetic field strength increases. The scale of this
pattern is proportional to the depth of the body being
demagnetised. This means that we should expect an
anti-phase correlation between sites to the north of a
body being heated and those to the south.
Fig. 4. Thermal demagnetisation curves for samples WI1, WI2, WI3, and an average for three earlier samples tested by Christoffel (1989).
A.W. Hurst et al. / Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research 136 (2004) 53–7058
Figure 2.10: Thermal demagnetisation curves for several White Island samples (from Hurst
et al., 2004).
Figure 2.11 shows an example of the magnetic anomaly at the surface (map view and South-
North profile) created by a spherical volume of magnetisation of radius = 30 m placed in x =
0 m (East), y = 0 m (True North), z = 60 m (depth), being demagnetised (Figure 2.11a and
b) and remagnetised (Figure 2.11c and d). This is consistent with previous results (Hurst and
Christoffel, 1973; Christoffel, 1989; Hurst et al., 2004): a demagnetisation creates a magnetic
decrease to the north-east of the source while a remagnetisation creates a magnetic increase at
this same location.
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a b 
c d 
Figure 2.11: Results from forward modelling of thermal changes in a spherical source (30 m
radius, located at (0,0) and 60 m deep): a. Map view of magnetic anomaly when demagnetisa-
tion of the spherical source. The black dot indicates the source location, and the pink line the
location of the profile on panel b.; b. South-North profile when demagnetisation of the spherical
source; c. Map view of magnetic anomaly when remagnetisation of the spherical source: The
black dot indicates the source location, and the pink line the location of the profile on panel d.;
d. South-North profile when remagnetisation of the spherical source
Heating of a spherical body of rock causes magnetic changes similar in magnitude and spatial
extent to those observed between May 2011 and March 2012: magnetic field decrease N-E of the
crater (maximum amplitude of about -60 nT) and small magnetic changes elsewhere (Figure
2.7). Additionally, cooling of this body of rock leads to magnetic changes similar in magnitude
and spatial extent to those observed between March and June 2012: magnetic field increase
N-E of the crater (maximum amplitude of about 60 nT) and small magnetic changes elsewhere.
These forward models suggest that a dipole source is an appropriate model to explain the mag-
netic changes observed at White Island between May 2011 and June 2012.
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2.5.1.2 The simulated annealing inversion method
We inverted the observed magnetic changes to find the best source explaining these changes.
We chose the simulated annealing algorithm to solve the inverse problem because: 1. it samples
the whole model space (to avoid getting stuck in local minima) and 2. it uses the shape of
the error to direct the search of the solution sequence. It is based on the physical annealing of
metals where the atom’s motion becomes restricted as the temperature decreases. A parameter
T (analog to the temperature) controls the size of the space where the search occurs. Starting
from an initial guess, a solution is accepted if the error (E2) (E is analog to energy) is smaller
than the error of the previous solution (E1). If the error is higher than the previous one, the
solution is also accepted if t, defined as:
t = exp
(
−E2 − E1
T
)
(2.1)
is higher than a random number between 0 and 1. When T is high, t is close to 1 so the new
solution is almost always accepted which allows sampling of the whole space. Conversely, when
T is small, t is close to 0 so the new solution is almost never accepted which implies that the
new solution is accepted only if its error is smaller than the previous one.
The Matlab code from Menke (2012) was adapted to our problem. The dipole modelling code
described in Appendix C was used as a forward model with the error defined as the difference
between the modelled and the observed magnetic changes at the different sites. We set a high
number of iterations to 1,000,000 and ran each inversion with two different initial guesses (for
the source location and radius) to increase our chance to find the global solution and not a local
minimum.
2.5.1.3 Application to the observed magnetic changes
Several inversions of the observed magnetic changes (May 2011–March 2012, March 2012–June
2012) were run in order to find the best dipole source explaining these changes and the results
are presented in Table 2.1. The inversions were run with two different initial guesses (1) x=0
m, y=0 m, z=-250 m, r=150 m and (2) x=100 m, y=100 m, z=-350 m, r=250 m where (x=0,
y=0, z=0) defines the centre of the active crater. We fixed the Earth and dipole magnetic field
orientation (inclination = -62.87, declination = 20.1), the source magnetisation (0.7 A m−1), the
rock susceptibility (1×10−2 SI unit) and inverted for the source location (latitude, longitude,
depth) and radius. Given that the magnetic changes were observed at more than 4 sites, our
problem is over-determined.
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We first inverted for the best source explaining the changes observed over the whole crater floor
for both periods. The best source is not well-constrained even when increasing the number
of iterations to 5,000,0000, especially for the first period (May 2011–March 2012) (Table 2.1;
Data used: Crater floor). For both periods, the best source is located on the south-west side of
the active crater. However, the residuals close to the active crater are large and not randomly
distributed (Figure 2.12a and 2.13a) indicating that the magnetic changes in this area are not
well–explained.
We therefore isolated this area by inverting a subset of the data (the sites west of the fumarole
area only) for both periods. The best source is smaller, shallower and closer to the active crater
than when using the whole dataset (Table 2.1; Data used: West of fumaroles). The residuals
are small but again, not randomly distributed: the north area is underestimated and the south
is overestimated (Figures 2.12b and 2.13b). This indicates that the model is not appropriate to
explain the data.
We finally isolated an even smaller zone close to the anomaly previously defined by only using
the data recording the magnetic anomaly to the north-east of the active crater. The best source
explaining these data is located in the middle of the crater area at very shallow depth (Table 2.1;
Data used: Anomaly only). The residuals are small and randomly distributed suggesting that
the model is appropriate to explain the data (Figures 2.12c and 2.13c). We therefore favour this
last inverted source as the most appropriate to explain the magnetic changes observed during
the periods May 2011–March 2012 and March 2012–June 2012 on the White Island crater floor.
The best source of the heating episode is bigger (almost twice the size) and located at greater
depths and to the south-west than the source of the cooling episode. This could suggest different
sources hence a non-reversible process where cooling occurred in a different area than the area
previously heated. However, the differences in the characteristics of the two sources (heating
and cooling respectively) are small and could also be due to errors in the measurements. We
therefore can not be conclusive on whether the same shallow portion of the active crater was
heated then cooled down by the same amount, or whether cooling occurred in a different area
(e.g., smaller and/or adjacent) than that previously heated.
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Period Data used
Initial
guess
Source
x–offset
(m)
Source
y–offset
(m)
Source
depth (m)
Source
radius
(m)
May 2011–
March 2012
Crater
floor
1 -2060 -404 1596 932
2 -1688 -321 1909 1396
West of
fumaroles
1 -304 -38 437 398
2 -303 -38 436 397
Anomaly
only
1 -73 12 232 213
2 -73 12 232 212
March 2012–
June 2012
Crater
floor
1 -333 -92 547 342
2 -322 -89 539 335
West of
fumaroles
1 -178 15 368 267
2 -179 15 369 268
Anomaly
only
1 54 48 168 112
2 54 48 168 112
Table 2.1: Results from the inversions of the magnetic changes between May 2011 and March
2012. The horizontal locations are relative to the location of the Vent 2 (Figure 2.1). The
location and radius are given in metres. Initial guess 1 is (0, 0, -250, 150), initial guess 2 is
(100, 100, -350, 250).
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Figure 2.12: Results of the inversions of the magnetic changes between May 2011 and March
2012 for a dipole source being heated by 50 ◦C between 350 and 600 ◦C: a. using the whole
dataset; b. using the sites west of the fumaroles only and c. using the sites local to the anomaly
only. For each result are plotted a map of the residuals (difference between modelled and
measured changes, in colours) with the horizontal location of the best source (red sphere) (left
panel). The source is also projected along the profile A–B (right panel, axes are in metres).
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Figure 2.13: Results of the inversions of the magnetic changes between March and June 2012
for a dipole source being cooled by 50 ◦C between 350 and 600 ◦C: a. using the whole dataset;
b. using the sites west of the fumaroles only and c. using the sites local to the anomaly only.
For each result are plotted a map of the residuals (difference between modelled and measured
changes, in colours) with the horizontal location of the best source (red sphere) (left panel).
The source is also projected along the profile A–B (right panel, axes are in metres).
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Our inversion results suggest that thermal changes (a change of 50◦C between 350 and 600 ◦C)
occurred at very shallow depth under the active crater area of White Island volcano. Heating in
the upper 500 m below the crater lake between May 2011 and March 2012 is consistent with the
lake level decrease. Our results also suggest that cooling at about the same location (the upper
500 m below the crater lake) occurred between March and June 2012, and this was accompanied
by a small lake level decrease.
The source of these thermal changes can be constrained using the principle of energy conserva-
tion. Changing the temperature of a 200 m spherical body of rock by 50 ◦C requires an energy
of 2.3 × 1015 J (assuming a rock density of 2000 kg m3 and a rock specific heat capacity of
700 J kg−1 ◦C). Thermo–magnetic changes at White Island have been ascribed to circulation
of hot/cold fluids within a permeable medium (Hurst and Christoffel, 1973; Christoffel, 1989;
Hurst et al., 2004). Assuming that most of the energy/heat is carried by water, in the vapour
phase for our range of temperature and depth, this energy can be provided by 6.5 × 108 kg
of water vapour (with an enthalpy of 3500 kJ kg−1). If all this vapour comes from a melt
(degassing entirely), the corresponding melt has a mass of 1.1 × 1011 kg (given a water content
of 0.6 wt% in the melt inclusions, Wardell et al., 2001). Taking a melt density of 2700 kg m−3
(consistent with a degassed magma not yet solidified, Fournier (2003) and references therein),
this implies that 0.04 km3 of melt entirely degassed its water content which heated the shallow
part of the crater area.
This volume is large compared to the volume erupted during the 1976-82 period (0.001 km3,
Houghton and Nairn, 1989b). It is also large compared to the usual degassing magma volume
(0.025 km3 yr−1, Giggenbach and Sheppard, 1989; Werner et al., 2008), calculated from the
average SO2 emission (350 t day−1) and taking a sulphur content of 1000 mg kg−1 in the melt
and a magma density of 2700 kg m−3. The average SO2 emission between May 2011 and March
2012 is 320 t day−1, very close to the long–term emission suggested by Giggenbach and Shep-
pard (1989). This represents the degassing of 0.018 km3 of melt, half of the volume calculated
from heat calculation responsible for the magnetic changes. Several hypotheses can be put
forward to explain why the estimate of magma volume from energy calculation is bigger than
that from SO2 emissions. First, we only considered the heat leading to the magnetic changes
to be provided by water vapour degassing from an intrusion. It is likely that the water vapour
might not have come only from the melt but also from convection within the hydrothermal sys-
tem. This implies that a smaller intrusion would be required to produce the magnetic changes.
Alternatively, the gas exsolving from the melt might not have reached the surface owing to
scrubbing by the hydrothermal system, implying the possibility of a bigger intrusion than the
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one calculated from SO2 emissions.
We envisage the scenario of increased degassing to explain the heat source leading to magnetic
changes. This increased amount of gas can come from different depths and magma bodies. Ei-
ther it exsolves from the magma chamber at depth (likely due to deep recharge of this magma
chamber) (i.e., deep degassing) (scenario 1). Alternatively, degassing can occur from the em-
placement of a shallow intrusion (scenario 2). A combination of both scenarios (deep and shallow
degassing) is another possibility. Additionally, there are likely interactions with the heated and
convecting hydrothermal system which provides additional heat to the system. With this model,
hot fluids first heated the system between May 2011 and March 2012 (to explain the magnetic
anomaly) and pressurised the system. When they degassed at the surface from May 2012, they
depressurised the system, allowing the inflow of colder water (cooling the system and explain-
ing the magnetic changes between March and June 2012). The rise of an intrusion (scenario
2) would have likely led to other geophysical changes. Analysing these results while accounting
for the lack of significant the gravity changes during the period of interest can therefore help
constrain these different scenarios.
2.5.2 Forward gravity modelling
2.5.2.1 Modelling procedure
Our results and observations suggest that changes in mass and density might occurred at White
Island between May 2011 and June 2012. First, the magnetic changes observed between May
2011 and March 2012 at White Island suggest the possibility of an intrusion but there are
questions associated with the volume of this intrusion. Second, we observed an approximate
2–m crater lake level decrease between May 2011 and December 2011, which then remained
constant or slightly decreasing until June 2012 (Figure 2.2). Third, this lake level decrease was
likely associated to a groundwater level decrease. However, no significant gravity changes were
observed during this period. We use a forward modelling approach to investigate the effect of
the lake level decrease, of the groundwater level decrease and of the possible intrusion on gravity
changes. The aim is to constrain the volume of the possible intrusion to help understand the
nature of the thermal changes inferred from the magnetic changes.
We only have gravity data on June 2011, December 2011 and June 2012 to constrain the model.
Because most of the hydrological changes seem to have occurred between May and December
2011 (and then remained constant, constrained by the lake level), we can directly compare the
modelling results to the observed gravity changes between June 2011 and June 2012. Conversely,
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we can not constrain the model involving an intrusion inferred between May 2011 and March
2012 because we do not have any gravity data in March 2012. However, assuming that the
density of this intrusion remained constant between March and June 2012, we can also compare
the modelling results to the gravity changes observed between June 2011 and June 2012.
We modelled the gravity changes using the 2.5D GRAVMG32 modelling software which com-
putes gravity along profiles and accounts for topography. Our modelling procedure involved
several assumptions. First, given the configuration of the network and the location of the
source for the magnetic changes (under the crater), we only computed the gravity changes on
one profile, crossing the crater floor radially from the active crater (profile C–D, Figure 2.9).
This implies that we don not account for local topographic effect i.e., local spatial variations of
topography relative to the profile chosen for the modelling. The topography within the crater
floor is relatively smooth, mainly dominated by local mounds and gullies (maximum elevation
of ∼ 20 m), with the gravity sites generally away from these features. This implies that local
topography effects on gravity changes is small at the measured sites so that the chosen profile
is a good representation of the crater floor topography. Second, the lake level decrease was vi-
sually observed and estimated implying an unconstrained potential large error in the estimates.
Third, we did not perform groundwater level measurements but constrain its behaviour from
observations made over the crater floor and at the crater lake, assuming that the groundwater
level varies as a function of the crater lake level. These assumptions imply that we are interested
in orders of magnitude for the gravity changes.
2.5.2.2 Hydrological effect on gravity changes
We modelled the 2–m lake level decrease as the effect of a prism following the topography, with
a density 1000 kg m−3 lower than the surrounding medium. This is consistent with a model
whereby air replaces water inside this prism. We observe that such a crater lake level decrease
is not depicted by our gravity network, i.e., the gravity difference between the sites and the
reference one is less than 13 µGals (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Gravity changes (bottom) at the surface along the profile C–D (top, see Figure 2.9
for location), relative to GR01 (red square), due to a 2–m lake level drop (dark green). The
gray boxes delimit the coverage of the gravity network, i.e. the crater floor.
Observations indicate that the groundwater table is very shallow in the crater floor. Not having
precise measurements of its level, we argue that it likely follows the topography, being higher
close to the crater lake than close to the sea. Its level probably dropped close to the crater
between May 2011 and June 2012, associated to the crater lake drop. The presence of springs
flowing from the crater lake edge to the crater lake suggests that the groundwater table at
the edge of the crater lake is higher than the crater lake level. Without any constraint on its
geometry, we propose two scenarios for the groundwater level drop. In the first model, the level
uniformly decreased by 2 m with the crater floor, and is represented by the effect of a change in
density in a rectangular slab. The second model considers that the groundwater level dropped
by a larger amount towards the lake than close to the sea. This is modelled as the effect of a
density change in a wedge. In both scenarios, the medium within the geometry (either slab or
wedge) has a density 400 kg m−3 lower than the surrounding medium. This is consistent with
a model whereby unsaturated ash tuffs replaces saturated ash tuffs, the tuffs having a porosity
of 0.4 (consistent with laboratory measurements from Heap et al. (2015)). The wedge geometry
leads to more gravity changes at the surface relative to the reference station (Figure 2.15), but
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neither of the two models lead to detectable changes by the gravity network (maximum of -30
µGals at the westernmost station), given our current assessment of the error at each site.
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Figure 2.15: Gravity changes (bottom) at the surface along the profile C–D (top, see Figure
2.9 for location), relative to GR01 (red square), due to a 2–m groundwater level drop (blue), if
represented by a slab (a) or by a wedge (b). The gray boxes delimit the coverage of the gravity
network, i.e. the crater floor.
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2.5.2.3 The possibility of a magmatic intrusion
We modelled the gravity changes within the crater floor due to an intrusion. From our previ-
ous results, the melt volume differs depending on whether it is computed from the magnetic
changes (0.04 km3) or from SO2 emissions (0.018 km3). We therefore tested both scenarios
(Figure 2.16). We placed this intrusion below the magnetic anomaly, its top being therefore at
500 m depth. This depth corresponds to that of a storage zone inferred by deformation during
the 1976–82 eruptive sequence (Clark and Otway, 1989). We modelled the effect of a prism with
a density 700 kg m−3 higher than the surrounding medium. The density contrast is consistent
with a model whereby an intrusion with a density of 2700 kg m−3 (i.e., a degassed magma not
yet solidified, (Fournier (2003) and references therein) replaces a medium layered with old lavas
and ash tuffs of density 2000 kg m−3 (using bulk densities within the crater floor from ambient
noise interferometry (Fry et al., 2015) and laboratory measurements (Heap et al., 2015). We
only considered the case whereby the intrusion has a conduit geometry. In order to observe no
(or within noise) gravity changes at the surface relative to our reference point, the intrusion
has to be comprised within a narrow conduit (cross sectional area of 100 m2). To account for
the inferred melt volume, the conduit needs to be 1800 m long (for a volume of 0.18 km3 or
4000 m for a volume of 0.04 km3). A narrower conduit, more consistent with the White Island
system, would imply an even greater length which is unrealistic for the system. Whichever sce-
nario we envisage for this conduit geometry, either it is unrealistic for the White Island system,
or it leads to significant gravity changes that were not observed. The lack of gravity changes
therefore implies that if there is emplacement of a shallow intrusion, the intrusion has to be
comprised within a narrow conduit at shallow depth.
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Figure 2.16: Gravity changes (bottom) at the surface along the profile C–D (top, see Figure
2.9 for location), relative to GR01 (red square), due to an intrusion (red): a. with a volume of
0.04 km3 and dimensions 100 × 100 × 4000 m, b. with a volume of 0.04 km3 and dimensions
200× 200× 1000 m, c. with a volume of 0.018 km3 and dimensions 100× 100× 1800 m, d. with
a volume of 0.018 km3 and dimensions 200× 200× 450 m. The gray boxes delimit the coverage
of the gravity network, i.e. the crater floor.
Other scenarios could lead to no significant gravity changes at the surface. First, a model
whereby the intrusion is comprised within a shallow conduit at shallower depths which widens
at greater depths would produce small gravity changes since gravity is more sensitive to shallow
structures than deeper ones. Second, hydrothermal effects could allow the presence of a bigger
intrusion. The gravity effect of the intrusion counteracts that of the groundwater level decrease.
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It is possible that we underestimated the groundwater level decrease because we deduced its
level from observations of the crater lake without measuring it directly. Additionally, the effect
of a phase change (vaporisation) in the crater area due to the additional heat from the intru-
sion would cause a gravity decrease also counteracting the effect of an intrusion. This possible
hydrothermal effect would allow the emplacement and degassing of a larger intrusion without
leading to any gravity changes at the surface.
2.5.3 Signals of an impending eruption?
We propose that the observed magnetic changes are due to the rise of deep magmatic fluids
interacting with the shallow hydrothermal system of the volcano. Numerical fluid flow models
(e.g., Todesco et al., 2010) provide evidence that this model can explain the observed geophysi-
cal changes. Heating in the shallow 500 m below the crater, inferred from the magnetic changes
observed between May 2011 and March 2012, is consistent with the expansion of the thermal
front due to the injection of hot hydrothermal fluids in the hydrothermal system. Pore pressure
and temperature changes are potential sources for ground deformation (Hurwitz et al., 2007;
Hutnak et al., 2009; Fournier and Chardot, 2012; Todesco et al., 2010). Todesco et al. (2010)
showed that the injection of hot fluids can lead to subsidence in highly permeable systems,
where hot fluids propagate quickly to the surface relieving the pore pressure while the inflow of
cold water lowers the temperature in the system. Such a model could explain the subsidence
observed over the crater floor between June 2011 and December 2011 (Figure 2.9). The rise of
hot gaseous hydrothermal fluids would lead to a gravity decrease especially at sites close to the
hydrothermal plume (Todesco et al., 2010 and Chapter 3 of this thesis). We do not observe a
significant gravity decrease but this could be due to the high level of noise in our data or to
the counteracting effect of an intrusion. Volcanic gas emissions (mainly SO2) increased from
May 2012, suggesting that the volcanic fluids reached the surface. This likely caused a depres-
surisation of the system allowing the inflow of colder fluids as in the models by Todesco et al.
(2010). This inflow of colder fluids could explain the cooling pattern inferred from our magnetic
measurements between March and June 2012. Todesco et al. (2010) emphasises that strong
gravity changes can be observed along the transitional boundary between single-phase liquid
and two-phase vapour-liquid. It could be that the gravity sites where we currently have a large
error are close to this zone. This implies that a combination of repeated magnetic and gravity
campaigns, in addition to regular monitoring techniques, can enhance the volcano monitoring
capabilities to better understand the state of the volcano.
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The rise of these deep hydrothermal fluids preceded the eruptive phase which started on 4 Au-
gust 2012 with an eruption containing some juvenile material. It is possible that these fluids
represented the envelope surrounding a small magmatic intrusion above the reservoir, or that
the increased degassing depressurised the magma chamber allowing the magma to rise. In both
cases, this increased degassing appears to be precursory to the eruptive phase.
2.6 Conclusion
We analysed the source of the magnetic and gravity changes observed at White Island volcano
between May 2011 and February 2015, which comprises the recent unrest/eruptive period, to
assess the potential of these techniques for unrest characterisation. Inverse modelling of the
magnetic changes suggest some thermal changes in the upper 500 m below the active crater.
The lack of significant gravity changes during the same period was used to constrain the pos-
sibility of an intrusion degassing at shallow depth. We propose that the observed geophysical
changes are consistent with a heating episode followed by a cooling episode that are interpreted
in this study as resulting from the effect of a period of increased gas injection associated with
the possible emplacement of an intrusion, preceding the eruptive phase. Heating stems from
the rise of magmatic fluids that escaped the system and allowed inflow of colder water which
subsequently cooled down the system at shallow depths. Magnetic and gravity campaigns are
therefore useful tools to depict and characterise unrest at White Island.
We recommend that magnetic measurements be performed regularly on the White Island crater
floor to depict any signs of volcano unrest, either in campaign mode or by installing continuous
instruments at specific locations. Performing additional microgravity measurements can help
understand the volcano state because they allow to discriminate between different models. In
this study, the gravity changes observed during the period of interest were within or very close
to the noise level, allowing to discard the scenario by which the magnetic changes were due to
the rise of a large intrusion at ∼500 m depth. However, the effect of an intrusion can counteract
that of hydrothermal activity (lake and groundwater level decrease, phase change). A better
quantification of the noise at the gravity sites, along with precise measurements of the lake level
and groundwater level would be useful to further constrain the models.
Preamble
The preceding chapter summarised the observables associated with the 2011-2013 unrest/eruptive
episode at White Island. Modelling results suggested that a period of increased degassing and
a possible intrusion are potential sources for the magnetic changes and the lack of significant
gravity changes over the crater floor during the episode. However, the apparent lack of gravity
changes could be due to the high level of noise in our data (especially at the site between the fu-
marole and the crater lake) or to a strong hydrothermal effect (vaporisation leading to a density
decrease counteracting the gravity increase due to an intrusion). In this chapter, I investigate
an episode of increased degassing within a fumarole (using parameters consistent with the main
fumarole at White Island), and its effect on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes. Pre-
vious studies inferred that the fumarole conduit might be inclined. I therefore perform some
numerical simulations of hydrothermal circulation involving fumarole conduits with different
inclinations. This chapter will answer the next research questions of this thesis (Table 1.1) in
order to reach the second objective of this research set in the introduction chapter (”To describe
the effect of an inclined fumarole on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes to highlight
the contribution of structural effects to the geophysical observables and help constraining the
source of the observables”).
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Chapter 3
Modelling the effect of an inclined
fumarole conduit on hydrothermal
circulation and gravity changes
Abstract
Interpreting geophysical observables in volcano-hydrothermal environments is challenging
because of the complexity of volcanic processes occurring in heterogeneous settings. Fluid
migration is particularly affected by the distribution of permeable pathways. Better under-
standing this effect is key to assess the source of the observables. In this study, we focus
on constraining the contribution of the inclination of a permeable conduit to hydrothermal
circulation and associated gravity changes. We present results from numerical simulations of
hydrothermal circulation driven by the release of heat and magmatic fluids at depth, within
a heterogeneous domain containing a fumarole with varying inclinations from the vertical
(0 and 7◦). The fumarole has characteristics consistent with the fumarole 0 at White Is-
land volcano (New Zealand). Its diameter (1.25 m2) is consistent with dimensions of the
fumarole outlet. It is ten times more permeable than the surrounding medium, consistent
with laboratory measurements made on solfatara deposits and volcanic tuffs. We simulate
hydrothermal circulation due to a varying source of magmatic fluids feeding the fumarole
using TOUGH2, and compute the associated gravity changes at the surface. We investigate
the effect of the fumarole inclination on 1. steady state conditions and 2. hydrothermal
circulation and gravity changes at the surface associated with a one-year long episode of
unrest. At steady state, the hydrothermal plume is comprised of dry-gas surrounded by a
two-phase region. Regardless of the fumarole inclination, the hydrothermal plume is cen-
tred above the injection area, i.e., around the fumarole outlet for the vertical fumarole
only. Most density changes associated with the following unrest occur at the edge of the
two-phase hydrothermal plume, which expands during the unrest phase due to the excess
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gas, and returns to steady state conditions after the unrest ceases. This leads to a gravity
decrease around the fumarole during the unrest period and the following 3 months due to
inertia, followed by a gravity increase. Outside a 100 m radius from the outlet, the gravity
changes at the surface mainly reflect density changes within the top layer of the domain,
and are characterised by a gravity increase during the unrest period, followed by a gravity
decrease as liquid water condenses and vaporises respectively. Because the two-phase plume
is located above the injection area for both fumarole inclinations, the effect of the fumarole
inclination is to shift the gravity anomaly from the fumarole outlet towards the injection
area. The fumarole acts as a preferential pathway for fluid ascent and therefore narrows
the hydrothermal plume compared to a homogeneous domain. However, the difference in
gravity changes is within usual measurement error (2 µGal). This implies that the gravity
changes from our simulations including a fumarole are similar to those expected for a homo-
geneous medium where the injection source has different locations. If the injection area of
the fumarole 0 at White Island is a few hundred metres away from the outlet (as suggested
by surface deformation), we could therefore expect the gravity anomaly to be offset by the
same amount from the fumarole outlet. We conclude that an inclined fumarole conduit
can shift the location of geophysical anomalies away from their surface manifestation. The
location of these geophysical anomalies can therefore provide clues to the location of the
deeper origin of the fluids.
3.1 Introduction
Depicting and interpreting signs of volcanic unrest in hydrothermal environments is challenging
because of the different potential sources. First, these signals can be of magmatic nature, and
they can also be affected by hydrothermal circulation (e.g., Gottsmann et al., 2005; Todesco,
2009). Second, the heterogeneous nature of volcanic systems and the limited knowledge on the
volcanic structures at depth adds complexity to the interpretation of the signals (e.g., Todesco,
2009). It is therefore of paramount importance to discriminate between these effects to improve
the interpretation of observables depicting volcanic unrest.
Modeling of magmatic hydrothermal systems involves solving numerically coupled and non-
linear multiphase flow equations, heat transport, and mechanical response of the system (In-
gebritsen et al., 2010). The effect of a varying injection of magmatic fluids within a hydrothermal
system has been extensively investigated to explain passive degasing, deformation, gravity and
electrical changes at Campi Felgrei (e.g., Todesco et al., 2003; Todesco et al., 2004; Todesco and
Berrino, 2005; Rinaldi et al., 2010; Rinaldi et al., 2011), and to explain cyclic heating events
beneath Ruapehu Crater Lake (Christenson et al., 2010). In a more general case, hydrothermal
unrest is a possible source for the uplift observed at large calderas (Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak
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et al., 2009). Several studies demonstrated the effect of the rock properties on hydrothermal
circulation and associated geophysical changes (e.g., Todesco et al., 2003; Todesco et al., 2010).
In particular, Todesco et al. (2010) highlighted that the distribution of porosity and perme-
ability affects degassing, deformation and gravity, controlling the timing and amplitude of their
changes through space and time. These studies considered vertical permeable channels. How-
ever, because these permeable structures usually follow discontinuities within volcanoes, such
as crater boundaries, inclined conduits are worth considering. Here, we present the first study
of the effect of an inclined fumarole conduit on fluid circulation and gravity changes.
The fumarole 0 area at White Island (New Zealand) is a case in point where geophysical signals
are affected by hydrothermal circulation and where an inclined conduit was inferred by previous
studies. Earlier work by Giggenbach (1987) on Donald Mound to the North of the area (used
as a proxy for this study) highlighted two components in the fumarolic discharge at White Is-
land: a magmatic component (high in SO2) and a hydrothermal component rising slowly at the
surface from a two-phase brine surrounding the magmatic system. During the period 1972-85,
the fumarole discharge was subject to cyclic changes in response to corresponding variations
in the rate of gas release from the underlying magma affecting the deep hydrological regime
(Giggenbach and Sheppard, 1989). Recent deformation patterns observed in the proximity of
this fumarole have been ascribed to hydrothermal processes (Peltier et al., 2009; Fournier and
Chardot, 2012). Fournier and Chardot (2012) suggested that the two recent uplift episodes
were due to pore pressure changes within the feeding system of the fumarole. The sources of
deformation were not directly underneath the fumarole outlet, and the authors inferred an in-
clined conduit to explain these. This suggests the need to account for structural features when
interpreting geophysical observables at White Island.
In this study, we focus on a first ever assessment of the effect of inclined fumarole conduits on
geophysical parameters. We analyse how inclined conduits affect hydrothermal circulation and
gravity changes, at steady state and associated with an episode of unrest. We first describe our
numerical modelling strategy and the physical model based on the settings from fumarole 0. We
then present results from several simulations when varying the fumarole inclination, to high-
light the role of the conduit geometry on the hydrothermal plume at steady state and during a
simulation of a year of unrest followed by a quiet period. For these unrest simulations, we also
characterise the role of the conduit geometry on gravity changes at the surface. We then discuss
how our results can help the interpretation of geophysical changes for volcano monitoring.
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3.2 Methods
Simulations of hydrothermal circulation were performed using the TOUGH2 code, a multi-
component and multiphase simulator describing the coupled flow of heat and mass through a
porous medium (Pruess et al., 1999). We accounted for the presence of water and CO2 (EOS2
module) where the dissolution of CO2 in water is described by Henry’s law (i.e., at a constant
temperature, the amount of CO2 that dissolves in water is directly proportional to the partial
pressure of CO2 in equilibrium with water). We used Corey’s type relative permeability func-
tions with irreducible saturations of 0.333 and 0.05 for the liquid and gas phase, respectively.
Capillary pressure decreases linearly from 0.1 to 0 MPa for liquid saturations between 0.333
and 1. PyTOUGH (Croucher, 2011) was used to assist running the simulations, visualising
TOUGH2 results, and computing gravity changes at the surface.
We constrained our model using parameters consistent with the fumarole 0 area at White Island
volcano. The 3-D heterogeneous domain has dimensions 600×600×200 m and comprises a per-
meable fumarole embedded in a less permeable medium. Rock properties for the different media
are given in Table 3.1. Permeability and porosity are consistent with measurements made on
solfatara deposits sampled from fumarole 0 (proxy for rock type of the fumarole) and on coarse
ash tuff (proxy for the rock type of the surrounding medium) (Letham-Brake, 2013; Heap et al.,
2015). Density was estimated from bulk density obtained from ambient noise interferometry
(Fry et al., 2015) and measured porosity (assuming that all pores are connected, i.e., connected
porosity equals total porosity) (Heap et al., 2015). The other rock properties are unknown for
White Island. Because the shallow material within the main crater is likely composed of tuffs
mainly (Letham-Brake, 2013; Heap et al., 2015), we used values used by (Todesco et al., 2010)
for Campi Flegrei tuffs.
Rock Fumarole
Density (kg m−3) 2700 2000
Permeability (m2) 10−13 10−12
Porosity 0.4 0.2
Conductivity (W m−1 ◦C−1) 1.15 1.15
Specific heat (J kg−1 ◦C−1) 900 900
Table 3.1: Rock properties for the different media, kept constant during the TOUGH2 simula-
tions.
To assess the effect of the fumarole inclination on hydrothermal circulation and gravity changes,
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we performed two sets of simulations with one simulation for the vertical case, and one for an
inclination of 7◦ from the vertical. This inclination is arbitrary and was chosen in order to
maintain the same mesh for both sets of simulations. The mesh is composed of rectangular
and triangular prisms and contains 21980 blocks. The layers have a constant thickness of 10
m. Conversely, the horizontal dimensions of the blocks vary, and the mesh is refined around
the fumarole (Figures 3.1 a and b). For both sets of simulations, the fumarole outlet is at the
centre of the model (Figure 3.2 c) with an area of 1.25 m2. This area is consistent with the
area of the fumarole 0 conduit at the surface. The vertical fumarole has a constant diameter (4
blocks in each layer) and extends from the top to the bottom of the domain (Figure 3.2 a). The
inclined fumarole also has an injection and outlet area of 1.25 m2. We kept the same vertical
connection area along the fumarole. In each layer in between the top and bottom layers, the
fumarole consists of 8 blocks. The inclination is obtained by shifting these blocks by 1.25 m2
stepwise to the left edge of the model (decreasing x, constant y), when moving to the layer
underneath (Figure 3.2 b). The inlet of the inclined fumarole is 22.5 m away (to the left of the
domain) from the outlet.
We assessed the effect of the fumarole on hydrothermal circulation by modelling the same sce-
nario within a homogeneous domain with the rock properties of the surrounding medium (i.e.,
with no fumarole). We also tested the effect of the mesh on the results by performing an ad-
ditional simulation with the same vertical fumarole but with the mesh symmetrically refined
around it (Figures 3.1 c and d).
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Figure 3.1: Meshes used for the TOUGH2 simulations (a) reference mesh in cross section, (b)
reference mesh in map view, (c) simple mesh in cross section and (d) simple mesh in map view.
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Figure 3.2: Computational domain and rock properties used for the TOUGH2 simulations in
cross section for (a) the vertical fumarole, (b) the inclined fumarole and (c) in map view for
both fumarole inclinations. The right panels for (a) and (b) are close-ups on the central top
and bottom part of the domain to show the implementation of the fumarole.
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The top boundary condition is open to fluid and heat flow, fixed at atmospheric conditions
and single-phase gas (Tatm = 15 ◦C, Patm = 1.0132 bar, PCO2 = 1 bar (∼ Patm)). Several
options exist for the implementation of this boundary condition in TOUGH2. To represent the
atmosphere, we chose to create a block with a huge volume and specific heat capacity (1× 1025
m3 and 1× 105 J kg−1 ◦C−1) in order not to affect the heat and mass balance. This block is
then linked to the centre of each block of the top layer. This implies that our top boundary
condition is applied at at 5 m depth. The side and bottom boundaries of the model are imper-
meable and adiabatic (default boundary type for TOUGH2), except at the base of the fumarole
where hot fluids (H2O and CO2) are injected. The fluid temperature (Table 3.2) is defined by
their enthalpy, using the NIST web-based thermophysical properties of fluid system calculator
(http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/fluid/).
For each domain, defined by a different fumarole inclination, we first simulated a quiet period
and used the steady conditions of this simulation as initial conditions for a second simulation
representing unrest. During the first simulation (quiet), hot fluids were injecting at constant
rate at the bottom of the fumarole. The initial conditions for this simulation were: hydrostatic
pressure and thermal gradient (225 ◦C km−1). The thermal gradient is unknown for White
Island so we chose this relatively high thermal gradient consistent with Campi Flegrei (Tode-
sco et al., 2003). During the second simulation (unrest), fluids were injected at a higher rate
(+50% H2O) with an increased CO2/H2O ratio (×2) and temperature (+50 deg◦) for 1 year,
then set back to the values of the quiet period. The temperatures were arbitrarily chosen, along
with the injection rates but the CO2/H2O ratios are consistent with those measured prior and
during the 2011-2013 eruptive period at White Island volcano (Chardot et al., 2013) (Table 3.2).
Quiet Unrest
Fluid temperature (◦C) 300 350
H2O injection rate (ton day−1) 166 207.5
CO2 injection rate (ton day−1) 10 24.9
CO2/H2O 0.06 0.12
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the quiet and unrest periods of the simulations.
Gravity changes associated with the unrest simulation are computed at the surface by adding
the contribution of the density changes through time within each block of the domain, following
the formulation by Todesco and Berrino (2005). The average density change in a block k of the
domain between t and t0 (dD1t−t0) is given by Equation 3.2.
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dDkt−t0 = (SG
k
t ×DGkt + (1− SGkt )×DW kt )− (SGkt0 ×DGkt0 + (1− SGkt0)×DW kt0 (3.1)
with SG the gas saturation, DG the density of the gas phase and DW the density of the
aqueous phase). The contribution of block k to the vertical component of the gravity change
at an observation point at the surface of the domain (dgkt−t0) is given by Equation 3.2.
dgkt−t0 =
φ1V kdDkt−t0z
1G
L13
(3.2)
with L the distance between the block k and the observation point, φ the porosity, V the
block volume, z the block depth and G the universal gravitational constant (6.67384×10−11
m3kg−1s−2). The vertical component of the gravity changes due to each block of the domain
(dgt−t0 , N blocks in total in the domain) is the sum of the gravity changes due to each block
(Equation 3.2).
dgt−t0 =
N∑
k=1
dgkt−t0 (3.3)
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Steady state conditions
The effect of the fumarole inclination on steady state conditions is shown on Figure 3.3. Regard-
less of the fumarole inclination, the hydrothermal plume comprises a dry-gas region surrounded
by a two-phase region and develops above the injection area at depth. The hydrothermal plume
is therefore symmetric around the fumarole outlet in the case of a vertical fumarole only.
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Figure 3.3: Gas saturation (colours) and temperature (contours) at steady state in cross section
(left) and map view (right) for two fumarole inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. The
white dot and white line in the map views and cross sections, respectively, indicate the location
of the fumarole.
The fumarole affects the hydrothermal plume compared to a similar simulation within a homo-
geneous domain. Figure 3.4) shows a greater gas saturation and temperature at the edges of
the hydrothermal plume for the homogeneous case, implying that the effect of the fumarole is
to narrow the hydrothermal plume, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Todesco et al., 2010).
The centre of the hydrothermal plume has a smaller temperature in the homogeneous case,
indicating that the effect of the fumarole is also to increase the temperature within the conduit.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Gas saturation difference and (b) temperature difference, at steady state, be-
tween the homogeneous and heterogeneous simulation (with a vertical fumarole).
3.3.2 Evolution of hydrothermal circulation and gravity associated with an
unrest period
Here, we describe the results for a vertical and an inclined fumarole conduit that are subject to
a 1-year long period of unrest (with increased injection rate, temperature, and CO2/H2O ratio)
followed by a quiet period until the system returns to steady state conditions (refer to Table
3.2 for the characteristics of each period).
The general evolution of gravity changes with time and the amplitude of the changes are not
strongly affected by the inclination of the fumarole. First, in the vicinity of the fumarole outlet
(within a 200 m radius) and regardless of the fumarole inclination, gravity decreases almost lin-
early during the unrest period and the 3 months following the end of this unrest, and increases
during the quiet period to reach back steady state conditions (Figure 3.5). Conversely, at the
edges of the domain (e.g., x = 100 m and x = 500 m), the unrest period is characterised by a
general gravity increase during the unrest, and the quiet period by a gravity decrease. Second,
the maximum gravity decrease is not observed at the fumarole outlet, consistent with previous
studies (e.g., Todesco et al., 2010), and the gravity recovery slows down with time with most
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of the changes occurring within 2 years of the end of the unrest period. Finally, the amplitude
of the observed gravity changes are similar regardless of the fumarole inclination: maximum
gravity decrease of ∼60 µGal, maximum gravity increase of ∼180 µGal.
The fumarole inclination affects the spatial distribution of the gravity anomaly. First, the grav-
ity changes are symmetric from the fumarole outlet for the simulation with a vertical fumarole
only i.e., a similar gravity evolution is observed on both sides of the fumarole outlet (Figure 3.5
a). Second, on the right of the fumarole outlet (x > 300 m), the fumarole inclination shifts the
location of the maximum gravity decrease to x = 350 m (instead of x = 400 m when the fuma-
role is vertical). Third, the gravity increases throughout the whole unrest episode for locations
right of the outlet for the inclined fumarole only. Conversely, gravity starts to decrease slightly
2 months before the end of the unrest for the vertical fumarole (-2 µGal). This gravity decrease
is stronger for the sites left of the outlet of the inclined fumarole (-14 µGal) and starts earlier
(5 months before the end of the unrest).
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Figure 3.5: Temporal evolution of gravity changes at the surface for different distances along
the profile y = 300 m, corresponding to the sequence of unrest and quiet periods described in
Table 3.2; for the simulations with different fumarole inclinations (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. The green area
defines the timing of the unrest period. Left and right panels correspond to observations at x
< 300 m and x > 300 m respectively. Note the symmetry of the gravity change from the outlet
(x = 300 m) in the case of a vertical fumarole only.
During the unrest phase, more gas enters the domain and pushes the liquid water outwards and
upwards (Figure 3.6), consistent with previous studies (e.g., Todesco et al., 2010; Christenson
et al., 2010). This enlargement of the two-phase hydrothermal plume leads to a gravity decrease
close to the fumarole (within a 100 m radius, where gas replaces liquid), and to a gravity in-
crease further away (where more liquid water is present at shallow depth). Most of the density
changes occur in the shallowest layer of the domain (10 m) and at the edge of the two-phase
hydrothermal plume. The gravity decrease is due to the gas saturation increase (and a density
decrease) at the edge of the two-phase hydrothermal plume. Because gravity is more sensitive
to density changes close to the observation location, the maximum gravity decrease (∼60 µGal)
is observed at the location where the two-phase hydrothermal plume reach (or is very close
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to) the surface (∼100 m away from the fumarole injection area). The top layer of the domain
further away from the fumarole injection area (outside the >100 m radius) is initially close to
be gas saturated (Figure 3.3). The inflow of liquid water towards this region therefore leads to a
gas saturation decrease (and a density increase), explaining the observed gravity increase at the
surface. Because the density changes occur mainly at the edge of the two-phase hydrothermal
plume which is centred around the injection area, the gravity field is also centred around the
fumarole injection area, and not the fumarole outlet.
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Figure 3.6: Changes in several parameters between the initial conditions and 1 year of the
simulation (end of the unrest period) for three simulations with different meshes and fumarole
inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦ with a simple mesh, (b) 0◦ with the reference mesh, (c)
7◦ with the reference mesh. Each panel shows: a map view of the gravity changes, linearly
interpolated on a 10-m regular grid (left), a cross section of the density changes with the liquid
flow pattern (centre), a cross section of the gas saturation changes with the gas flow pattern
(right). Flows are extracted at the middle of the period i.e., after 6 months of simulation. On
the gravity maps, the black dot shows the location of the fumarole outlet, the white dot for
the simulation with an inclined fumarole shows the location of the injection source. On the
cross-sections, the black line indicates the location of the fumarole conduit.
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Gravity at the surface continues to decrease close to the fumarole outlet for the 3 months fol-
lowing the end of the unrest because the injection rate decrease only affects the deep part of the
domain during that period (Figure 3.7). Liquid water is driven towards the fumarole close to
the injection source while the excess gas injected during the unrest keeps expanding at shallow
depths. Because gravity at the surface is more sensitive to shallow density changes, the shallow
effect of the gas pocket overprint the changes at the source close to the fumarole outlet.
Figure 3.7: Changes in several parameters between 1 year (end of the unrest) and 1.25 years for
two simulations with different fumarole inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. Each panel
shows: a map view of the gravity changes, linearly interpolated on a 10-m regular grid (left), a
cross section of the density changes with the liquid flow pattern (centre), a cross section of the
gas saturation changes with the gas flow pattern (right). Flows are extracted at the middle of
the period i.e., after 1.125 months of simulation and are not plotted on the same scale for better
visualisation. On the gravity maps, the black dot shows the location of the fumarole outlet,
the white dot for the simulation with an inclined fumarole shows the location of the injection
source. On the cross-sections, the black line indicates the location of the fumarole conduit.
From 3 months after the end of the unrest onwards, the amplitude of the gravity changes gradu-
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ally returns to zero, reflecting the evolution of the gas saturation and density within the domain
towards steady state (Figure 3.8; 3.9 and 3.10). The gravity changes between 1.25 and 2 years of
simulation (just after the unrest, Figure 3.8) show a reverse trend from those observed during
the unrest episode: the gravity increases slightly around the fumarole and decreases further
away. Again, most of the gas saturation and density changes occur within the top layer and at
the edge of the two-phase hydrothermal plume. However, the deep part of the plume is more
affected by these changes than the shallow part. The pressure drop due to the injection rate
decrease drives liquid water towards the fumarole, decreasing the gas saturation at the edge of
the two-phase hydrothermal plume. The excess gas injected during the unrest ascends towards
the surface and is responsible for the gas saturation increase observed at shallow depths around
the fumarole. The heat plume ascending with the gas plume likely contributes to the increased
gas saturation at shallow depths, whereby heat is transferred onto the rock, and then released
with ongoing convection (the convective sweep process in Christenson et al. (2010)). The gravity
increase at the surface around the fumarole indicates that the shallow density decrease at the
inner edge of the plume has little effect on the gravity compared to the more widespread density
increase due to the inflow of liquid water. A convection cell develops in the upper part of the
domain (top 100 m), whereby liquid water flows from the surface towards the fumarole. As for
the unrest period, the gravity field at the surface is off-centred from the fumarole outlet when
the fumarole is inclined, whereas it is symmetric around the outlet when the fumarole is vertical.
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Figure 3.8: Changes in several parameters between 1.25 and 2 years for two simulations with
different fumarole inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. Each panel shows: a map view
of the gravity changes, linearly interpolated on a 10-m regular grid (left), a cross section of
the density changes with the liquid flow pattern (centre), a cross section of the gas saturation
changes with the gas flow pattern (right). Flows are extracted at the middle of the period i.e.,
after 1.625 months of simulation. On the gravity maps, the black dot shows the location of the
fumarole outlet, the white dot for the simulation with an inclined fumarole shows the location of
the injection source. On the cross-sections, the black line indicates the location of the fumarole
conduit.
The subsequent gravity changes follow the same pattern but are of smaller amplitude, reflecting
the smaller gas saturation and density changes within the domain, as the excess gas slowly
escapes the system. Large convection cells develop (e.g., Figure 3.9), with liquid water pushed
upwards and outwards of the fumarole area at shallow depths (top 125 m), with recharge at
greater depths. We observe a gravity increase around the fumarole, delineating the edge of the
two-phase hydrothermal plume, whereas minor changes occur inside that plume. In contrast
to what was observed during the previous period (between 1.25 and 2 years of simulation), the
shallow part of the two-edge plume is more affected by the changes than the deep part between
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2 and 5 years of simulation, reflecting the location of the gas pocket injected during the unrest.
The subsequent changes are of smaller amplitude (Figure 3.10) reflecting the re-establishment
of the steady state conditions.
Figure 3.9: Changes in several parameters between 2 and 5 years for two simulations with
different fumarole inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. Each panel shows: a map view
of the gravity changes, linearly interpolated on a 10-m regular grid (left), a cross section of
the density changes with the liquid flow pattern (centre), a cross section of the gas saturation
changes with the gas flow pattern (right). Flows are extracted at the middle of the period
i.e., after 3.5 years of simulation. On the gravity maps, the black dot shows the location of the
fumarole outlet, the white dot for the simulation with an inclined fumarole shows the location of
the injection source. On the cross-sections, the black line indicates the location of the fumarole
conduit.
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Figure 3.10: Changes in several parameters between 5 and 10 years for two simulations with
different fumarole inclinations from the vertical (a) 0◦, (b) 7◦. Each panel shows: a map view
of the gravity changes, linearly interpolated on a 10-m regular grid (left), a cross section of
the density changes with the liquid flow pattern (centre), a cross section of the gas saturation
changes with the gas flow pattern (right). Flows are extracted at the middle of the period
i.e., after 7.5 years of simulation. On the gravity maps, the black dot shows the location of the
fumarole outlet, the white dot for the simulation with an inclined fumarole shows the location of
the injection source. On the cross-sections, the black line indicates the location of the fumarole
conduit.
In summary, the effect of the fumarole inclination on gravity changes at the surface is clearly
visible on Figure 3.11 where the difference between two gravity maps (each characterising a
fumarole inclination, ginclined - gvertical) is plotted for different periods. The gravity to the
left of the fumarole outlet is opposite to the gravity to the right of the outlet, suggesting a
translation of the gravity anomaly towards the left side of the domain when the fumarole is
inclined. During the unrest and to the left of the fumarole outlet, the inclined fumarole leads to
a greater gravity increase close to the fumarole (100 m radius, +15 µGal maximum), a strong
gravity decrease (< -50 µGal) further away, and a smaller gravity increase at the edge of the
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domain. An opposite pattern is observed to the right of the fumarole. Just after the unrest
and again to the left of the fumarole, the difference in gravity changes (+25 µGal when the
fumarole is inclined) is more diffuse close to the fumarole and might reflect the fact that the
density changes occur mainly in the deeper part of the domain (Figure 3.8). Conversely, the
difference further away is very sharp and might reflect the fact that the gravity changes in this
area are controlled by the density changes in the top layer (10 m thick). Between 2 and 5 years
of simulation, the opposite is observed with a less diffuse difference in gravity changes close to
the fumarole and a more diffuse one further away, reflecting the fact that most of the density
changes occur at shallow depth around the fumarole with minor changes in the top layer further
away (Figure 3.9). Between 5 and 10 years of simulation, small gravity differences are observed
within 100 m of the fumarole outlet as the system reaches steady state conditions. For the same
period, a strong difference in gravity changes (> 50 µGal) is present in a 100 m-wide shell 150
m away from the fumarole reflecting density changes in the top layer of the domain (Figure 3.10).
Figure 3.11: Gravity changes difference between the simulations with an inclined and a vertical
fumarole, for different periods (a) between initial conditions and 1 year (end of the unrest), (b)
between 1 and 2 years, (c) between 2 and 5 years, (d) between 5 and 10 years. The black dot
shows the location of the fumarole outlet.
3.3.3 Model limitations
The apparent lateral extension of the gravity anomaly towards the left edge of the domain seems
to be related to a mesh effect. Figures 3.6a and b present results from the same physical model
with a vertical fumarole, but using different meshes. For the reference mesh which is refined
towards the left of the fumarole outlet (Figures 3.1 a and b), the gravity anomaly extends
towards this direction (e.g., Figure 3.6b) whereas it is symmetric around the outlet when the
mesh is simpler and more regular (Figures 3.1 c and d). The reference mesh is thinner to the
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left of the fumarole so the observables will be averaged over a smaller volume, explaining the
sharper gravity changes on this side of the fumarole. This suggests that the elongation of the
anomaly towards the left edge of the domain is related to the mesh.
This effect is more important at locations outside a 100 m radius from the fumarole outlet where
the mesh becomes coarser. Closer to the outlet, we observe the same circular gravity patterns,
regardless of the mesh used for the simulation. We are therefore confident that the changes
closer to the fumarole (within a 100 m radius) are less affected by the choice of the mesh used
for the simulation so that they can be interpreted quantitatively. Conversely, caution must be
used when interpreting the changes further away from the outlet.
We finally observe that, for our scenario, the effect of the fumarole on gravity at the surface does
not produce a difference of sufficiently high magnitude to be measured in the field, compared
to the homogeneous case where no fumarole is present within the domain. For example, Figure
3.12 shows that there is only a maximum of 2 µGal difference for the period associated with
the unrest. This demonstrates that the shift of the gravity anomaly towards the injection area
in the case of an inclined fumarole is mainly due to the different location of the injection area,
and that there is only a minor effect of the fumarole on hydrothermal circulation. A greater
permeability contrast between the fumarole and the surrounding medium would likely magnify
the effects of an inclined fumarole conduit.
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Figure 3.12: Difference in gravity changes (between the end and the unrest and initial condi-
tions), between the homogeneous and heterogeneous simulation (with a vertical fumarole). The
black dot shows the location of the fumarole outlet.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We performed several numerical simulations of hydrothermal circulation to investigate the effect
of the fumarole inclination on steady state conditions and associated with an episode of unrest.
Our model is constrained using parameters consistent with the fumarole 0 area at White Island
volcano. We showed that the hydrothermal plume (dry-gas surrounded by a two-phase region)
is centred around the fumarole outlet only if the fumarole is vertical. In the case of an inclined
fumarole, the hydrothermal plume shifts towards the fumarole injection area at depth. Most
of the density changes associated with the unrest episode occur in the two-phase region of the
hydrothermal plume (Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10), as shown in earlier studies (Todesco and
Berrino, 2005; Todesco et al., 2010), because this region is very sensitive to the amount of gas
entering the system i.e., the hydrothermal plume enlarges or shrinks depending on the gas in-
jection rate. When the fumarole is inclined, the edge of this two-phase hydrothermal plume is
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not at the fumarole outlet and is off-centre. This implies that gravity measurements can inform
the location of the injection source, providing that they are performed in a wide area around
the fumarole outlet to capture the two-phase hydrothermal plume surrounding the fumarole
conduit.
A gravity decrease is observed at the surface during the unrest period in the vicinity of the
fumarole outlet due to the expansion of the dry-gas region. It is of maximum amplitude where
the two-phase hydrothermal plume reaches (or is close to) the surface. After the unrest, gravity
continues to decrease close to the fumarole during the following 3 months because surface grav-
ity is more sensitive to shallow changes (still reflecting the effect of the excess injected gas and
of the thermal plume) than to deep changes (part of the domain first affected by the decreased
injection rate). The amplitude of the gravity changes then gradually decrease as the system
returns to steady state conditions. The general behaviour of the gravity changes close to the
fumarole outlet (gravity decrease during unrest and gravity increase during quiet) are similar to
those observed for the most permeable model by Todesco et al. (2010). In our model, the strong
gravity changes are observed during the 1 year long period of unrest and during the following
year of quiet. This is likely due to the high permeability of the domain which therefore reacts
quickly to any change at the source. These results highlight the importance of performing reg-
ular gravity measurements (e.g., once a year) or installing continuously recording gravitymeters
to capture the rapid evolution of the system.
We emphasised the effect of the mesh refinement around the fumarole on the results. As for any
numerical modelling exercise, it is therefore recommended that the mesh effect be thoroughly
assessed before interpreting any results.
The results of this study are likely linked to the characteristics of our simulations where the
fumarole conduit has a small diameter with a permeability only an order of magnitude higher
than the surrounding medium. Moreover, due to computational constraints, we only studied
the effect of a small fumarole inclination. This high permeable conduit therefore does not affect
the flow strongly and most of the observed changes are similar to those expected in the homo-
geneous case, where the plume is located above the injection source. More simulations with
(1) different permeability contrasts between the fumarole zone and the embedding medium, (2)
more inclined fumaroles and (3) larger fumarole conduits are recommended to further constrain
the effect of the fumaroles on monitoring observables.
Our results could help the interpretation of gravity changes observed at volcanoes with active
fumarolic activity. Several studies emphasise hydrothermal processes as likely sources for the
recorded gravity changes (e.g., Solfatara (Bruno et al., 2007); Nisyros (Gottsmann et al., 2005;
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Gottsmann et al., 2007), Tenerife (Gottsmann et al., 2006); White Island (see Chapter 2 of this
thesis), Campi Flegrei (Battaglia et al., 2006; Berrino, 1994). Gravity changes in such settings
can be of several tens of µGal over a range of timescales (from minutes to years). For example,
significant short-term gravity variations (tens of µGal over tens of minutes) were observed at
Nisyros (Gottsmann et al., 2005; Gottsmann et al., 2007) and were attributed to degassing in-
stabilities. Together with the potential complex processes at play, the limited constraint on the
properties and geometries of permeable pathways and fluid dynamics in volcanic areas makes the
interpretation of gravity changes challenging. The fault zones -acting as preferential pathways
for fluid migration- can be numerous and complex (e.g., Solfatara (Bruno et al., 2007); Tener-
ife (Gottsmann et al., 2008)). It is unlikely that fumarole conduits are vertical because these
permeable structures usually follow discontinuities within volcanoes, such as crater boundaries.
We showed that the gravity anomaly is not necessarily centred around the fumarole outlet, and
mainly reflects changes close to the location of the magmatic fluids injection, depending on the
fumarole characteristics (dimensions, rock properties). This suggests the need to better account
for the potential contribution of the inclination of fumarole conduits to the location of gravity
anomalies.
For the fumarole zero area at White Island, we conclude that a conduit of small diameter (as
observed at the surface) with a permeability one order of magnitude higher than the surrounding
medium (consistent with laboratory measurements) would narrow the two-phase hydrothermal
plume but would not lead to measurable gravity changes at the surface compared to an homo-
geneous medium. The effect of an inclined conduit where the injection source is shifted from the
fumarole outlet is similar to that where no conduit is present with the injection source shifted
from the outlet. The location of the gravity anomaly would therefore be centred around the
injection source. Deformation measurements suggest that the injection area of fumarole zero is
a few hundred of metres away from the fumarole outlet (Fournier and Chardot, 2012). If our
model is indeed representative of the fumarole zero conditions, we would therefore expect the
gravity anomaly to be off-centre from the fumarole outlet by the same amount.
Preamble
Chapters 2 and 3 focused on the source of magnetic and gravity changes to help constrain an
unrest period (2011-2012) at White Island. Chapter 2 demonstrated that magnetic changes and
the lack of significant gravity changes at the surface are consistent with an episode of increased
degassing possibly associated with the rise of small intrusion. An episode of increased degassing
was then modelled in Chapter 3 to assess the effect of the fumarole conduit inclination on
gravity changes at the surface. Understanding the effect of structural features on geophysical
changes is indeed necessary close to the fumarole to shed light on the unrest source. These
two previous chapters therefore constrained the source of the 2011-2012 unrest. However, they
did not integrate seismicity into the interpretation nor inform on the likelihood of an eruption.
This will be tackled in the next chapter. I will analyse whether increasing levels of volcanic
tremor can be precursory for the eruptions recorded in 2012 and 2013 at White Island, so that
they can be used for eruption forecasting. This chapter will therefore answer the final three
research questions of this thesis (Table 1.1) in order to reach the final objective of this research
set in the introduction chapter (”To assess the potential of using increasing levels of volcanic
tremor to forecast eruptions at White Island to determine the tremor characteristics that are
precursory for eruptions at the volcano”). This chapter has been published in a peer-reviewed
journal: Chardot, L., Jolly, A. D., Kennedy B.M., Fournier, N., Sherburn, S. 2015. Journal
of Volcanology and Geothermal Research, 302(C), 11-23. doi:10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2015.06.001.
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Chapter 4
Using volcanic tremor for eruption
forecasting at White Island volcano
(Whakaari), New Zealand
Abstract
Eruption forecasting is a challenging task because of the inherent complexity of volcanic
systems. Despite remarkable efforts to develop complex models in order to explain vol-
canic processes prior to eruptions, the material Failure Forecast Method (FFM) is one of
the very few techniques that can provide a forecast time for an eruption. However, the
method requires testing and automation before being used as a real–time eruption forecast-
ing tool at a volcano. We developed an automatic algorithm to issue forecasts from volcanic
tremor increase episodes recorded by Real–time Seismic Amplitude Measurement (RSAM)
at one station and optimised this algorithm for the period August 2011–January 2014 which
comprises the recent unrest period at White Island volcano (Whakaari), New Zealand. A
detailed residual analysis was paramount to select the most appropriate model explaining
the RSAM time evolutions. In a hindsight simulation, four out of the five small eruptions
reported during this period occurred within a failure window forecast by our optimised al-
gorithm and the probability of an eruption on a day within a failure window was 0.21, which
is 37 times higher than the probability of having an eruption on any day during the same
period (0.0057). Moreover, the forecasts were issued prior to the eruptions by a few hours
which is important from an emergency management point of view. Whereas the RSAM time
evolutions preceding these four eruptions have a similar goodness–of–fit with the FFM, their
spectral characteristics are different. The duration–amplitude distributions of the precursory
tremor episodes support the hypothesis that several processes were likely occurring prior to
these eruptions. We propose that slow rock failure and fluid flow processes are plausible
candidates for the tremor source of these episodes. This hindsight exercise can be useful for
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future real–time implementation of the FFM at White Island. A similar methodology could
also be tested at other volcanoes even if only a limited network is available.
4.1 Introduction
One of the ultimate goals of most volcanological studies is to forecast volcanic eruptions. How-
ever, only a few quantitative methods have been developed so far to do so. The material Failure
Forecast Method (FFM), based on a general law of material failure proposed for volcanoes by
Voight (1988) allows forecasting of a failure time from precursory activity. It is derived from
previous studies on slope stability (Fukuzono, 1985 and Fukuzono and Terashima, 1985) where
accelerating displacement of inclined soil layers due to constant loading (from rainfall) was ob-
served prior to slope failure. According to Voight (1988); the approach can be extended to
volcanic eruptions where material failure is due to magma pressurisation. If the evolution of
a geophysical parameter Ω is a precursor for failure, an empirical power law links the rate of
change of Ω
(
dΩ
dt
)
to its acceleration
(
d2Ω
dt2
)
(Equation 4.1).
d2Ω
dt2
= A
(
dΩ
dt
)α
(4.1)
where A and α are constants. Because an eruption starts when there is no longer resistance to
magma ascent, predicting the loss of resistance to magma ascent informs on the likelihood of
an eruption. This loss of resistance corresponds to an uncontrolled rate of change (i.e., when(
dΩ
dt
)
becomes infinite). Studying how the rate of change approaches this condition is the key
principle behind the FFM.
The complexity of precursory activity prior to eruptions makes eruption forecasting often chal-
lenging. As such, only a few successful forecasts have been made in foresight with the FFM
(e.g., Colima (De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Davila, 2001; Reyes-Davila and De la Cruz-Reyna,
2002), Villarrica (Ortiz et al., 2003); Tungurahua (Tarraga et al., 2004); El Hierro (Garcia
et al., 2014)). The FFM has also been applied successfully in hindsight at numerous volcanoes
(e.g., Mount St Helens (Voight and Cornelius, 1991); Redoubt (Cornelius and Voight, 1994);
Pinatubo (Cornelius and Voight, 1996); Montserrat (Kilburn and Voight, 1998)). Tarraga et al.
(2008) pointed out that the geophysical observable used in the FFM is an indirect measure of
the state of the system, which results from the interaction of magma with the superficial system
of fractures and/or the hydrothermal system. The forecast event may therefore not always be
an eruption, but a change in state, such as tectonic faulting or gas flux or composition. Be-
cause of these complex interactions, forecasts are often inaccurate (Bell et al., 2013). They also
very often rely on the visual pattern recognition by experienced scientists (e.g., Cornelius and
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Voight, 1994; Kilburn and Voight, 1998) which can potentially lead to bias in the forecasts. It
is therefore preferable to express these forecasts in probabilistic terms to take into account the
inherent uncertainties (Sparks, 2003).
Several studies demonstrated the importance of isolating a part of the signal to produce reli-
able forecasts. Kilburn (2003) proposed that the main pathway for magma ascent is formed
by multiscale fracturing allowing the coalescence of pre-existing cracks in the volcanic conduit
and demonstrated that this mechanism obeys Equation 4.1 with α = 2. This model implies
that the acceleration of the geophysical parameter is composed of shorter accelerating trends,
whose detectability depends on the seismic network. The author recommends studying the
peak event rate to depict the propagation of the main fracture, instead of the whole dataset.
Hammer and Neuberg (2009) demonstrated that the the average low-frequency event rate per
swarm followed the material failure law (Equation 4.1) allowing the estimation of the 1997 dome
collapse at Montserrat volcano. Boue et al. (2015) also showed that the automatic seismic event
classification may allow the timely assessment of accelerating seismicity. They obtained reliable
forecasts for the 2005 eruptions at Colima from a single phase acceleration of low frequency
seismic events.
Volcanic tremor can be used as a geophysical precursor to forecast eruptions. It is a continuous
seismic signal of volcanic origin (Carniel, 2010). Changes in tremor amplitude and frequency
content can characterise several regimes (e.g., Ripepe et al., 2002; Harris et al., 2005; Carniel,
2014), and their detectability depends on the seismic network. Volcanic tremor often precedes
and / or accompanies volcanic eruptions (Konstantinou and Schlindwein, 2002 and references
therein), with the size of the eruption usually related to the tremor amplitude (McNutt, 1992).
As such, tremor amplitude alarm systems were developed (e.g., Qamar et al., 2008; D’Agostino
et al., 2013), emitting an alarm when the tremor amplitude exceeds a certain threshold. How-
ever, these methods don not provide an eruption time which is one of the benefits of the FFM.
In this paper, we focus on the predictability of eruptions using volcanic tremor at White Island
volcano (New Zealand) by optimising the automation of the FFM on volcanic tremor recorded
during the August 2011–January 2014 period, which comprises the recent unrest / eruptive
phase. Building on previous efforts to automate the FFM (Tarraga et al., 2006) to remove any
subjectivity in the forecast procedure, we use the entire period between 1 August 2011 and 1
January 2014 to optimise our detection algorithm and attempt to reconcile the FFM with tremor
models at White Island volcano. We first give an overview of the volcanic activity during the
period of interest. Next, we introduce our method to issue automatic eruption forecasts from
volcanic tremor amplitude increases and describe how the method is optimised using volcanic
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tremor (2–5 Hz RSAM) recorded during the same period. We then summarise the performance
of the method within a robust statistical framework. Finally, we integrate results from classical
methods of tremor source characterisation and consider appropriate tremor source models that
may explain our observations.
4.1.1 White Island volcano
White Island volcano (Figure 4.1) has a complex volcano-hydrothermal system that produces
a wide variety of signals. The stratovolcano is composed of coherent fractured lava flows, brec-
cias, agglomerates and variably consolidated beds of ash lapilli and blocks (Black, 1970; Heap
et al., 2015). In a recent seismic study, Jolly et al. (2012) showed that the shallow part of the
crater floor has low seismic velocities (∼ 1300 m/s) and is very attenuating (Q < 5), suggesting
the presence of unconsolidated material below the crater floor, while the crater walls have a
higher velocity (> 2200 m/s). A well–developed volcano–hydrothermal system (Giggenbach and
Glasby, 1977) is located in the upper kilometer of the edifice under the Main Crater (Nishi et al.,
1996). It is expressed at the surface by fumaroles, hot springs, and an acidic crater lake with
fluctuating level and temperature that has persisted since 2003 (Scott et al., 2004). The volcano
has a history of long periods of fumarolic and hydrothermal activity, with a major magmatic
episode occurring between 1976 and 1982 (Houghton and Nairn, 1989a). This activity has also
been punctuated by phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions (Cole and Nairn, 1975) and by
strombolian eruptions as in 1979, 1980 and 2000. Magma feeding these eruptions is thought
to originate from different reservoirs located at 500 m, 1–2 km and 2–7 km depth (Clark and
Otway, 1989; Houghton and Nairn, 1989a; Cole et al., 2000). During quiescent activity (Figure
4.1; photo), a variety of parameters are monitored, including persistent degassing of CO2 and
SO2 (Werner et al., 2008; Bloomberg et al., 2014), low level seismicity with spasmodic volcano-
tectonic earthquakes (Nishi et al., 1996); a few low–frequency earthquakes per day and episodes
of harmonic and non–harmonic tremor (Sherburn et al., 1998); and localised ground surface
deformation reflecting shallow interactions between hot magmatic fluids and the hydrothermal
system (Peltier et al., 2009; Fournier and Chardot, 2012). Periods of magmatic unrest are often
preceded and / or accompanied by increased emissions of magmatic gas (Giggenbach and Shep-
pard, 1989); elevated seismicity (Latter et al., 1989; Sherburn et al., 1996; Sherburn et al., 1998)
and local uplift episodes (Clark and Otway, 1989). The volcano is continuously monitored by
GeoNet / GNS Science. While it is uninhabited, it is a major tourist attraction in New Zealand
with over 13,000 visitors per year. Enhanced eruption forecasting capabilities are therefore of
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paramount importance to reduce the risk of injury or death.
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Figure 4.1: Map of White Island volcano with the location of: the WIZ continuous seismic
station (blue triangle) whose RSAM data are analyzed in this study, the two continuously
recording webcams (black circles) used to constrain surface activity, the active vents of the
studied unrest episode between 1 August 2011 and 1 January 2014 (red stars). The bottom left
corner insert shows the location of White Island (red dot) relative to New Zealand. The top
right corner insert shows the volcano during quiescent period (photo: Lauriane Chardot, GNS
Science / EQC). The green area is the crater lake.
Increasing levels of volcanic tremor have often been linked to eruptive activity at White Island
(Sherburn et al., 1998). During the 1976–82 eruptive sequence, strong tremor episodes were
thought to result from the interaction between magma and groundwater (Latter et al., 1989).
In 1991, a period of strong harmonic tremor was followed by non–harmonic tremor, the latter
being associated with shock waves at the surface. Sherburn et al. (1996) proposed that the har-
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monic part was due to the vibration of a gas-saturated magma conduit during magma ascent
whereas the non–harmonic part reflected bubble bursting when the magma reached the surface.
Harmonic tremor would then be related to sub–surface processes and non–harmonic tremor to
very shallow and / or superficial processes (Sherburn et al., 1998); the latter further supported
by the fact that non–harmonic tremor is also observed during periods of crater lake formation
(Werner et al., 2008). The recent unrest / eruptive period provides another example of tremor
activity associated with surface changes. For example, an eruption on 4 August 2012 was pre-
ceded by several days of increased tremor. Testing the FFM on volcanic tremor is therefore
justified by its frequent occurrence.
4.2 Seismic and visual observations: White Island, August
2011-January 2014
Seismic data presented in this study are 10–min averaged velocity RSAM (Real-time Amplitude
Measurement (Endo and Murray, 1991)) from a continuous GeoNet seismic broadband station
(WIZ) located on the crater rim of White Island volcano (Figure 4.1). The WIZ station was
installed in 1976 and has recorded numerous episodes of volcano seismicity (Sherburn et al.,
1996; Sherburn et al., 1998). It is currently equipped with a three–component Guralp CMG-
3ESP broadband sensor recording at 100 Hz and telemetered to the mainland, with a flat
velocity response between 0.033 and 50 Hz. The vertical component only is used for computing
the RSAM and is bandpass–filtered between 2 and 5 Hz which is well within the flat response
of the sensor. The same processing could therefore be applied to seismic data from short-period
instruments. The bandpass filter was chosen based on experience from past activity at White
Island to reflect tremor activity rather than microseisms (frequencies < 2 Hz) or weather effects
(broad spectrum with frequencies up to 20 Hz). The seismic record is then given in velocity
units by deconvolving the instrument response. Finally, the RSAM is computed by averaging
the absolute velocity amplitude over a 10–min time window (Endo and Murray, 1991). Whereas
filtered RSAM is commonly referred to as SSAM (Rogers and Stephens, 1995); we will use 2–5
Hz RSAM when mentioning our data in this manuscript.
We constrain surface activity using acoustic data from the same WIZ location, supplemented
by visual observations (webcams and field team visits). Acoustic data are recorded by a Setra
pressure transducer model 270 at 100 Hz which has operated since 2002. Visual observations
are made by three webcams recording at 1 Hz, two located on the island (WIF, WINR, Figure
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4.1) and one on the mainland about 50 km away. A fourth webcam was installed on the
western rim of the crater early December 2013 and is not used in this study. Additional routine
monitoring visits included site visits to maintain instruments and conduct visual observations
to complement information from the webcams.
Seismic and visual observations between 1 August 2011 and 1 January 2014 (UTC as in the rest
of the manuscript) at White Island are summarised in Figure 4.2. In hindsight, signs of unrest
can be recognised from around 15 August 2011 with some low level tremor activity followed
by a lake level drop reported in September 2011. A strong tremor increase occurred on 20–21
June 2012 (∼ 1500 nm/s in about 6 hours) but was not associated with any reported surface
activity. Tremor prior to July 2012 occurred during the crater lake level drop. Conversely, a
strong tremor episode on 27–28 July 2012 (∼ 1500 nm/s in about 2 hours) was recorded only a
few hours before the report of a ∼ 5–m rise of crater lake level. An episode of first increasing,
then constant, tremor preceded the first eruption of the eruptive phase, on 4 August 2012 at
16:52. This eruption was well recorded by the seismic and acoustic sensors as well as the local
webcam (Figure 4.2c) and ejected ash and blocks on the crater floor. Elevated tremor and
vigorous ash venting events characterised the activity the following days, evolving to small mud
eruptions by the end of August (from Vent 1, Figure 4.1). During this period, the tremor level
was strongly varying (∼ 600–2500 nm/s) and the acoustic data were characterised by pulse–like
signals typical of explosive activity. Between September and December 2012, volcanic tremor
was elevated but showed less variations than in August (∼ 300–1500 nm/s). Strong degassing
prevented a direct view of the crater and it is only at the end of November 2012 that a small
lava dome was first noticed in Vent 1. From January 2013, the area of the remaining lake
(Vent 2, Figure 4.1) became more active. Geysering and bubbling episodes associated with
strong variations in volcanic tremor (∼ 40–4500 nm/s) and acoustic activity characterised the
activity until early April 2013 (Figure 4.2d). The lake level then rose and the overall volcanic
activity decreased slightly until July 2013 when episodes of strong tremor (∼ 80–4000 nm/s)
and geysering activity resumed. Four short–lived eruptions were reported on 19 August 22:23
(steam and mud eruption, Figure 4.2e), 4 October 03:35 (steam venting event), 8 October
02:05 (minor steam and mud eruption) and 11 October 07:09 (moderate explosive eruption),
during periods of elevated tremor. The deposits of that last eruption blanketed the whole crater
floor. The tremor activity finally slowly decreased while the lake level increased. The reader
is directed to the GeoNet website for more details on the volcanic activity during this period
(www.geonet.org.nz).
The five reported eruptions occurred during elevated tremor, but not at the end of a tremor
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increase. Before the 4 August 2012 eruption, tremor increased (to reach ∼ 3500 nm/s) from 1 to
3 August 2012 23:40 and remained almost constant for 16 hours. The 19 August 2013 eruption
occurred during the decrease in tremor energy following a 1–hour long strong increase (∼ 7000
nm/s) the previous day. A strong tremor increase between 29 September and 3 October (∼ 4300
nm/s) preceded the 4 October eruption but the eruption itself occurred when the tremor level
was ∼ 1000 nm/s. The 8 October 2013 eruption followed about 3 days of increasing tremor (5–7
October, ∼ 3900 nm/s), 1 day of slightly decreasing tremor (∼ 1900 nm/s) then 10 minutes of
quiescence (tremor level at ∼ 200 nm/s). Finally, the 11 October 2013 eruption occurred during
the decrease following a strong tremor increase on 10 October (∼ 1800 nm/s in 5 hours).
Another important observation is that the tremor increases preceding the 4 August 2012, 4 and
8 October 2013 eruptions were composed of shorter increasing then slightly decreasing tremor
episodes. This is shown for the 4 August 2012 eruption on Figure 4.2b.
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Figure 4.2: RSAM data recorded at WIZ between 1 August 2011 and 1 January 2014 (a)
(maximum set to 5000 nm/s for visibility) with timeline of the volcanic activity during the
period (date is UTC). The insert (b) is a close–up on the tremor increase preceding the 4 August
2012 eruption: note the several accelerating tremor increases composing the main accelerating
trend. The pictures illustrate some examples of volcanic activity that occurred during this
period: (c) Overnight eruption on 4 August 2012 showing the ash and steam plume recorded by
the WIF webcam, (d) Example of bubbling activity in Vent 2 (black sphere below the arrow)
that occurred between January and April 2013 along with the degassing dome area (Vent 1)
(photo: Karen Britten, GNS Science / EQC), (e) Strong steam and mud eruption recorded on
19 August 2013 by the WINR webcam (the mud remained confined within the crater).
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4.3 Volcanic tremor analysis
We implemented an automated process to first select the RSAM increase episodes to be consid-
ered by the FFM, then issue eruption forecasts when the episode bears specific characteristics.
Velocity RSAM can be used as a proxy for dΩdt in Equation 4.1 (Tarraga et al., 2008). Although
α can be determined for each case study (Cornelius and Voight, 1994); we consistently fixed
α = 2 for our automated procedure because it is usually close to 2 for volcanic eruptions (Voight,
1988). According to Kilburn (2003); this is consistent with a model where an eruption is the
result of the uncontrolled propagation of a crack creating a pathway for magma ascent.
This particular value for α allows a simplification of Equation 4.1 in the way that the forecast
time of failure is at the intersection of the time axis and the best–fit linear model explaining
the inverse–rate of the precursor (Equation 4.2):(
dΩ
dt
)−1
=
(
dΩ
dt
)−1
0
−A(t− t0) (4.2)
where t is time and (dΩ/dt)0 is the value of (dΩ/dt) when t = t0.
Following Tarraga et al. (2006), the algorithm looks for linear descending inverse–RSAM trends
and computes both a forecast failure time and a forecast failure window when the data are
well explained by the FFM and fulfill specific criteria. The selection process is described in
Figure 4.3. A moving time window of duration dh (with no overlap) is applied to the inverse–
RSAM timeseries: in each time window, the time of the maximum inverse–RSAM is identified
(t start possible). A least–squares linear regression of the inverse–RSAM timeseries is under-
taken for data in the period from t start possible to t start possible + min dur ; where min dur
is the minimum duration for precursory activity in hours. If the linear fit (correlation coefficient
R) is greater than a threshold min fit and the relationship is significant (p–level < 0.05), the
test period is increased stepwise by dh2 (increase timestep duration, in hours). This last step
is repeated iteratively until the linear fit is smaller than the threshold value or the relationship
becomes less significant (p–level ≥ 0.05). The end of the tremor episode is defined in this way.
Two additional conditions can be applied: a minimum relative amplitude for the RSAM increase
(min a) and a minimum duration between the time of the forecast issue and the forecast failure
(min dt). The latter can be useful for emergency management purposes. Once a potential
precursory tremor episode is identified, an eruption is flagged. Its forecast time is the intersec-
tion of the best-fit linear model with the time axis. A failure window is then computed from
the 97.5% prediction intervals extrapolated to the time axis. These intervals account for the
standard deviation of the error in predicting future observations. In our case, there is a proba-
bility of 0.975 that failure occurs during the failure window. This automatic selection method is
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applied to the entire seismic dataset (1 August 2011–1 January 2014) and prevents as much as
possible subjectivity in the choice of the RSAM increase episodes and in the forecasting process.
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart representing the forecast issue process. See Table 4.1 for the definition
of the threshold parameters (dh, min dur, min fit, dh2, min a, min dt). R is the correlation
coefficient, p is the significance of the linear relationship, da and dt are the amplitude of the
selected tremor episode and the duration between the forecast issue and a potential eruption,
respectively.
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Whether RSAM increases are flagged as potentially leading to an eruption depends on the input
model parameters (dh, min dur, min fit, dh2, min a, min dt). We optimised the model through
calibration with the 1 August 2011–1 January 2014 RSAM dataset. The range of tested input
parameters is presented in Table 4.1. The algorithm was run for each combination of parameters
on the entire RSAM dataset recorded during the period of interest. For each run, we counted
the number of episodes detected and the number of well forecast eruptions. We also tested the
effect of the definition of a well forecast eruption: the eruption is within 1 day of the forecast
failure time (as in Tarraga et al. (2006)) (Case 1), and the eruption is within the failure window
(Case 2). For each of these two cases, we compared the results from the detection algorithm
when success is defined by two criteria.
Criterion 1 aims at minimising the number of false alarms by using the input parameters that
maximise the forecast gain defined in Tarraga et al. (2006). Based on the Bayes theorem, the
latter evaluates whether we benefit from issuing a forecast. If Hypothesis H is defined as a ”day
with at least an eruption” and Evidence E is defined as a ”day with at least an issued forecast”,
the forecast gain is defined by P(E/H)/P(E) where P(E/H) is the conditional probability of
having a forecast knowing that there was an eruption and P(E) is the probability of having
at least one forecast issued. We benefit from issuing a forecast if the forecast gain is greater
than 1, and the higher the forecast gain, the greater the benefit. More details on the forecast
gain can be found in Tarraga et al. (2006). For this criterion, the best combination of input
parameters was the one which gave the maximum forecast gain.
Criterion 2 aims at detecting the maximum number of forecast eruptions while keeping a forecast
gain as great as possible. This criterion likely implies that more false alarms will be generated
but that more eruptions will be forecast. If the forecast gain is greater than 1 (i.e., we still
benefit from issuing a forecast), this criterion is a good compromise to minimise the number of
false alarms and missed eruptions. For this criterion, the best combination of input parameters
was the one which, among the combinations forecasting the maximum number of eruptions,
gave the maximum forecast gain.
Several methods can be employed to fit the data (Cornelius and Voight, 1995; Tarraga et al.,
2008). The choice of the method though, depends on the error distribution of the dataset (Bell
et al., 2011). If the dataset error has a Gaussian distribution, a least–squares linear regression
may be used. Conversely, if the dataset error distribution follows a Poisson distribution (e.g.,
earthquake occurrence (Greenhough and Main, 2008)), the alternative Generalised Linear Mod-
els should be used (Bell et al., 2011). For this study, we used a least–squares linear regression
for our automated procedure and tested the assumptions of using such a method before issuing
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a forecast.
Parameter Definition Tested value
dh
duration of moving time window
for maxima identification (hours)
2 4 6 12 18 24 36
min dur
minimum duration of a tremor
episode (hours)
6 12 18 24 48 72 96
min fit correlation coefficient threshold 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9
dh2 increase timestep duration (hours) 1 2 4 6 12 18 24
min a
minimum RSAM difference be-
tween the end and the beginning
of a tremor increase (nm/s)
0 250 500 750 1000 1500 2000
min dt
minimum duration between the
time of the forecast issue and an
eruption (hours)
0 3 6 9 12 18 24
Table 4.1: Range of tested input parameters for the automatic selection of the RSAM increases.
We performed a visual residual analysis on the episodes selected by the best input parameter
combination. Residuals, defined as the difference between the observed inverse–RSAM and the
best–fit model (yobserved - ymodel) were computed through time and as a function of the fitted
value for each tremor increase episode to verify the linearity, independence and equal variance
assumptions when using a least–squares linear regression. A histogram was then produced with
the Rice rule defining the number of bins (number of bins = 2n1/3 where n is the number of
samples) to verify the normality of the residual distribution. The model was considered to be
appropriate to explain the data if: 1. the residuals did not follow a trend (otherwise, a more
complex model should be fitted to the data), 2. the residuals did not increase or decrease as a
function of the inverse-RSAM (hence had equal variance) and 3. the residuals distribution (on
the histogram) was close to normal (i.e., bell–shaped, symmetric around its mean).
Because the FFM characterises the evolution of precursors to failure, it is useful to reconcile the
results obtained from the FFM with a plausible tremor source process. To interpret the source of
the seismic signal, spectral analyses are commonly performed (Konstantinou and Schlindwein,
2002; Carniel, 2014). Having only one seismic station for our period of interest, we can not
discriminate between source, path and site effects. We are therefore unable to pinpoint a source
process from our results only. However, we can compare the spectral characteristics through
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time and assess how they relate to volcanic activity. For example, we analysed whether the
tremor increase is due to an intensification of one or more specific frequencies, whether there is
appearance / disappearance of some frequency bands and whether there are frequency shifts.
To perform such an analysis, we split each of our RSAM episodes in 90-min time windows and
analysed the spectra of the first 20s of each window. We normalised each spectrum to its max-
imum value, independently of each time window. We therefore lose the information regarding
the amplitude time variations but highlight the time evolution of the relative importance of
each frequency bands (Carniel, 2014).
Finally, we conducted a tremor scaling analysis (Benoit et al., 2003) to shed light on the num-
ber and potential nature of the processes involved. Aki and Koyanagi (1981) proposed that the
duration–amplitude of deep tremor at Kilauea follows an exponential model implying a unique
length scale for the tremor generating process which could be the average size of the conduit.
This observation was later extended to other volcanoes and tremor types (Benoit et al., 2003).
The last study also highlighted the possible change in slope of the duration-amplitude distri-
bution or a change to a power law distribution if brittle fracture occurs, and the observation
of several slopes in the distribution when several tremor generating processes are present. To
further constrain the source of the tremor episodes preceding the White Island eruptions, we
calculated the duration–amplitude distribution of each selected 2–5 Hz RSAM episode (i.e., the
duration for which the tremor was above a certain amplitude). We then assessed whether the
tremor source was scale-bound (exponential model) or scale invariant (power law) and whether
several processes were occurring (if different slopes are present in the distributions).
4.4 Results
The optimum combination of input parameters for the RSAM detection algorithm is presented
in Table 4.2 along with other combinations and their respective forecast gain. We determined
the optimum input parameters by comparing the performance of the detection algorithm for
different combinations of criteria (defining success: maximum forecast gain (Criterion 1) or
maximum number of eruptions (Criterion 2)) and cases (defining a successful forecast: within
a day of the forecast (Case 1) or within the forecast time window (Case 2)).
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Criterion Case
Forecast
eruptions
Forecast
gain
dh min dur min fit dh2 min a min dt
1
1 2 176.8 34 different combinations
2 2 88.4 89 different combinations
2
1
5 22.1 2 18 0.5 12 1000
9
12
4 27.2 2 18 0.5 24 1500 0
2
5 8.0 2 6 0.5 24 1500
0
3
4 37.2 24 48 0.5 18 2000
18
24
Table 4.2: Results from the selection of RSAM increase. Please see text for details on cases,
criteria and forecast gain. The preferred parameter combination (bold) maximises the number
of eruption forecast within the failure window while keeping a forecast gain as great as possible.
When Criterion 1 is considered (maximum forecast gain), the best input parameters combina-
tion is obtained for Case 1 (eruption within a day of a forecast). Criterion 1–Case 1 has indeed
a much higher forecast gain than Criterion 1–Case 2 (eruption within the failure window). How-
ever, only two out of the five reported eruptions are forecast.
Criterion 2 allows the setting of the number of detected eruptions while aiming for a forecast
gain as great as possible. When the criterion is set to five eruptions, the maximum forecast gain
is again for Case 1 (eruption within a day of the forecast). Two combinations of input param-
eters share this forecast gain and select the same RSAM dataset. However, for these particular
combinations, an analysis of the residuals between the best–fit model and the inverse–RSAM
indicates that the model is not appropriate to explain the RSAM increase preceding the 19
August 2013. Figure 4.4a shows a trend in the residuals with time, strongly suggesting a more
complex model to explain this RSAM increase. The same conclusion can be drawn when Case
2 (eruption within a failure window) is considered (Figure 4.4b).
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Figure 4.4: Results from the residual analysis performed on 4 tremor episodes: (a) On the
tremor increase preceding the 19 August 2013 eruption selected by the algorithm for Criterion
2–Case 1 and when imposing 5 forecast eruptions (the 2 combinations of parameters (Table 4.2)
select the same dataset); (b) On the tremor increase preceding the 19 August 2013 eruption
selected by the algorithm for Criterion 2–Case 2 and imposing 5 forecast eruptions (the 2 com-
binations of parameters (Table 4.2) select the same dataset); (c) On Episode 1 selected from
the optimised algorithm (Criterion 2–Case 2); (d) On Episode 2 selected from the optimised
algorithm (Criterion 2–Case 2); (e) On Episode 3 selected from the optimised algorithm (Crite-
rion 2–Case 2). For each tremor episode are plotted 2 scatter plots of the residuals (difference
between best–fit model and data) versus time (top left), and versus inverse–RSAM (top right),
and a histogram of the residuals (bottom). For (a) and (b), a trend in the scatter plots and a
non–gaussian distribution of the residuals suggests the model is not appropriate to explain the
data. In contrast, the model is appropriate to explain Episode 1, 2 and 3 (c, d, e). Note the
different scales for the figure axes.
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Due to the results on the residuals, we evaluated the value of issuing a forecast when imposing
the detection of the four other eruptions only. In that situation, Case 2 gives a higher forecast
gain than Case 1. Two combinations of input parameters give the same forecast gain for this
particular Criterion / Case. Because the only difference between the two combinations is the
duration between the forecast issue and forecast failure time (parameter min dt ; 18 or 24 hours,
Table 4.2), we chose the one maximising this duration (24 hours). This arbitrary choice is for
emergency management purposes as it provides the maximum warning time.
The residual analysis of Criterion 2–Case 2 and four forecast eruptions shows that the model
is appropriate to explain the tremor increases preceding these eruptions (Figure 4.4c, d and
e): no trend is observed in the scatter plots and the residuals distribution is close to Gaussian.
To support the appropriateness of the Gaussian distribution, we performed a linear regression
on the selected inverse–RSAM episodes assuming either a Poisson or a Gaussian distribution.
The deviance from a linear model is smaller when assuming a Gaussian distribution. Although
this is not a formal test, this leads us to prefer the Gaussian distribution and confirms that a
least–squares linear regression is appropriate.
These results suggest that the combination of input parameters from Criterion 2–Case 2 and
four forecast eruptions may be optimum (Table 4.2). The detected RSAM increases are there-
fore of 48–hour duration and 2000 nm/s amplitude at least, and the forecast is issued at least 24
hours prior to the forecast time. Practically, the beginning of an episode is sought in every 24–
hour window, the correlation coefficient R between the best–fit model and the inverse–RSAM
is at least 0.5 and the episode is increased stepwise by 18–hour windows until the fit becomes
lower than 0.5.
The RSAM episodes detected with this optimised detection algorithm are shown in Figure 4.5
and their characteristics are summarised in Table 4.3. Three RSAM episodes are selected and
four out of the five eruptions reported during the studied period are within the three forecast
failure windows (i.e., our optimised algorithm produces no false alarms, defined as a failure win-
dow with no eruption, which is potentially linked to the limited statistics). For each episode,
the model is appropriate to explain the data and the correlation coefficient R is higher than
0.7 (Table 4.4), implying a coefficient of determination R2 higher than 0.5 (i.e., at least 50% of
the variation in the dataset can be explained by the model). We are therefore satisfied that the
material failure law with α = 2 in Equation 4.1 is a reasonable approximation for the tremor
increases preceding the 4 August 2012, and the 4, 8 and 11 October 2013 eruptions at White
Island and that these tremor episodes can be considered as precursors to failure.
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Figure 4.5: Inverse-RSAM data recorded at WIZ between 1 August 2011 and 1 January
2014 with the failure windows forecast by our automated and optimised FFM algorithm (grey
patches) and the eruptions reported during this period (red stars). Below are close-ups around
these failure windows computed from the 97.5% prediction interval (dotted blue line) with the
data chosen for fitting the FFM (grey line) and the forecast failure time (grey star) obtained
from the extrapolation of the best–fit model (dotted grey line). Note the successive shorter-scale
linear trends composing the main trend.
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Ep. #
Start
episode
End
episode
Start fail-
ure window
End failure
window
Forecast
failure
1
02/08/2012
10:50
04/08/2012
10:30
04/08/2012
12:10
06/08/2012
20:30
05/08/2012
15:33
2
28/09/2013
07:50
07/10/2013
22:30
05/10/2013
11:10
18/10/2013
06:20
11/10/2013
19:56
3
29/09/2013
02:20
03/10/2013
09:20
03/10/2013
12:40
07/10/2013
20:30
05/10/2013
16:06
Table 4.3: Dates and times characterising the selected RSAM episodes.
Ep. # Fit with FFM Fit with power law model Fit with exponential model
1 0.75 0.847 0.925
2 0.70 0.871 0.950
3 0.80 0.956 0.958
Table 4.4: Correlation coefficient R between the selected inverse–RSAM episodes and different
models.
The spectral content of each detected RSAM episode is presented in Figure 4.6. First, the
tremor episodes are non–harmonic with most of the seismic energy below 3.5 Hz. Second, the
3.0–3.5 Hz band is dominant during Episode 1 (preceding the 4 August 2012 eruption) whereas
it is the 2.0–2.5 Hz band which contains the most energy from the start of Episode 2 to the end
of the Episode 3 (episodes preceding the October 2013 eruptions). Then, the seismic energy is
well partitioned between 2.0 and 3.5 Hz until the end of Episode 2 (i.e., there is no dominant
frequency band). It is worth noting that the first eruption came from the dome area, whereas
the other eruptions originated from the active lake area with the dome still strongly degassing.
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 Ep. 1
 Ep. 2 
 Ep. 3 
Figure 4.6: Spectra on 20-sec seismic waveforms every 90 minutes recorded at WIZ for each
selected tremor increase detected versus time. Note that Episode 3 is within Episode 2. Also,
the 3–3.5 Hz band is dominant during Episode 1 whereas it is the 2–2.5 Hz band the beginning
of Episode 2 and Episode 3. The end of Episode 2 has seismic energy well partitioned between
2 and 3.5 Hz.
Finally, the results from the tremor scaling analysis are presented in Figure 4.7. Because the
duration–amplitude distributions of the selected tremor episodes are not linear on the log–log
plot (Figure 4.7a), they do not follow a power law model. Instead, these distributions better fit
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an exponential model (Figure 4.7b, Table 4.4), as predicted by Benoit et al. (2003). They still
present some non–linearity, with a generally steeper slope at high amplitudes. Data clipping
could be one explanation for this phenomenon but we are confident that our 2–5 Hz RSAM data
were not computed on clipped waveforms. We therefore attribute these departures in slope to
the presence of a second tremor–generating process, following Benoit et al. (2003).
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Figure 4.7: Results from the tremor scaling analysis on each selected tremor increase by plotting
the duration for which the tremor is above a certain amplitude. The linearity of the duration–
amplitude distribution in a log–log plot (a) and in log–linear plot (b) determines the fit with a
power law and an exponential model respectively. An exponential model always fits the data
better than a power law model (see Table 4.4) but the distributions are non–linear for both
models implying the presence of several tremor generating processes.
4.5 Discussion
Four out of the five eruptions that occurred during the recent unrest period at White Island
were forecast in hindsight using our optimised automatic implementation of the FFM on volcanic
tremor recorded by 2-5 Hz RSAM data. Despite having a similar goodness–of–fit with the model
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and similar duration–amplitude distributions, the tremor increases preceding the eruptions do
not share the same spectral characteristics. Here we discuss the source of these tremor increases
in light of our results and how these may improve eruption forecasting at White Island.
4.5.1 Insights into the tremor source
Our findings demonstrate that the FFM with α = 2 (Equation 4.2) appropriately models the
tremor increases preceding four out of the five eruptions reported during the recent unrest pe-
riod at White Island volcano. This implies that these tremor increases were likely precursors to
failure. Due to the lack of stations, we can not ascertain whether the distinct observed frequency
peaks were due to a volcanic source effect. However, Sherburn et al. (1998) showed that seismic
energy between 1 and 4 Hz at White Island mostly represents a source effect. Also, although
the presence of a single frequency peak in a spectrum cannot be ascribed to source, path or site
effects, a change in frequency peaks can be more easily explained as source, although there are
examples where path effects can be also important. Site effects cannot usually explain frequency
changes. Therefore, an increase in seismic energy in this frequency band likely reflects some
changes at the source (at least its strength).
Because several shorter accelerating trends compose the detected tremor increases (Figures
4.2b and 4.5), as expected by the multiscale fracturing model (Kilburn, 2003); a similar process
might have occurred at White Island prior to the four forecast eruptions. We therefore surmise
that the observed short RSAM accelerating trends likely represent the growth and coalescence
of small cracks during the propagation of a main fracture acting as the pathway for magma
ascent. Particularly, the increase of the peak rate depicts the connection between subvertical
fractures and obeys the Voight’s relation (Equation 4.1) for α = 2.
Even though fracturing is usually associated with high–frequency seismic events, we argue that
the low–frequency signal (2–5 Hz) recorded prior to the eruptions can be a proxy for fractur-
ing. The fracturing process can, for example, be depleted in high–frequency energy. Such a
process can explain the low–frequency signature of seismicity during hydraulic fracturing exper-
iments (Das and Zoback, 2013); during non–volcanic tremor episodes associated with slow–slip
events (Shelly et al., 2007) or in the unconsolidated shallow part of the volcanic edifice (Bean
et al., 2014). In the first two cases, the high–pressure environments can lead to slip under
low shear stress, hence resulting in relatively slow slip velocity and a corresponding deficit in
high–frequency energy (Shelly et al., 2007). This could also be the case at White Island where
the direct involvement of hydrothermal fluids to shear failure processes is a possible source of
the long–period short–duration events (Sherburn and Scott, 1993).
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In the Bean et al. (2014) model, slow–rupture is due to the low angle of internal friction of a ma-
terial close to the brittle–ductile transition. The seismic events are recorded as short–duration
long–period pulses close to the source and as long–period events further away (from 500–800 m
at their studied volcanoes) because of some resonant effects in the source–receiver path. Weak
tuffs sampled from the crater floor at White Island have a low angle of internal friction and can
produce continuous low amplitude acoustic emissions during laboratory scale failure around the
brittle–ductile transition (Heap et al., 2015). Moreover, the seismic station used in this study
is > 600 m from the source (assuming the source is located under the vent), and because the
shallow portion of the edifice is strongly attenuating (Q < 5, Jolly et al., 2012), we are probably
recording strong path effects. These characteristics also imply that even if the fracturing process
produces high–frequency energy, these high-frequencies may not reach the station because of a
path or site attenuation effect. A particle motion analysis and a detailed study of source / path
/ site effect is required to discriminate between the different hypotheses. However, if tremor is
a repetition of these low–frequency events or if the source mechanism is similar for both tremor
and low–frequency events resulting from the models above, tremor directly relates to failure.
Studying low–frequency tremor can therefore inform on the fracturing process. According to
the multiscale fracturing process (Kilburn, 2003); the detected tremor increases preceding the
eruptions at White Island can therefore mainly reflect the propagation of a main fracture acting
as a pathway for the erupted material.
The 19 August 2013 eruption is not forecast by our optimised algorithm. It was dominated by
steam (Figure 4.2e) whereas the other eruptions seemed more ash–dominated (at least the 4
August 2012 and the 11 October 2013 ejected ash and blocks onto the crater floor). It might
be that the 19 August event was produced by a gas slug rather than by magma. If the former,
the lower viscosity of the gas slug might have passed without much resistance (or stress con-
centration) on the system. Conversely, the 4 August 2012 eruption had substantial magmatic
component and so did the October events (Geoff Kilgour, pers. comm., 2013). In order to
reach the surface, the volcanic material associated with these eruptions likely pressurised the
system before reaching the surface. This could explain why the precursory volcanic tremor is
reasonably well–modelled by the FFM for these eruptions and not for the 19 August 2013 one.
There is however, one particular behaviour of precursory activity predicted by the FFM that
our results can’t explain. The failure model implies that the seismic energy release increases
until the eruption. This is not observed before the four forecast eruptions reported in this
study. One reason for this might be the layer cake stratigraphy of White Island rocks. Pres-
surised fluids propagate through a particular layer via brittle–ductile failure over a few days.
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When they reach another rock type (e.g., a clay layer of different strength), they accumulate
and pressure increases until failure. A quieter period before eruptions has also been observed at
other volcanoes (e.g., Redoubt 1989-90 (Chouet et al., 1994); Villarrica (Ortiz et al., 2003)). In
the case of a resonant model, Chouet et al. (1994) proposed that a fluid flow reduction occurred
in the resonator. This could happen, for example, because of the opening of new pathways, and
could explain the decrease in the intensity of low–frequency seismicity.
This last point leads us to consider other models for the tremor source (Table 4.5). Many of
these models or combination of these models may be consistent with our data and they are
important to outline. However, the lack of multiple seismic stations makes distinction between
these different models very difficult and beyond the scope of this study. The low–frequency
content of the signal points towards fluid involvement (Chouet, 1996). However, to the best
of our knowledge, no published literature demonstrates how tremor resulting from the mod-
els involving fluids can follow the material failure law. Peaked spectra may be created by a
range of processes including the fluid flow oscillations model (Julian, 1994); the container res-
onance model (Chouet, 1996; Neuberg et al., 2000), the magma wagging model (Jellinek and
Bercovici, 2011) and hydrothermal boiling in a channel (Leet, 1988). Gliding frequencies have
been observed prior to eruptions (e.g., Neuberg et al., 2000) and are explained as changes in
the triggering frequency of the source rather than changes in the source itself. Non–harmonic
spectra can also be recorded in these cases by the seismic station as a result of site or path
effect (Chouet, 1996; Neuberg et al., 2000). Whether the two main spectral bands (2.0–2.5Hz
and 3.0–3.5 Hz) result from two different fluids (Kumagai and Chouet, 2000) or geometries
(Kumagai and Chouet, 2001) at the same source or from two distinct sources (e.g., Arenal,
Lesage et al., 2006) can not be constrained by the results of this study. It is interesting to
note though that the dome area was the most active vent in August 2012 when the 3.0–3.5 Hz
was the dominant spectral band whereas the 2.0–2.5 Hz band was more important in October
2013 when the eruptions came from the hot lake area. This observation suggests a potential
link between the active vent location and the dominant frequency peak but is not sufficient
to determine the tremor source. If tremor preceding the eruptions resulted from a fluid flow
model, we can reconcile the tremor source with the FFM results when considering that tremor
represents pressurisation under a plug that fails when fluid pressure exceeded its yield strength.
This model was proposed to explain the tremor increases preceding the July 2000 eruptions at
Villarrica (Ortiz et al., 2003).
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Tremor models Spectral content Link to failure Reference
Fluid flow os-
cillations
Harmonic spectrum
Subharmonics if pres-
sure increase
If pressure ≥
Pthreshold
Julian (1994)
Resonance
Peaked spectrum
Different frequencies if
different modes of res-
onance
Gliding frequencies if
source change
If pressure ≥
Pthreshold
Chouet (1996)
Neuberg et al.
(2000)
Magma wag-
ging
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Peaked spectrum
Gliding frequencies if
pressure increase
If pressure ≥
Pthreshold
(fragmentation)
Jellinek and
Bercovici
(2011)
Hydrothermal
boiling
Broadband spectrum
or
harmonic if in a chan-
nel
No Leet (1988)
Table 4.5: Features of the main characteristics of the tremor generating processes involving
fluids discussed in this study to explain the observed tremor increases. For each model diagram
are shown: the trigger (blue) and the mechanism (red) of the tremor generating process. The
trigger can be a pressure disturbance (star) or a fluid flow (arrow) whereas the mechanism
involves some oscillations (double–arrow). The diagram patterns are: fluid (white) with magma
(crosses), surrounding medium (dotted), bubbles (empty circles).
Finally, our current procedure assumes a constant model with time (i.e., α in Equation 4.1
is always 2) which has been debated by Kilburn (2003) and Kilburn (2012). The difficulty in
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discriminating exponential and power laws when fitting datasets, because much of the difference
between the two models appears close to the ends of the sequence, has also recently been
emphasised by Bell et al. (2011). In addition, the same authors highlight the presence of
complex interactions that inherently occur in volcanic systems and which can lead to strong
deviations from the mean rate. Our residual analysis indicates that a general linear trend is
a good approximation to explain the inverse–RSAM preceding four out of the five reported
eruptions of our period of interest. This supports the hypothesis of using a constant α = 2.
However, this parameter might be slightly different or slightly time–varying, which would result
in a different forecast failure time. Also, the different slopes that we observe in the duration–
amplitude distributions of volcanic tremor preceding the four forecast eruptions point towards
the presence of several tremor generating processes. These effects could potentially explain
the difference between the forecast failure time and the actual eruption. However, overall, our
results using α = 2 and corresponding prediction intervals give satisfactory results.
4.5.2 Implications for eruption forecasting
Even though this forecast exercise was performed in hindsight, our results demonstrate that
our capability in eruption forecasting could be enhanced by using the material Failure Forecast
Method on volcanic tremor (2–5 Hz RSAM) at White Island. First, we showed that RSAM
increases with particular characteristics can be considered as precursors for eruptions at White
Island, for the 1 August 2011–1 January 2014 period which comprises the recent unrest period.
These episodes usually started from an elevated tremor level, lasted for only a few days and
ended from a few hours to a few days before the eruptions. Second, issuing a forecast using
our method is reasonable from a probabilistic point of view. The prior probability to have an
eruption on any day during the unrest episode was 0.0057 (number of eruptions (5) / number
of days within the episode (884)). The posterior probability of having an eruption given that
we issued a forecast is obtained by multiplying the forecast gain calculated above by this prior
probability (Tarraga et al., 2006). Using the optimum combination of input parameters for the
RSAM detection algorithm (Table 4.2), this posterior probability is 0.21 meaning that we have
slightly more than 1 in 5 chances to have an eruption on a given day if it is within a forecast
failure window. This result is based on RSAM evolution only and could feed probabilistic
models for eruption (Hincks et al., 2014; Aspinall and Woo, 2014) which also integrate other
datasets. Finally, recent studies highlight a growing interest for real-time eruption forecasting
using the FFM (Garcia et al. 2008, Boue et al. 2015). Our work is a contribution towards
this international effort. Apart from the residual analysis, our procedure is entirely automatic
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and can easily be implemented in real–time at White Island using our optimised parameter
combination as a starting point. Our optimised algorithm provides the best forecasts according
to our criteria (maximum number of forecast eruptions with one algorithm). At this stage, our
algorithm is limited to issue a forecast after 48 hours of precursory activity, with an update every
18 hours if the activity continues. Parameters should be adjusted should more frequent forecasts
be wanted. If needed, the model can be easily optimised with more constraints on the input
parameters. Also, several algorithms could be run in parallel, which could allow to forecast
eruptions with precursory activity having different characteristics. In a broader context and
because 2–5 Hz data from only one seismic station were used for this study, the algorithm could
easily be tested at other volcanoes where a limited network (even of short-period instruments)
is available and where tremor (or any other seismic signal responsible for the observed RSAM
evolution) is a good candidate for eruption precursors (i.e., if some RSAM increases have been
observed prior to some eruptions).
4.6 Conclusions
We tested an automated and optimised implementation of the FFM on volcanic tremor from
the recent eruptive period at White Island to assess the potential for eruption forecasting at
the volcano and to constrain the tremor source.
We have shown that, in hindsight, the optimised algorithm forecasts four out of the five eruptions
reported during this period (i.e., the eruptions occurred within the predicted failure windows).
Equally important is the high forecast gain which implies that the probability to have an erup-
tion within a failure window is 0.21 based on RSAM only, 37 times higher than the probability
to have an eruption on any day during the same period (0.0057). Performing a detailed residual
analysis rather than using the correlation coefficient alone allowed to fine–tune the results.
A reasonable goodness–of–fit between the FFM and the data implies that the tremor increases
preceding the eruptions can be considered as precursors for failure. Also, α = 2 is a suitable
approximation in our case to explain the tremor episodes evolution for four out of the five erup-
tions reported during this unrest period. The spectra of these episodes is non–harmonic and
each episode bears particular spectral characteristics with different dominant frequency bands.
Because we used seismic data from one seismic station only, we can’t pinpoint a source pro-
cess for the tremor increases preceding these eruptions. However, the low–frequency content of
the signal suggests that multiscale fracturing involving slow rock failure or fluid flow processes
are plausible candidates for the tremor source model. The duration–amplitude distributions
support our preferred model with several source processes occurring during these episodes. As
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such, we don not claim that we capture the complexity of the processes that occurred prior
to the eruptions but we argue that the use of the FFM while accounting for uncertainties can
enhance forecasting capabilities even at a volcano where only a limited monitoring network is
available.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
Abstract
In this chapter, I will first summarise and discuss the findings of this thesis and provide
answers to the objectives and research questions raised in the introduction chapter. I will
then present the implications and limitations of this research. Finally, I will propose some
recommendations for future research in the topic area of this thesis.
5.1 Findings of this research
Geophysical signals are expected to change during increased volcanic unrest and preceding
eruptions. If detected, understanding the source of these changes is one of the key challenges
in current volcano research (Acocella, 2014). In this study, I demonstrated that a comprehen-
sive analysis of magnetic, gravity and seismic data can enhance our understanding of increased
unrest and eruption precursors.
I first analysed magnetic and gravity changes measured between 2011 and 2015, a period which
comprises the recent unrest/eruptive episode at White Island. I modelled the potential source(s)
for the observed changes and proposed a scenario to demonstrate that these techniques can be
useful to interpret increased unrest at White Island (Chapter 2). I then performed numerical
simulations to assess the effect of an inclined conduit on hydrothermal circulation and gravity
changes at the surface, to highlight the effect of structural geology on the interpretation of
geophysical signals (Chapter 3). Finally, I implemented an algorithm to automatically issue
eruption forecasts from increasing level of volcanic tremor at White Island (Chapter 4).
I showed that at White Island, magnetic changes occurred from the beginning of the 2011-2013
unrest, and are attributed to temperature changes at shallow depths in the active crater area
(Chapter 2). These changes were associated with varying levels of tremor and the disappear-
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ance of the crater lake. By constraining the magnetic results using the lack of significant gravity
changes during the same period, I showed that the heat needed for the magnetic changes can
stem from the emplacement and degassing of a shallow magmatic intrusion, if the intrusion is
comprised within a narrow conduit at ∼ 500 m depth (Chapter 2). I proposed that the following
cooling period likely reflects the inflow of colder fluids from the existing hydrothermal system,
as the excess gas reaches the surface and depressurises the system. A combination of gravity
and magnetics at White Island can therefore bring valuable information into the state of the
volcano and help characterise increased unrest.
The measured gravity data are very noisy for unknown reasons at the time of writing, especially
at the site between the main fumarole outlet and the crater lake, which is also the locus of strong
deformation. Previous studies suggested an inclined fumarole conduit to explain the recent de-
formation. I therefore tested the effect of such an inclined conduit on hydrothermal circulation
and gravity changes and showed that a conduit of small diameter with rock properties con-
sistent with laboratory measurements on White Island samples would mainly shift the gravity
anomaly towards the injection area (Chapter 3). In the case of an inclined fumarole, this implies
that the gravity anomaly is not centred around the fumarole outlet. The gravity anomaly is
of maximum amplitude at the edge of the two-phase hydrothermal plume, which is very sensi-
tive to the injection rate at the source. Microgravity measurements could therefore inform on
the location of the injection source and of the two-phase hydrothermal plume if performed at
regular intervals. The numerical simulations involved modelling of steady state conditions and
of a one-year long unrest episode. Because of the high permeability of the domain, the fluids
quickly propagate towards the surface. In such settings, yearly (or more regular) microgravity
campaigns are therefore recommended. The measured gravity data mentioned above (Chapter
2) don’t show a circular anomaly but this could be due to the high level of noise in the data, to
the inappropriate location of the gravity sites or to a more complex geometry of the fumarole
conduit (e.g., involving branching of several conduits).
No magnetic and gravity changes occurred after the eruptive activity started in August 2012.
However, strong variations of volcanic tremor were associated with various types of volcanic
activity during this period, such as eruption and geysering (Chapter 4). Increasing levels of
tremor with particular characteristics can be used for reliable eruption forecasting at White
Island. Four out of the five eruptions which occurred in 2012–2013 were within failure windows
forecast by our procedure. A robust residual analysis indicates that the tremor increases pre-
ceding these eruptions are well explained by a model whereby an eruption is a case of material
failure caused by loading of a magma column. Moreover, the probability to have an eruption
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within an eruption window is 0.21, 37 times higher than the probability to have an eruption on
any day during the same period (1 August 2011–1 January 2014).
This thesis leads to a better understanding of unrest signals and eruption precursors at White
Island. First, I showed that regular magnetic and gravity measurements can help characterise
the unrest source. Second, I demonstrated that volcanic tremor with particular characteristics
were precursory to the eruptions in 2012 and 2013. These results are only based on one specific
unrest/eruptive period but they provide clues to changes to monitor during a future renewal of
volcanic activity at the volcano.
5.2 Answers to research questions
The findings of this research allow to answer the research questions raised in Chapter 1 and
demonstrate that I reached the objectives set for this study (Table 5.1).
Objective Question Answers provided Chapter
Characterise the
sources of the
gravity and
magnetic changes
at White Island
What are the sources of
the magnetic changes associ-
ated with the 2011-2013 un-
rest/eruptive episode?
The magnetic changes preced-
ing the 2012 eruption are con-
sistent with a model whereby
temperature changes occurred
at shallow depths below the
active crater
2
What is the evolution of grav-
ity changes observed prior to
the eruptions?
No significant gravity changes
were recorded within the
crater floor but there is a high
level of noise in the data
2
Can the observed geophysical
changes inform on the state of
the volcano?
Yes, the observed changes are
consistent with an unrest sce-
nario involving deep degassing
and a possible small magmatic
intrusion
2
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Describe the
effect of an
inclined fumarole
on hydrothermal
circulation and
gravity changes
How does the fumarole in-
clination affect hydrothermal
circulation?
The fumarole inclination
shifts the two-phase hy-
drothermal plume above the
injection area
3
What are the effects of an
inclined fumarole on gravity
changes at the surface?
The fumarole inclination
shifts the gravity anomaly
around the injection area,
i.e., the gravity anomaly is
centred around the fumarole
outlet only when the fumarole
is vertical
3
Assess the
potential of using
volcanic tremor
for eruption
forecasting at
White Island
Can the evolution of volcanic
tremor be precursory for erup-
tions?
Yes, tremor increases preced-
ing four out of the five erup-
tions which occurred between
2011 and 2013 are well ex-
plained by a model whereby
an eruption is a material fail-
ure due to magma loading
4
How can volcanic tremor in-
creases be used for eruption
forecasting?
By implementing an auto-
mated process of eruption
forecasts using the material
Failure Forecast method and
a robust residual analysis
4
Can the source of volcanic
tremor be reconciled with cur-
rent models?
Yes, I propose that multi-
scale fracturing involving fluid
flow processes and/or slow
failure is a likely process for
the tremor increases preced-
ing the eruptions
4
Table 5.1: Objectives and research questions raised in the introduction and answers provided
by this thesis.
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5.3 Implications and limitations of the research
The results from this research are only based on the most recent unrest/eruptive episode (2011-
2013) at White Island but they give insights into what parameters to monitor should there be
a renewal of activity at this volcano. The type of signals analysed are commonly recorded at
volcanoes worldwide (magnetics: e.g., Bonaccorso et al., 2013; Johnston, 1997; Zlotnicki and
Bof, 1998; gravity: e.g., Berrino, 1994; Gottsmann et al., 2005; Williams-Jones et al., 2008;
volcanic tremor: e.g., McNutt, 1992) so a similar approach than the one undertaken in this
study could be developed at other volcanoes.
I demonstrated that regular magnetics and gravity measurements are useful techniques to char-
acterise increased unrest at White Island (Chapter 2). The magnetic anomaly is on the edge of
the network and is therefore not very well constrained but enough sites recorded the anomaly to
run some inversions and get a location and size for the source of the observed changes. Limited
constraints on the hydrothermal effect on gravity changes (groundwater level and phase change
within the system) lead to uncertainties in the volume of a possible intrusion. Another limita-
tion of our dataset is the high level of noise in the gravity data. Despite these constraints, a
combination of the two techniques (magnetics and microgravity) allowed a better understanding
of the possible heating source during the recent unrest period at White Island. In such settings
where the crater lake (direct representation of the changes within the conduit system) is difficult
to instrument, getting insights from changes within this conduit system from other techniques
performed on the crater floor is therefore very relevant.
The numerical model of hydrothermal circulation presented in this thesis (Chapter 3) is con-
strained using parameters consistent for the settings of fumarole zero at White Island. It
therefore considers a specific scenario of unrest and a small fumarole conduit one order of
magnitude more permeable than the surrounding medium. I highlighted the importance of
monitoring gravity changes in a wide area around the fumarole outlet to capture the evolution
of the two-phase hydrothermal plume and to constrain the location of the injection source.
The same conclusions could by drawn for other volcanoes with similar settings. Ultimately, a
better understanding of the conditions at the source of the fumarole could inform on the state
of the volcano, which is useful in settings where the active crater (and possible crater lake) are
challenging to instrument.
Volcanic tremor can be used for eruption forecasting using the material Failure Forecast Method
at White Island (Chapter 4). Our process is however not entirely automatic (e.g., residual anal-
ysis) implying that a scientist still needs to make the final decision as to whether issue a forecast
or not (according to the visual assessment of the gaussian residuals). The algorithm is also cur-
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rently calibrated on four eruptions out of the five eruptions that occurred between 2011 and
2013. Even though the probability of the occurrence of an eruption within a failure window is
much greater than that of an eruption on any day, the algorithm is not forecasting one erup-
tion of the sequence (19 August 2013). This needs to be further investigated by calibrating
another algorithm on this eruption for example. Despite these limitations, eruption forecasting
capabilities can be enhanced in New Zealand where there is currently no eruption forecasting
process. A similar approach could also be developed at other volcanoes where increasing level
of seismicity is observed prior to eruptions. Our process being specific to a volcano and an
eruption sequence at the time of writing, it would need to be calibrated before being used on
other volcanoes and eruption sequences.
5.4 Recommendations for future research
The findings of this research suggest several aspects that would benefit from future research
effort.
I demonstrated the usefulness of magnetic and gravity measurements to constrain the source
of the 2011-2012 increased unrest at White Island. I therefore recommend pursuing this mon-
itoring effort, either in campaign mode, or by installing continuously recording instruments in
specific areas. The latter option would be preferred to also better constrain the timescales of
the processes. For example, Gottsmann et al. (2007) observed changes of a few tens of µGal
over periods of tens of minutes that they attributed to degassing instabilities at Nisyros caldera.
The same amplitude of gravity changes over a period of a few months could have been wrongly
interpreted as magmatic intrusion or other long term processes. Other short–term processes
have been reported at Mount Etna during the 2002-2003 eruption and at Masaya volcano during
short continuous experiments (Williams-Jones et al. (2008) and references therein). A similar
assessment for White Island is necessary to due the presence of active geothermal features.
Studies should be performed to constrain the reason of the high level of noise in the gravity mea-
surements. If short-term processes are responsible for this noise, then continuously recording
instruments would depict them. These measurements would need to be completed by deforma-
tion measurements to assess the effect of elevation changes to the recorded gravity signal. In
this thesis, I consistently used the common free-air gradient value of 0.3086 mGal m−1 to correct
for elevation changes. Several studies showed that this value might change depending on the
sites (e.g., Rymer, 1996; Williams-Jones et al., 2003). I therefore recommend an assessment of
this value for each gravity site at White Island. The maximum noise level was observed at the
site located between the active fumarole area and the crater lake, which is also the site showing
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the strongest deformation (Fournier and Chardot, 2012). Particular effort towards constraining
the effect of deformation on gravity changes at this site should therefore be undertaken. With
the current monitoring strategy (i.e., campaign type measurements), this implies installing a
levelling peg at this site.
In order to better constrain the source of the gravity changes, a better quantification of of
hydrothermal processes is recommended. Because this effect counteracts that of an intrusion, it
is important to better monitor the groundwater level and the phase changes within the system.
From the numerical simulations of hydrothermal circulation due to an episode of increased de-
gassing, I showed that the maximum gravity anomaly is observed above the edge of the shallow
two-phase hydrothermal plume. The spatial extent of this plume strongly depends on the in-
jection source (i.e., the injection rate of volcanic fluids). I therefore encourage studies aiming
at constraining the location of this two-phase plume, so that information can be gained on the
source of the fluids. Repeated gravity measurements (or continuous gravimeters) made above
the edge of this two-phase plume would contribute to this effort.
Further investigation of the relationship between hydrothermal circulation and geophysical ob-
servables would bring some valuable insights into unrest scenarios at White Island and other
volcanoes. For example, more numerical modelling of hydrothermal circulation affected by
fumarole conduits with varying permeabilities, fumarole conduit diameters and fumarole incli-
nations would allow to generalise the results of this research which are currently representative
of the fumarole zero at White Island. In the White Island context, the model could also be
improved by for example comparing the steady state conditions (or unrest conditions) of the
model with field data such as measurements made at the fumarole outlet (e.g., temperature,
flow, CO2/H2O ratio). Another line of research could be to compute magnetic changes from
hydrothermal circulation, in a similar approach than the one undertaken for computing gravity
changes. Magnetic changes due to thermal effect mainly occur within 300 and 600 ◦C, which
is out of the temperature range for TOUGH2/EOS2. Using another modelling code for hy-
drothermal circulation (e.g., Christenson et al., 2010; Afanasyev et al., 2015) would circumvent
this issue.
The eruption forecasting algorithm presented in this research could help forecast future erup-
tions at White Island if implemented in near real-time. Some adjustments need to be made to
the code beforehand e.g., automation of the residual analysis, conversion from a hindsight to a
foresight approach. Also, testing the algorithm on independent datasets such as historical tremor
data would help constrain the behaviour of the algorithm on future datasets. This approach is
similar to that undertaken for earthquake forecasting (e.g., Gerstenberger and Rhoades, 2010).
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Some modifications of this algorithm could allow better forecasts at White Island and other
volcanoes. This algorithm could for example be adjusted to forecast the eruptions that were
missed by the current algorithm (e.g., 19 August 2013) and run in parallel to the existing one.
The method used in this research to forecast eruption is indeed not dependent on a single type
of data, as long as the evolution of the dataset follows that of a precursor for eruption following
the material failure law (Voight, 1988). If some eruptions are preceded by accelerating rates
of some monitoring parameter(s) at White Island or other volcanoes, the same method as the
one used in this research could therefore be developed. Ultimately, integrating the forecasts
into a Bayesian Belief network (e.g., Aspinall and Woo, 2014; Hincks et al., 2014) would allow
forecasts to be issued while accounting for different datasets.
Several models for the tremor source were discussed in Chapter 4 and some suggestions were
made on the most likely model to explain the tremor increases preceding the White Island erup-
tions (multiscale fracturing, fluid flow processes, slow failure). These hypotheses would need to
be tested by modelling the source of these tremor increases. Modelling of the tremor source is
at the forefront of volcano seismological research and more work in this area of research should
be pursued on White Island tremor.
Finally, investigating other unrest/eruptive episodes (e.g., the 1976-82 and 2000 periods) at
White Island for similar unrest and eruption precursors than the ones characterised in this
research would allow a generalisation of our results. However, this thesis demonstrated that
valuable information on the state of the volcano can be gained using a multi-parameter moni-
toring strategy and a robust modelling approach. I provided evidence that the eruptions which
occurred in 2012 and 2013 at White Island were preceded by measurable increased unrest (as
measured by magnetic measurements and other parameters) and short-term precursory activity
that can be used for eruption forecasting.
Appendix A
Correction of the gravity survey
from tides using the local gPhone
The gravity survey data need to be corrected for the earth tides and ocean loading before further
processing. Several softwares allow the computation of Earth tides (e.g., TSoft). The closest
tidal gauge to White Island (∼ 50 km south) could allow the correction for ocean loading.
However, we noted that the continuous gravity station located on the island showed a phase
delay (varying between surveys) with these tidal gauge data. We therefore chose to use this
local continuous gravity station to correct for the Earth tides and ocean loading.
This process assumes that the gPhone only records the tides and its instrumental drift, and
no volcanic signal. We checked this assumption by: 1. removing the theoretical earth tides at
the gPhone location; 2. removing the ocean loading recorded at the closest tide gauge. After
correction for the tides (Earth and ocean), the residuals are small during the surveys (+/-10
µGals around a linear trend ascribed to the drift of the instrument). This confirms that our
assumption (the gPhone only records the tides and its drift) is reasonable for our periods of
interest and that we can use the local gPhone (drift removed) to correct our survey data for
Earth tides and ocean loading.
We computed the drift of the gPhone by 1. removing the Earth tides and 2. finding the best
linear trend during our period of interest. We removed the drift from the gPhone without cor-
recting for the ocean loading (correcting for them gives a very similar drift). The gPhone data
at each survey occupation time with drift removed was then substracted to each survey gravity
value.
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Figure A.1: Tide correction for the gravity data of a. the 6 June 2011 survey; b. the 11
December 2011 survey and c. the 6 June 2012 survey. The left panel shows the raw gPhone
(grey) and dedrifted gPhone (black) used for correcting the gravity survey values from the tides,
the right panel shows the raw gPhone corrected for Earth tides (grey) and raw gPhone corrected
for earth tides and ocean loading (black). The red dots indicate the occupation times during
the surveys. Note that the corrected gPhone (from Earth tides and ocean loading) shows little
variation around a linear trend during our periods of interest suggesting that the gPhone only
records the tides and its intrumental drift.
Appendix B
Data
B.1 Magnetic
Table B.1: Magnetic pegs location (WGS84).
Latitude Longitude Site
-37.52333 177.19228 Ma
-37.52333 177.19230 Ma2
-37.52333 177.19227 Map
-37.52340 177.19321 Mb
-37.52321 177.19228 Mc
-37.52319 177.19217 Md
-37.52289 177.19069 Me
-37.52286 177.18968 Mf
-37.52285 177.18958 Mg
-37.52315 177.18929 Mh
-37.52230 177.18906 Mi
-37.52153 177.18901 Mj
-37.52158 177.18872 Mk
-37.52185 177.18861 Ml
-37.52155 177.18756 Mm
-37.52157 177.18739 Mn1
-37.52158 177.18739 Mn2
-37.52158 177.18738 Mn3
-37.52131 177.18726 Mo
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Magnetic pegs location (WGS84) (continued).
Latitude Longitude Site
-37.52088 177.18784 Mp
-37.52112 177.18700 Mq
-37.52099 177.18666 Mr
-37.52105 177.18657 Ms
-37.52080 177.18617 Mt1
-37.52080 177.18618 Mt2
-37.52067 177.18625 Mu
-37.52141 177.18614 Mv
-37.52157 177.18689 Mw
-37.52157 177.18691 Mw2
-37.52171 177.18656 Mx1
-37.52171 177.18657 Mx2
-37.52238 177.18646 My
-37.52264 177.18661 Mz
-37.52266 177.18661 Mz2
-37.52290 177.18672 MaA
-37.52287 177.18742 MaB1
-37.52288 177.18742 MaB2
-37.52244 177.18753 MaC
-37.52328 177.18767 MaD
-37.52338 177.18758 MaE
-37.52347 177.18794 MaF1
-37.52347 177.18794 MaF2
-37.52371 177.18839 MaG1
-37.52371 177.18838 MaG2
-37.52497 177.18993 MaH1
-37.52497 177.18992 MaH2
-37.52497 177.18994 MaH3
-37.52581 177.19144 VIII
-37.52531 177.19180 MaI1
-37.52531 177.19181 MaI2
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Magnetic pegs location (WGS84) (continued).
Latitude Longitude Site
-37.52532 177.19181 MaI3
-37.52463 177.19270 AJp
-37.52456 177.19273 Aj
-37.52237 177.18832 MaJ
-37.52219 177.18819 MaK
-37.52038 177.18668 MaL
-37.52002 177.18596 MaM
-37.51994 177.18767 MaN
-37.52028 177.18843 MaO
-37.52103 177.18814 MaP
-37.52111 177.18825 MaQ
-37.52311 177.18681 MaR
-37.52326 177.18604 MaS
-37.52301 177.18697 MaT1
-37.52301 177.18698 MaT2
-37.52364 177.18843 MaU
-37.52208 177.18641 MDM1
-37.52220 177.18666 MDM2
-37.52181 177.18749 MDM3
-37.52242 177.18696 MDM4
-37.52183 177.18652 MDM5
-37.52123 177.18634 M1
-37.52364 177.19317 M2
Table B.2: Magnetic data in nT after each processing step.
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
20110524 Aj 53799.2 53801.4 86.9
AJp 53711.5 53714.5 0
Ma 53697.9 53699.5 -15
MaA 53371.6 53372.8 -341.7
MaB1 53365 53366.1 -348.4
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
MaB2 53350.6 53352.2 -362.3
MaC 53845.6 53846.9 132.4
MaD 53632.2 53633.8 -80.7
MaE 53747.6 53748.6 34.1
MaF1 53635.5 53636.2 -78.3
MaF2 53648 53649.8 -64.7
MaG1 53750 53750.9 36.4
MaG2 53786.6 53788 73.5
MaH1 53696.2 53697.9 -16.6
MaH2 53711.5 53713 -1.5
MaH3 53732.5 53734 19.5
MaI1 54142.1 54143.2 428.7
MaI2 53987.7 53989.5 275
MaJ 53903.6 53908 193.5
MaK 53908.4 53913 198.5
MaL 53897.2 53903 188.5
MaM 53866.5 53872.4 157.9
MaN 53560.4 53565.2 -149.3
MaO 53538.9 53543.6 -170.9
MaP 53821.7 53825.9 111.4
MaQ 53831.7 53835.6 121.1
MaR 53655.4 53658.7 -55.8
MaS 53820.6 53823.2 108.7
MaT1 53538.4 53541 -173.5
MaT2 53515.5 53518 -196.5
MaU 53750.2 53753 38.5
Mb 53773.5 53775.9 61.4
Mc 53677.8 53678.8 -35.7
Md 53664.2 53665.5 -49
Me 53708.4 53709.9 -4.6
Mf 53981.7 53982.2 267.7
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Mg 53963.9 53964.8 250.3
Mh 53855.4 53857.7 143.2
Mi 53881 53881.3 166.8
Mj 53654.2 53654 -60.5
Mk 53770.8 53771.8 57.3
Ml 53940.7 53941 226.5
Mm 53985.8 53985.8 271.3
Mn1 53951.2 53951.4 236.9
Mn2 53920.1 53920.1 205.6
Mo 54036.5 54038.9 324.4
Mp 53782.6 53782.7 68.2
Mq 54016.9 54017.5 303
Mr 54134.1 54134.8 420.3
Ms 54028.1 54028.3 313.8
Mt1 54316.3 54315.2 600.7
Mt2 54330.8 54329.6 615.1
Mu 54154.5 54152.7 438.2
Mv 54814.9 54815.3 1100.8
Mw 54238.4 54239.7 525.2
Mx1 54776.1 54787.8 1063.1
Mx2 54786.5 54777.6 1073.3
My 53701.5 53703.2 -11.3
Mz 53373.6 53375.1 -339.4
VIII 53786.7 53789.8 75.3
20120307 Aj 53788.4 53790.3 74.6
AJp 53713.3 53715.7 0
Ma 53681.1 53683 -32.7
Ma2 53702.9 53704.8 -10.9
MaA 53354.3 53360.4 -355.3
MaB1 53341 53343 -372.7
MaB2 53325.4 53328.7 -387
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
MaC 53820 53824.8 109.1
MaD 53609.8 53610.8 -104.9
MaE 53726.7 53727.8 12.1
MaF1 53604.7 53603.8 -111.9
MaF2 53621.4 53621 -94.7
MaG1 53727.5 53726.2 10.5
MaG2 53766.1 53764.8 49.1
MaH1 53661 53660.7 -55
MaH2 53676.4 53676 -39.7
MaH3 53713.1 53712.2 -3.5
MaI2 53979.6 53982.7 267
MaI3 53936.2 53939.5 223.8
MaJ 53874.5 53880.8 165.1
MaK 53878.4 53885.4 169.7
MaL 53864.3 53870 154.3
MaN 53535.1 53541 -174.7
MaO 53523.2 53530 -185.7
MaP 53803.5 53815.4 99.7
MaQ 53814.4 53825.6 109.9
MaR 53625.9 53630 -85.7
MaS 53794.8 53800.2 84.5
MaT1 53503.8 53507.5 -208.2
MaT2 53482.7 53486 -229.7
Mb 53765.2 53767.8 52.1
Mc 53643.7 53645.7 -70
Md 53636.7 53638.2 -77.5
MDM1 55058.4 55063.3 1347.6
MDM2 54410 54415.3 699.6
MDM3 53931.6 53935 219.3
MDM4 54249.1 54253.7 538
Me 53680.3 53681.6 -34.1
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Mf 53953.4 53955.8 240.1
Mg 53938.5 53942.2 226.5
Mh 53832.5 53835.4 119.7
Mi 53852.7 53857.4 141.7
Mj 53633.5 53644 -71.7
Mk 53748.4 53759 43.3
Ml 53907.9 53917.6 201.9
Mm 53962.9 53968.3 252.6
Mn1 53921.2 53924 208.3
Mn2 53887.7 53890.8 175.1
Mo 54008.5 54010.2 294.5
Mp 53763.2 53771 55.3
Mq 53988.7 53990.8 275.1
Mr 54087 54089.8 374.1
Ms 53975.9 53979 263.3
Mt1 54241.8 54245.8 530.1
Mt2 54253.9 54258 542.3
Mu 54084.4 54088.8 373.1
Mv 54733.6 54737.3 1021.6
Mw 54209.5 54212 496.3
Mw2 54262.7 54265.4 549.7
Mx1 54746.1 54748.4 1032.7
Mx2 54757.6 54759.6 1043.9
My 53678.1 53681.5 -34.2
Mz 53351.3 53355.2 -360.5
Mz2 53280.2 53284 -431.7
VIII 53776.6 53781 65.3
20120608 Aj 53768.4 53767 61.3
AJp 53704.9 53705.7 0
M1 54097.6 54104.4 398.7
M2 53842.4 53841.8 136.1
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Ma 53670.3 53668.8 -36.9
Ma2 53700.1 53696.2 -9.5
MaA 53363.1 53359 -346.7
MaB1 53351.8 53348.8 -356.9
MaB2 53340.1 53339.6 -366.1
MaC 53824.7 53827 121.3
MaD 53620.8 53617.8 -87.9
MaE 53738 53732.7 27
MaF1 53627.2 53622.7 -83
MaF2 53633 53630.4 -75.3
MaG1 53734.5 53728 22.3
MaG2 53774.4 53769 63.3
MaH1 53674 53668.1 -37.6
MaH2 53694.7 53687.8 -17.9
MaH3 53715.5 53710.4 4.7
MaI1 54128.5 54124.6 418.9
MaI2 53963.4 53960 254.3
MaI3 53935.3 53932.6 226.9
MaJ 53875 53877.4 171.7
MaK 53880 53883.2 177.5
MaL 53867.2 53874.8 169.1
MaM 53842.1 53849.7 144
MaN 53531.4 53539 -166.7
MaO 53510.5 53517.6 -188.1
Map 53664.7 53663 -42.7
MaP 53785.7 53791 85.3
MaQ 53797.5 53802.8 97.1
MaR 53643.6 53639 -66.7
MaS 53808.2 53805.6 99.9
MaT1 53523.5 53516.8 -188.9
MaT2 53500.9 53496.8 -208.9
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Mb 53750.7 53747.2 41.5
Mc 53640.8 53639.2 -66.5
Md 53644.8 53641.4 -64.3
MDM1 55067.3 55065.8 1360.1
MDM2 54405.8 54408.4 702.7
MDM3 53933.5 53939 233.3
MDM4 54255.9 54252.3 546.6
MDM5 55348.7 55348.5 1642.8
Me 53683.5 53684.4 -21.3
Mf 53958.1 53960.8 255.1
Mg 53937.8 53939.2 233.5
Mh 53831 53832.6 126.9
Mi 53852.7 53854.2 148.5
Mj 53622.8 53626.2 -79.5
Mk 53739.2 53742.8 37.1
Ml 53915 53917.6 211.9
Mm 53954.5 53960.9 255.2
Mn1 53923.5 53931.2 225.5
Mn2 53889 53896.8 191.1
Mn3 53887.4 53895 189.3
Mo 54010.1 54018.6 312.9
Mp 53748.5 53753.8 48.1
Mq 53988.9 53996.2 290.5
Mr 54114.4 54122.8 417.1
Ms 53998.4 54007 301.3
Mt1 54278.6 54287 581.3
Mt2 54291.8 54299.6 593.9
Mu 54117.2 54124.6 418.9
Mv 54787.7 54791.6 1085.9
Mw 54210.3 54219.6 513.9
Mw2 54269.1 54277.6 571.9
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Mx1 54759.2 54756.8 1051.1
Mx2 54764.8 54764 1058.3
My 53685.1 53682 -23.7
Mz2 53289.8 53285.8 -419.9
VIII 53763.1 53759.3 53.6
20121011 Aj 53772 53746.6 70.3
AJp 53700 53676.3 0
M1 54084 54071.1 394.8
M2 53838 53809.8 133.5
Ma 53670 53643.6 -32.7
Ma2 53694 53666.1 -10.2
MaA 53333 53330.6 -345.7
MaB1 53317 53315.3 -361
MaB2 53302 53300.8 -375.5
MaC 53797 53793.7 117.4
MaD 53592 53589.9 -86.4
MaE 53703 53701.7 25.4
MaF1 53586 53585.6 -90.7
MaF2 53603 53602.4 -73.9
MaG1 53697 53696.3 20
MaG2 53737 53736.3 60
MaH1 53641 53641.7 -34.6
MaH2 53658 53658.2 -18.1
MaH3 53684 53684.2 7.9
MaI1 54121 54097 420.7
MaI2 53956 53931.8 255.5
MaI3 53927 53903.4 227.1
MaJ 53868 53847.8 171.5
MaK 53871 53851.2 174.9
MaL 53873 53852.6 176.3
MaM 53834 53819.6 143.3
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
MaN 53334 53313.8 -362.5
MaO 53512 53490.3 -186
MaP 53784 53767.9 91.6
MaQ 53797 53780.8 104.5
MaR 53612 53608.8 -67.5
MaS 53776 53773.5 97.2
MaT1 53492 53489.2 -187.1
MaT2 53467 53465.4 -210.9
Mb 53747 53718.9 42.6
Mc 53643 53615.4 -60.9
Md 53642 53614.8 -61.5
MDM1 55034 55029.8 1353.5
MDM2 54383 54377.8 701.5
MDM3 53911 53902.8 226.5
MDM4 54218 54215 538.7
MDM5 55318 55312 1635.7
Me 53681 53657 -19.3
Mf 53955 53932.2 255.9
Mg 53932 53909.2 232.9
Mh 53830 53806.6 130.3
Mi 53846 53824.4 148.1
Mj 53617 53600.3 -76
Mk 53735 53718.3 42
Ml 53907 53889.3 213
Mm 53946 53933.7 257.4
Mn1 53903 53894.6 218.3
Mn2 53873 53863.5 187.2
Mo 53996 53983.5 307.2
Mp 53746 53730 53.7
Mq 53975 53962.1 285.8
Mr 54104 54092.6 416.3
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
Ms 53982 53970.7 294.4
Mt1 54269 54253.5 577.2
Mt2 54281 54267.3 591
Mu 54112 54096.7 420.4
Mv 54789 54772.5 1096.2
Mw 54189 54182.6 506.3
Mw2 54246 54239.7 563.4
Mx1 54745 54739 1062.7
Mx2 54729 54722.9 1046.6
My 53656 53652.8 -23.5
Mz 53335 53332.6 -343.7
Mz2 53262 53258.4 -417.9
VIII 53738 53738 61.7
20150225 Aj 53673.4 53696.9 75.3
AJp 53606.2 53621.6 0
M1 53990 53991.6 370
M2 53477 53487.1 -134.5
Ma 53569.1 53589.3 -32.3
Ma2 53591 53611.3 -10.3
MaB1 53267.1 53259.1 -362.5
MaC 53729.5 53727.1 105.5
MaD 53544.3 53533.9 -87.7
MaE 53656.1 53646.3 24.7
MaF1 53540.8 53529.4 -92.2
MaF2 53555.5 53543.9 -77.7
MaG1 53653.3 53643.1 21.5
MaG2 53691.4 53681.2 59.6
MaH1 53595.5 53588.7 -32.9
MaH3 53636.1 53628.9 7.3
MaI1 53880.7 53878.9 257.3
MaI2 54033.2 54030.8 409.2
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Magnetic data in nT (continued).
Survey date Site Raw averaged Diurnal variations corrected Final (rel. to AjP)
MaI3 53856.8 53855.3 233.7
MaJ 53783.8 53793.8 172.2
MaK 53784.6 53792.8 171.2
MaL 53781.5 53786.3 164.7
MaM 53750.1 53754.3 132.7
Map 53568.5 53588.2 -33.4
MaQ 53713.2 53719.3 97.7
MaR 53561.3 53555.8 -65.8
MaS 53724.6 53720 98.4
Mb 53643.9 53665.1 43.5
Mc 53538.9 53558 -63.6
MDM3 53834.7 53834.5 212.9
MDM4 54132.9 54133.5 511.9
MDM5 55227.8 55228.4 1606.8
Me 53591.8 53609.2 -12.4
Mg 53845 53854.8 233.2
Mi 53761.6 53771.8 150.2
Mk 53651.3 53658.4 36.8
Ml 53819.2 53825.5 203.9
Mn1 53829.2 53827.9 206.3
Mo 53911.6 53913.4 291.8
Mq 53893.7 53894.9 273.3
Mr 53959.9 53962.3 340.7
Ms 53899.6 53902.1 280.5
Mt2 54188.8 54192.4 570.8
Mu 54024 54026.3 404.7
Mw 54111.2 54112.5 490.9
Mw2 54168.7 54170.1 548.5
Mx1 54640.4 54641.1 1019.5
VIII 53691.5 53685.8 64.2
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B.2 Gravity
Table B.3: Gravity tiles location (WGS84).
Site Longitude Latitude Elevation (m)
GR01 177.18991 -37.52499 9
GR02 177.18799 -37.52346 12
GR03 177.18674 -37.52287 24
GR04 177.18617 -37.52078 26
GR05 177.18657 -37.52171 31
GR06 177.18765 -37.52150 13
GR07 177.18872 -37.52158 16
GR08 177.18964 -37.52282 17
GR09 177.19229 -37.52332 7
GR10 177.19273 -37.52456 9
Table B.4: Gravity data in mGals after each processing step.
Survey date Site Raw Tides corrected Drift corrected
20110624 GR03 3670.368435 3670.320155 3670.324889
3670.368435 3670.319973
3670.373670 3670.329805
GR02 3672.174510 3672.135826 3672.130506
3672.176604 3672.139057
GR07 3673.064460 3673.032955 3673.017169
3673.059225 3673.032327
3673.066554 3673.037620
GR03 3670.365294 3670.339621 3670.324889
3670.370529 3670.349964
GR06 3672.434166 3672.418503 3672.389780
3672.436260 3672.415404
GR05 3669.604125 3669.586517 3669.559152
3669.609360 3669.591749
3669.607266 3669.588843
GR03 3670.371576 3670.354723 3670.324889
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Gravity data in mGals (continued).
Survey date Site Raw Tides corrected Drift corrected
3670.371576 3670.357794
3670.375764 3670.363186
GR05 3669.625065 3669.612881 3669.559152
3669.630300 3669.613814
3669.628206 3669.613623
GR04 3669.693120 3669.683275 3669.637192
3669.697308 3669.683531
3669.698355 3669.688485
GR06 3672.425790 3672.418638 3672.379768
3672.431025 3672.422474
3672.415320 3672.404880
GR05 3669.604125 3669.595826 3669.559152
3669.609360 3669.597108
3669.612501 3669.600747
GR06 3672.402756 3672.386829 3672.362746
3672.413226 3672.396770
3672.415320 3672.403241
GR07 3672.017460 3672.003254 3672.967176
3672.022695 3672.005030
3672.022695 3672.003748
GR04 3669.719295 3669.693034 3669.662291
3669.722436 3669.697113
3669.725577 3669.701751
GR06 3672.425790 3672.399042 3672.368430
3672.434166 3672.403889
3672.439401 3672.407135
GR05 3669.622971 3669.586508 3669.559149
3669.632394 3669.596039
3669.635535 3669.596337
GR01 3673.718835 3673.656399 3673.660248
3673.720929 3673.656394
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Gravity data in mGals (continued).
Survey date Site Raw Tides corrected Drift corrected
GR10 3673.693707 3673.623156 3673.631161
3673.701036 3673.629493
3673.703130 3673.631944
GR09 3673.517811 3673.438730 3673.442694
3673.524093 3673.446480
3673.525140 3673.445691
GR01 3673.745010 3673.663685 3673.660461
3673.752339 3673.667135
3673.754433 3673.667386
GR02 3672.222672 3672.129297 3672.130506
3672.226860 3672.134612
GR08 3672.787005 3672.688019 3672.694243
3672.792240 3672.692661
GR01 3673.755480 3673.648295 3673.660461
3673.762809 3673.656125
GR02 3672.535725 3672.511483 3672.130506
3672.537819 3672.514108
GR08 3673.074930 3673.054818 3672.679129
3673.080165 3673.062890
GR02 3672.525255 3672.506515 3672.130506
3672.525255 3672.509103
GR10 3674.043405 3674.027196 3673.657959
3674.047593 3674.036781
GR09 3673.828770 3673.814439 3673.453552
3673.834005 3673.824055
3673.836099 3673.825596
GR02 3672.507456 3672.497695 3672.130506
3672.509550 3672.500210
3672.5105971 3672.498973
20111221 GR02 177.902549 178.034121 178.032451
177.903131 178.030780
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Gravity data in mGals (continued).
Survey date Site Raw Tides corrected Drift corrected
177.905461 178.026464
GR03 176.167877 176.276156 176.290696
176.169624 176.277561
176.171371 176.275435
176.173700 176.278467
GR04 175.455142 175.502953 175.522248
175.458636 175.504099
GR03 176.237753 176.262441 176.295588
176.240665 176.263255
176.247070 176.266871
GR02 177.986983 177.995993 178.032451
177.989894 177.996907
177.992806 177.993207
GR01 179.545217 179.531093 179.574000
179.546382 179.529181
GR10 179.514938 179.486720 179.535657
179.517267 179.483261
GR01 179.558028 179.518293 179.574000
179.559193 179.516711
GR02 178.026579 177.970139 178.032451
178.027744 177.971967
GR03 176.176030 176.114235 176.172843
176.175447 176.111305
GR04 175.555298 175.475632 175.536658
175.558792 175.483193
GR06 178.306083 178.222493 178.278273
178.306665 178.224154
GR08 178.620525 178.536741 178.590477
178.621690 178.538369
GR02 178.066175 177.980742 178.032451
178.065011 177.982676
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Gravity data in mGals (continued).
Survey date Site Raw Tides corrected Drift corrected
20120608 GR02 184.082499 183.988859 183.995160
184.083664 184.001461
GR03 182.377525 182.288982 182.291008
182.376360 182.292009
GR05 181.486606 181.404651 181.413196
181.487770 181.419693
GR04 181.534354 181.463290 181.468361
181.535519 181.470414
GR06 184.297950 184.241524 184.242250
184.297950 184.238879
GR07 184.968760 184.925774 184.925418
184.967595 184.919834
GR02 184.028927 183.994245 183.995160
184.026598 183.989822
GR08 184.551833 184.526434 184.538931
184.552997 184.537572
GR09 185.285531 185.271901 185.282862
185.286695 185.272363
GR10 185.507969 185.501046 185.515347
185.506805 185.501578
GR01 185.514957 185.512918 185.526802
185.513792 185.506005
GR02 183.970697 183.974527 183.995160
183.969533 183.975822
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Table B.5: Final gravity data.
Survey date Site Averaged data (mgals) Relative to GR01
20110614
GR01 3673.6604 0
GR02 3672.1305 -1.5299
GR03 3670.3249 -3.3355
GR04 3669.6497 -4.0107
GR05 3669.5592 -4.1012
GR06 3672.3752 -1.2852
GR07 3672.9922 -0.6682
GR08 3672.6867 -0.9737
GR09 3673.4481 -0.2123
GR10 3673.6446 -0.0158
20111221
GR01 179.5740 0
GR02 178.0325 -1.5415
GR03 176.1728 (AM: 176.2931) -3.4012 (AM: -3.2809)
GR04 175.5367 (AM: 175.5222) -4.0373 (AM: -4.0518)
GR06 178.2783 -1.2957
GR08 178.5905 -0.9835
GR10 179.5357 -0.0383
20120608
GR01 185.5268 0
GR02 183.9952 -1.5316
GR03 182.2910 -3.2358
GR04 181.4684 -4.0584
GR05 181.4132 -4.1136
GR06 184.2423 -1.2845
GR07 184.9254 -0.6014
GR08 184.5389 -0.9879
GR09 185.2829 -0.2439
GR10 185.5153 -0.0115
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Table B.6: Levelling and gravity changes (with and without elevation correction, using a Free-
Air gradient of 3.086 × 10−4 mGal mm−1) between surveys.
Dates Site Gravity changes (mGal) Levelling (mm) Gravity, FAG corrected (mGal)
20110614–
20111221
GR01 0 0 0
GR02 -0.0116 -23 -0.0187
GR03 -0.0657 (AM: 0.0546) -30 -0.0564 (AM: 0.0639)
GR04 -0.0266 (AM: -0.0411) -8 -0.0241 (AM: -0.0386)
GR06 -0.0105 -10 -0.0136
GR08 -0.0098 -8 -0.0123
GR10 -0.0225 -1 -0.0228
20111221–
20120608
GR01 0 0 0
GR02 0.0099 23.7 0.0172
GR03 0.1654 (AM: 0.0451) -12 0.1691 (AM: 0.0488)
GR04 -0.0211 (AM: -0.0066) 34 -0.0106 (AM: 0.0039)
GR06 0.0112 -1 0.0109
GR08 -0.0044 26.5 0.0038
GR10 0.0268 2 0.0274
20110614–
20120608
GR01 0 0 0
GR02 -0.0017 0.7 -0.0015
GR03 0.0997 -50 0.0843
GR04 -0.0477 16 -0.0428
GR05 -0.0124 -11 -0.0158
GR06 0.0007 -10 -0.0024
GR07 0.0668 -5 0.0653
GR08 -0.0142 18.5 -0.0085
GR09 -0.0316 1 -0.0313
GR10 0.0043 2.4 0.0050
Appendix C
Magnetic field due to a
dipole–formulation
A magnetic dipole of dipole moment ~m (in SI unit A m2) creates a magnetic field ( ~H) (or
magnetic field strength, in SI unit A m−1) which derives from a magnetic scalar potential (Φm)
(Equation C.1).
~H = −∇Φm (C.1)
This magnetic scalar potential (Φm) obeys to the Laplace law (Equation C.2) outside the mag-
netic dipole.
∇2Φm = 0 (C.2)
A solution of the Laplace law (Equation C.2) is:
Φm =
~m.~r
4pir3
(C.3)
where ~r (in m) is the distance from the dipole centre to the surface location where the magnetic
scalar potential is calculated.
~H can then be deduced by combining Equations C.1 and C.3:
~H = − 1
4pi
∇ ~m.~r
r3
(C.4)
The magnetic induction ( ~B) (in SI unit Tesla (T)) is the total field and can be written as:
~B = µ0( ~H + ~J) (C.5)
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where µ0 is the vacuum permeability (= 4pi × 10−7 T m A−1), and ~J is the magnetisation (or
magnetic polarisation or dipole moment per unit volume, in SI unit A m−1).
The magnetisation ( ~J) is proportional and in the same direction as ~H for low magnetic fields
and is due to the fact that a magnetisable body placed in an external magnetic field becomes
magnetised by induction which is due to the reorientation of atoms and molecules so that their
spins line up.
~J = k ~H (C.6)
where k is the magnetic susceptibility (dimensionless parameter) measuring the degree to which
a body is magnetised in reponse to an applied magnetic field.
Then,
~B = µ0(1 + k) ~H (C.7)
Combining Equations C.4 and C.7 gives:
~B =
µ0(1 + k)
4pi
∇ ~m.~r
r3
(C.8)
If the magnetic source is volumetric, then the magnetic dipole moment (~m) can be expressed
as:
~m = ~JV (C.9)
where V is the volume of the magnetic body (in m3).
For a volumetric source of magnetisation, ~B can finally be expressed as:
~B =
µ0(1 + k)
4pi
V∇
~J.~r
r3
(C.10)
where V = 43pia
3 for a sphere, with a the radius of the sphere.
Given ~B the magnetic anomaly created by the dipole, ~M the measured magnetic field and ~R
the regional magnetic field, we have ~B = ~M− ~R. On the field, we measure M (i.e. the magnetic
field intensity) and we know ~R. If we assume that the magnetic anomaly is small compared to
the regional magnetic field, then the definition of the magnetic anomaly B = ~M − ~R implies
that B is the projection of the anomaly field vector on the regional magnetic field vector. The
magnetic anomaly is then defined by:
B = ~B.~R (C.11)
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